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TO THE READER.

Ii\ the following pages I have tried to place before

you an account of the little known Islands of New
Britain and Duke of York as they really are,

especially describing the habits and manners of their

inhabitants ; and if my style of doing this should

appear to be somewhat crude, I must ask you to

extend your indulgence to one who is more accus-

tomed to handle the tiller than the pen, and to

writing his log than manuscript for the publisher.

However, I have been persuaded by those who

have a far greater .knowledge of the literary world

than myself to publish what little I know of these

hitherto comparatively unknown parts; and should

it be found that I have been mistaken as to some of

my statements, then let me again beg your indulgence

and remind you that a lifetime would hardly suffice

to enable one to become so thoroughly acquainted

with these primitive races as to be able to write about

them without some hesitation. Indeed, the more

one sees of these most interesting people so much
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the more does one become aware of the difficulties

of obtaining authentic information of many of their

customs.

I conchide with the hope that the following pages

may be of use to many and interesting to all my
readers.

Yours, &c.,

Wilfred Powell.
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WANDERINGS IN A WILD COUNTRY;

OR,

THBEE YEARS AMONGST THE CANNIBALS OF
NEW BRITAIN.

CHAPTER I.

My vessel and crew—Encounter rough weather—Waterspouts—Courtesy

of Captain Heath—Tragedy at Lizard Island—Brumer Islands—Teste

Islands—Our cook and duck—Fighting implements and ornaments of

natives of Heath Island—Women traders—Buying a petticoat—Posses-

sion Bay—Grandeur of the Pacific Islands—Natives of Hayter Island,

With the kind assistance of several gentlemen in

Sydney, who were anxious to obtain information of

the hitherto unknown parts of the Islands of New
Britain and New Ireland, I purchased a small vessel

of fifteen tons, which I considered would be amply

large enough for safety among the numerous reefs

and dangers we were likely to encounter. My
experience has shown me that, among these islands,

there are many and dangerous currents, which will

place a vessel in danger of drifting on shore should

it fall a calm ; in this case a large vessel becomes

perfectly helpless, but so small a craft as the one

I obtained could be managed with sweeps, and by

this means be kept off many dangers on to which a

larger vessel must inevitably drift. Besides, a large

B



2 WANDERINGS IN A WILD COUNTRY.

vessel must keep a good distance from any island,

which was just what we did not wish to do. Further,

we could carry a small crew, therefore fewer men to

grumble at any hardships we might have to put up

with ; and lastly, but certainly not of least conse-

quence, we could get into places that no larger

"blAR UF IHE 1 Vbl.

vessel could possibly attempt ; moreover, it is useful

at times to be able to run a vessel on to the lee-side

of a reef or sandbank, should any repairs be

necessary or the copper require cleaning.

Our little ketch, the Star of the East, having

been docked, recoppered, and jDassed through the



OUR SHIP'S COMPANY.

carpenters' bands, we stored her with all the neces-

sities for a two years' voyage, and having fitted her

as comfortably as was possible for so small a craft,

we sailed on the 1st of Jime_, 1877, from Sydney

Heads.

I must now, before going any further, introduce

the ship's company to the reader : myself the captain ;

first lieutenant, H ; second, Jack; third, Aleck

(native of New Britain), and the cook (an American

" darkie ") ; Rover, Bluff, and Pincher (better known

as the " policemen "). A very fine crew, and very

orderly, only one sailor having to be put on the black

list before starting ; this was Rover, who would break

out of the ship the moment I left the vessel, wishing

to come after me, and therefore had to be tied up

until we sailed, his attendance on shore not being

required at that time, although of the utmost value

afterwards.

We had a fine boat on deck, and a " stewardess
"

galley in a small corrugated iron house ; two bunks

in the cabin, and a table ; two bunks in the forecastle,

and two in the hold, the latter to be used in case of

having any natives on board ; the crew slept under

the boat on deck.

The first few days out we had calm weather, and

made very little progress ; then came a strong breeze

from the southward, and we proceeded some way on

our journey. Off Port Stephens the wind increased

to a gale, and blew very hard, veering round to the

N.W. There was nothing for it but to heave to and

wait till it moderated. That was a very anxious

. B 2
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time, as it blew a perfect hurricane, and our little

cockle-shell of a boat pitched and tossed as though

she were possessed, yet behaving splendidly, never

shipping a single sea, though the spray was blown

in sheets over the deck. The only trouble we had

was with the pump ; the carpenters had left a

quantity of shavings under the skin, when replacing

it, and these were washed by the water she made

into the pump well and choked it. Of course it

would have been impossible for so small a vessel to

avoid making some water in so heavy a gale, and

besides this, we found that the deck was not as

watertight as it ought to have been. We had to

take the pump out, and in such heavy weather this

was no small matter ; however, we managed it

successfully, cleared the shavings away and put

everything right again ; we lay hove to for four

days and nights.

On the third day a large barque came running

past with lower topsails and forecourse set ; she

hailed us to know if we wanted help—they could not

imderstand so small a craft being out such a long

distance from the land.

We observed a somewhat rare phenomenon (for

the latitude we were in) during this gale ; two

waterspouts passed at about half-a-mile from us,

working against the wind, and we distinctly heard

the rushing sound made by them above the noise of

the storm.

During the four days we lay hove to, we drifted

to windward, or '' head reached," as sailors say, a



THE GREAT BARRIER REEF.

hundred and forty miles, but when again able to

make sail, shaped our course for, and shortly after-

wards anchored in. Trial Bay ; then laying in a

stock of fresh meat, bread, &c., we started again, with

a fair wind, for Brisbane, reaching that port in a

few days. With great courtesy, Captain Heath, R.N.,

Harbour Master_, allowed us to lay alongside the

Government wharf, where we took in water, had a

square sail-yard fitted, laid in a necessary supply of

onions, potatoes, &c., and obtained permission from

the Government to enter all harbours on the

Queensland coast free of dues. This shows the

difference between the Governments of Queensland

and New South Wales, for the latter, when asked

for permission to ship bonded stores for our vessel,

which was under fifty tons, and on a scientific survey,

returned the polite (?) answer, " No departure from

the law to be permitted."

From Brisbane we passed on to Townsville, sail-

ing inside that wonderful " Great Barrier Eeef,"

the terror of those that do not know it^ the comfort

of those that do. Leaving there we proceeded north,

past Cooktown, and stood over to Lizard Island for

firewood. This island was lately the scene of so sad

a tragedy that I cannot refrain from giving the

outlines of it here.

A Captain Watson formed a station on the island

for fishing and curing " beche-de-mer," where, with

his wife, young child, and a number of Chinamen, he

lived for some months. Having occasion to go to

Cooktown in his schooner, he left his wife and child
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behind at tlie station, witli a few of the Chinamen.

He had not been gone long before a number of

blacks from the mainland landed and attacked the

station and the inmates_, murdering some of the

Chinamen and eating them ; but Mrs. Watson, with

one Chinaman, made such a resolute defence from the

house (so it appears from the account in her diary

written at the time) that the blacks were driven off

for a period.

Fearing their return, Mrs. Watson and the China-

man took one of the vessels that had been used for

boiling the beche-de-mer (a large iron tank cut in

half), and somehow managed to rig up a mast in

it ; in this unwieldly craft Mrs. Watson, her baby,

and the Chinaman started for another island some

twenty miles off, under cover of the night, to escape

observation by the blacks. They reached the island

in safety, but seeing native canoes during the day,

they again started for another island, thirty miles

distant from their first refuge, but on neither of

the islands did they find any water, and had none

with them. In the meantime Captain Watson had

returned to find his home and station sacked, and no

traces of the missing ones, except a few articles of

his wife's clothing, some of her hair, and the bones

of the Chinamen that the blacks had eaten. He
captured one of the black women, who described to

him in the most graphic manner the murder of his

wife and child ; how Mrs. Watson had eventually

been tomahawked and the body thrown into the

water—she even pointed out the spot ; but when
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divers were sent down nothing of course was found

—

this at the time was attributed to the sharks ; she

also said that the baby had been kept for a time, but

because it would not stop crying one of the natives

dashed its brains out. Her story was such a well-

connected lie that it was believed by the unhappy

man, and vengeance was accordingly talcen on the

supposed murderers.

Some time after a Captain Bremner, having

occasion to call at the island on which Mrs. Watson

had last taken refuge, discovered .the bodies, and

what confirmed their identity beyond all doubt was

Mrs. Watson's diary, which he found near her body,

written apparently up to a short time before her

death, which was caused from want of water. It

appears they saw a steamer pass and tried to attract

attention, but failed, Mrs. Watson's last entry was

to this effect, " Chinaman gone away to die by him-

self in the bush ; baby very fretful and weak." No
word of her own sufferings ; not once is there to be

found any complaint for herself entered in the whole

of her diary, which was written in a firm, bold hand.

AVhat a noble spirit passed away in silent anguish

on that lonely island ! One of the search parties

looking ibr traces actually landed on that very

island, but did not go on the right side of it.

After taking in wood and water at Lizard Island,

we shaped a course for the Barrier Reef, and jDassed

out through the same passage by which Captain

Cook passed in on board the Endeavour in 1770.

We had a splendid strong fair wind, which soon
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carried us past and clear of the " Osprey Eeef " in a

N.W. course, and in a few days we sighted Brumer

Islands. These islands are high and rocky, the

highest peak being six hundred and sixty-five feet,

according to the latest Admiralty chart. Here we

found discoloured water where the Admiralty chart

gives " twenty fathoms and no bottom ;
" this, how-

ever, has probably risen since the soundings marked

on the Admiralty chart were taken. This shoal lies

to the N.E. of the largest island.

I am sorry to say I was too busy at the time to

take any soundings or cross-bearings, but the shoal

is of large extent and easily observed from the

masthead. I should say there were about three

fathoms in the shallowest place we passed over.

Several canoes came off, the natives appeared friendly

and wished to trade. We bought a few little articles

they had in the canoes, but being anxious to get on

to Teste Island did not stop long.

The natives of the Brumer Islands are a dark race

of the same type as those of the Gulf of Papua, but

somewhat darker than the natives of China Straits

and surrounding islands.

The following day we reached Teste Island, and

anchored on the north side, about three hundred yards

from the shore, as the water is too deep further off.

The natives were very friendly, and brought off

cocoa-nuts, yams, fish, and other articles, which they

exchanged for iron hoop, red cloth, and beads.

We went on shore to visit the village, which lies

on the south, side of the island, there being only a



NATIVE HOUSES.

few huts on the north side. The liouses arc huiU on

piles from four to six feet high ; on these are placed

large round pieces of wood, and on tliese rests the

house. These large plates of wood are for keeping off

snakes, rats, &c. The house seems to consist of roof

and floor only, for the roof is rounded off to each

side, something like an inverted boat ; it is thatched

itiWITH errass or suirar-cane leaves : the floor is made of

NATIVE HOUSE, TESTE ISLAND, NEW GUINEA.

canes laid across the beams, and lashed together with

plaited string made of cocoa-nut fibre. The door is

only an opening on one side, approached by a rude

ladder constructed of forked stakes with pieces of

wood laid across in the forks. Inside the house

there is not room enough for a man to stand upright.

They sometimes make a small fire on a large flat

stone in the centre of tlie house, but most of the
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cooking is done outside. The framework of the

roof is made from bamboo cane, and the interior of

almost every house was blackened by the smoke

from the burning cocoa-nut shell, which will not rub

off.

The inhabitants of Teste Island are an intelligent-

looking people, and very friendly ; they liave large

sailing canoes, with oval-shaped sails of various

sizes, which they change according to the strength

of the wind : the mast is formed with a tripod, two

legs resting on the outrigger, and one on the bottom

of the canoe ; the ropes are made out of the bark of

a tree twisted tightly together. The length of the

largest canoe I saw was about thirty feet; they

are decorated with a rough carving and the white

cowrie shell, also with pieces of grass, flowers, &c.

These islanders have, besides, smaller canoes, cut

from the trunk of a single tree, with outriggers on

one side only. These are whitewashed and orna-

mented with forms something like eyes in shape.

On nearly every house we observed skulls hanging

;

I offered to buy one, but was refused in a very

decided manner ; they were probably not skulls of

enemies, but rather those of relations.

On going to the top of the hill to look round, I

found that the reef marked in the Admiralty chart

was in reality a fine lagoon with apparently an

excellent entrance at the south-east corner, and on

the western side of East Island ; I took a canoe and

went out to see if the entrance was as good as it

looked from the hill-top. On arriving I found
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there was a good-sized rock in the centre of tlie

channel, on which the swell occasionally hroke. It

would, I think, however, make a good harbour for

small vessels, but it requires entering by daytime

until known, as there are several coral patches about

it, besides the rock in tlie entrance.

We found the natives exceedingly pleasant and

obliging ; they are intelligent looking, and have

that peculiar Jewish cast of features that one finds

all along the north-east coast of New Guinea, and is

without question of a higher type than that of the

tribes on the south coast (Gulf of Papua), or those

of the Calvados Chain, who are cannibals. It was at

the last-named phxce that five hundred Chinamen

(who were on their way to form a colony in New
Guinea) were wrecked and eaten as required by the

natives—at least all but three or four, who were

bought back from the savages for looking-glasses,

beads, &c.; but the circumstance is well remembered

by many traders of the South Sea Islands.

We left Teste Island with regret, promising to

return some day (which promise I fear will hardly

be fulfilled now), and steered for Blanchard Island,

where we came to anchor in the evening, off the

northern point, very close to the shore. Next day we

landed, when H succeeded in shooting the first

duck I had seen in New Guinea ; we took it on board

thinking we had a great prize, and hung it up, telling

the cook not to touch it, as I wanted to skin it. We
then returned on shore to try and get its mate, but

failed to do so, seeing the bird get up out of range.
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On returning to the ship in the evening we found

our beautiful duck j)lueked and cooked for our

supper, and all the feathers carefully put in a bag

;

the cook triumphantly presented me with them

saying, " Me no like you make work belong cook,

massa ; I take out all feathers belong bird, and put

him in bag." The fellow had evidently thought that

I wanted to pluck the duck myself and couldn't

stand any interference in his department, and

thought he would take this opportunity of showing

his disapproval ; I felt very sad about it, and poor

H was jumping mad. The duck was a white

one, with grey head and dark grey bars on wings

and tail, the beak yellow green ; I have never seen

another. We left Blanchard Island next morning

for China Straits, and had many canoes off to us from

both sides of the straits—Hayter Island, as well as

from Heath Island—bringing us many things for sale.

Amongst them was a cuscus (a tree marsupial), a

flying squirrel, and a small wallaby. The cuscus

was a very handsome fellow, brown and white ; they

become quite tame, and we had several on board

afterwards, where they lived a long time. The

flying squirrel is a pretty little creature, and will

also become very tame if caught young. The

wallaby was of the same description as those found

in New Britain and on the mainland of New
Guinea. Full grown it stands about two feet six

inches high ; it is a dark brown colour, turning to

white on the stomach and breast ; it is very delicate,

and will not live long in confinement—at least I
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have not been successful with them. AVe found that

though there are plenty of pigs on this island they

will not sell them, as they are the property of the

women, who i-egard them much in the same hght as

their own children. I have seen one of these women

hugging and caressing a pig more than ever she

would have done one of her own babies.

The same evening we anchored off Heath Island

(named after the President of the Marine Board and

Harbour Master of Brisbane, Queensland, the same

courteous gentleman to whom when in Brisbane we

were indebted for so much kindness ; he was, I be-

lieve, in these parts some years ago). Here we found

that the natives brought off a description of sponge,

which, though covered with a black film, speedily

yields to a weak solution of muriatic acid, and turns

out a really very presentable washing sponge.

We went on shore and tried to find the village

marked on the Admiralty chart, but were not

successful ; I think it does not exist now, as we

passed over the spot marked, and saw no trace of

any house ; we followed a small freshwater stream,

hoping to find another duck, but were disappointed.

We saw, however, several tracks of crocodiles, which

seem to be pretty numerous here, though we did

not actually come across one.

Many canoes came alongside our vessel with

tortoiseshell and small black eclge-pearl shell ; we

also bought a good many implements of war, toma-

hawks, spears, clubs, and shields.

The tomahawks are made of a stone verv nicely
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ground iDto somewhat the sliape of a flat wedge, and

beautifully smooth ; some of them are from three to

four inches across the widest part, which is ground

to a sharp edge for cutting ; the other end is jammed

into a wooden handle, the part that holds the stone

being formed of two pieces of wood lashed firmly

round with split cane ; the remainder of the handle is

in the form of two sides of a right-angled triangle,

the part for holding being the longest leg. These

tomahawks are so formed that the harder the blow

the more the stone is wedged into the handle. The

largest size, I believe, being so unwieldy, is used

merely for ornament. Some of them have the

w^ooden holder movable, in order that the stone

head may be turned to make an adze. The spears

are varied in shape, those for fish having five or six

hard betel-nut wood points, so lashed together into a

handle that they spread out into a circle, distant

about one and a half inches from each other, having

one in the centre. Another fishing spear had two

prongs barbed at the ends, carved out of the same

piece of wood as the handle.

Of the fighting spears some are smooth-pointed

but roughly made, others have many barbs, and are

very neatly carved; they are made from various

kinds of wood; the rougher ones appear to be of

cocoa-nut wood—the others of a black wood like

ebony, or a red wood that is much like the Fijian

" greenheart." The clubs resemble sw^ords in shape,

some notched along the blade, others smooth,

mostly made of betel-nut wood.
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The paddles of the canoes are made of a light-

coloured wood, witli heart-shaped blades, the handle

being about four feet long with a crutch-headed top,

often very nicely carved into tlie shape of a bird.

The shields are black, with white markings on

them ; they are about three feet long, and two broad,

slightly curved at the sides ; these are hung on the

outrigger of the canoe, to form a bulwark, when

fighting.

Some of the native ornaments are armlets, made of

plaited cane dyed red
;
pieces of ground clam shell

through the cartilage of the nose, which is pointed

at the ends. The men often wear wigs, much in the

same way that our young ladies wear fringes, only the

native fringe can be pulled down over the chin to

form whiskers. I noticed they did this several times

when, having been paid for some article, they came

back and asked to be paid a second time ; however,

this innocent ruse did not succeed more than once.

I noticed also necklets made of cassowaries' feathers,

worked on to a cord, some also being made of bird

of paradise plumes ; these last they also wind round

the uprights on the outriggers of their canoes for

ornament. The waist-cloth is made of a bark of a

tree, and is unornamented ; whilst above the waist

they wrap their bodies round and round with a de-

scription of black plaited cord, with bright yellow

strands worked into it, which has something the

appearance of a small snake. What the cord can be

for I do not know ; it cannot be only for ornament

;

it may be for catching turtle, but I hardly think it
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is strong enough for one of any size. We also

bought a curious mask made of tortoiseshell which

is worn in dancing ; it is ornamented with casso-

waries' feathers, whitened round the eye-holes with

TORTOISESHELL MASK.

{From Mt. Thompson, Neiv Ouinea.)

lime, and coloured round the lips with red earth
;

the nose-piece is fastened on, and the nostril holes

have pieces of pearl shell inserted. This mask, I was

informed by a native, comes from the mainland

(Mount Thompson).
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All this time we had seen no women ; I suppose it

was too far for them to come in canoes.

Leaving Heath Island, we passed "Dinner"

Island, and stood in for "Possession Ba}^" (Hayter

Island), anchoring- in seven fathoms water pretty

close to shore.

Here an immense number of canoes came off to

us ; I do not think I exaggerate when I say that

there were three hundred ; two large fighting

CANOE SHIELD, FIGHTING SHIELD,

NEW GUINEA. NEW GUINEA.

canoes cruised round outside the others, doubtless

to keep the peace, as well as to intimidate us should

we show any hostile intentions ; the latter were very

long, holding about thirty men each, the outriggers

hung with shields, and bundles of spears. Here

several women came out, paddled by their respective

lords and masters (?). However, the grey mare

appeared the better horse, as they abused and scolded

the men if they did not keep close enough to the

vessel's side to trade. When they did get alongside of
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it, it was amusing to see how they settled down into

• company manners, not giving way to eager excite-

ment hke the men, but sitting calmly in the canoes,

giving orders to the sterner sex what to sell and

what to take in exchange.

All barter goods that the men exchanged were

handed to the women, who examined them very

carefully, and then placed them under where they

were sitting. The women are evidently very clever

in the art of forcing trade. One lady had on a very

brightly-coloured grass petticoat, which we had some

delicacy in asking for. However, H mustered

up courage to point to it, upon which she shook

her head and pretended she could not sell it,

being ashamed to take it off ; she, however, went so

far as to stand up and unfasten the string, then,

apparently being overcome by her modesty, sat

down again. This made H more urgent to get

it, so he showed her a tomahawk, upon which she got

up and took it off, and to our surprise had another

one underneath ; thus by a piece of clever acting

getting double the price she would otherwise have

received, the other natives seeming to think it a good

joke. I must add that before this lady left she was

very anxious to part with her second petticoat, but as

we would not give the same price for it she had not

to sacrifice her modesty.

Possession Bay was taken " possession " of in the

Queen's name by Captain Moresby of the Basilisk

in 1873, at the time he discovered China Strait. On
a fine day this strait is a most beautiful passage, the
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cleared green patches on the land, and the beautiful

foliage coming down to the water's edge, with here

and there a village surrounded with its groves of

cocoa-nut palms, canoes hauled up on the beach or

darting out from under the shadow of the trees, the

natives that manned them wishing to intercept the

vessel so as to have a look at the strangers, or else

with something to sell.

There are the mountains rising at the back, with

the signs of cultivation on their ample breasts ; and

as you pass close to the shore, the innumerable

sounds of the woods become audible, the songs of the

birds and the shouts of the natives, softened and

harmonised by distance ; above all there comes

the indescribable perfume that seems to find its

way into your very soul, the sweet odour of all

the flowers and herbs, intermingled with the rich

scent of the earth ; it is in these unknown spots

alone that nature is natural. Here you see no

broken bottles or pieces of newspaper lying about

—nothing in fact to mar the perfect beauty of the

scene.

It surprises me much that some of those who own
yachts do not visit these lovely haunts. One reads of

cruises by these pleasure vessels to all parts of the

civilised world in search of the beautiful, yet here,

and indeed in all the Pacific Islands, is marvellous

beauty unmarred since its creation. There, too, is the

excitement of feeling that you may be (perhaps) the

first white man that has set foot on this shore ; and

for those that like a little spice of danger thrown in

c 2
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(and where is the sailor, I may say the Englisliman

that does not ? ), I would remind them that the

natives are not all friendly, and although they may
become so by fair dealing, treachery must be looked

for at all times. Here is enterprise on which our

yachtsmen may expend their energies ; let them come

here and discover new islands and new people.

We Englishmen are far too apt to think that all

parts of the world are discovered—we are much

mistaken in this idea. There are hundreds, nay

thousands of islands in the Pacific never seen by white

men, save in the distance, and many, I have little

doubt, never seen at all.

Only seven years ago I saw a small rock marked

on the chart, and the sailing directions said it was

reported to be a rock, but its existence was very

doubtful. This rock was sixty miles out in the

given longitude, it is true, but instead of one roch

I found twenty-one islands and the finest race of

inhabitants I have seen in these seas. What was

most curious was that they had no weapons of war

at all amongst them, only fishing spears, and such

instruments as were necessary to maintain existence.

They were most friendly, and gave us of the best

they had ; we in exchange leaving them two pigs,

and probably now they have plenty of pork to eat,

where before they had only fish, cocoa-nut, taro,

yams, and land crabs.

Perhaps this is something that can hardly be

credited by people in England, who see thousands of

ships in their docks, and imagine they have sailed
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over every sea, and visited all the places of the

earth
; yet I have little doubt that there are many

such islands still to be discovered in the Pacific

Ocean.

New Guinea in itself", too, is an enormous field for

discovery ; the north-east coast is still comparatively

unknown, and whereas it is delineated in the map
as a straight, bold coast-line, it has in reality

many beautiful harbours, and the scenery is truly

grand.

I must apologise to the reader for thus leaving

him alone in Possession Bay, whilst I have been

wandering all over the Pacific ; so now to return.

On leaving the Bay we ran past Mekinley Island,

and thus leaving China Straits behind us, steered for

Challis Head, and clear of China Rock, which has

grown considerably larger since I saw it in 1875.

The sand and broken coral have silted up all round

what was once a small reef, and formed a sandbank.

Moreover, we found what I feel sure was not in

existence when I was here before, that is, two coral

patches, with about two fathoms of water on them

;

this seems to show that the reefs are growing in this

direction. A little further on, though, I found a

shoal patch marked four fathoms, and on sounding

found it still the same, so that seemingly some reefs

grow much faster than others.

There is a very swift current at times through

China Strait either way, ebb and flow, which may be

favourable to the growth of reefs, and it seems to

me certain that a strong current plays an important
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part in their growth, from observations made else-

where.

To the west of Mekinley Island lie Paples and

"Didymus" Islands, both good fields for the

entomologist and the bird collector, for there are

no natives living on them, yet he can always get

some to go with him from the other islands, to help

collect, if not afraid to trust himself in a canoe.

After Challis Head comes Negro Head, so called,

I imagine, from a round hillock on the coast, much
the shape of a negro's head, and the foliage on it,

which is short and thick, tending to increase the

resemblance. Negro Head is the northernmost

point of " Basilisk " Island, and after leaving it you

cross the mouth of Fortesque Strait ; it was to the

north and east of this Strait that we sounded on the

coral patch marked four fathoms and obtained a

similar sounding.

From this we made for Mudge Bay, and anchored

just inside the western head, as the bay appeared

full of shoals, though ten fathoms of water was

marked in the chart.

We found the natives not nearly so quiet as those

of Hayter Island ; they wanted to get on board, and

were inclined to be impertinent over their trading.

One man, more determined than the rest, got up out

of his canoe, reached over to the skylight, and stole

a knife that was lying on it ; we did not see him, as

we were all busily engaged with the other natives,

but Master Pincher did, and caught hold of the

thief's hand, at the same time Rover had him by the
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part of his body that was on the ralL The first we

heard of it was a fearful howl from the man, who
jumped about ten yards clear off the rail into the

water. This made all the other natives laugh, and

we got on better with them afterwards. The bitten

native took the knife away with him, but did not

come again to trade with us.

Natives in all parts of the South Seas do not

consider thieving a fault ; it is the being found out

NEW GUINEA CANOE, CHINA STKAITS.

that is the crime in their eyes, therefore when I

occasionally made signs as of being bitten, and

pointed to the land, the others would shake their

heads, laugh, and wave their hands, expressing that

the other would not come off again.

These natives use the same sort of weapons as

those before described ; they do a great deal of

trading from island to island in their large canoes,

the sails of which are oval in shape, something like a
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tea-tray, and are made of mats of cocoa-nut leaves.

Of these they have three different sizes, a large one

for fine weather, a small one for strong wind, and

very small for a gale. In going about they have only

to haul down the other end of the sail, and shift the

steering paddle ; they lie close to the wind and sail

very fast.

Taking them on the whole the natives of these

islands are a very friendly set, especially those on

Teste, Basilisk, and Hayter Islands. I trust they

may never become otherwise, but fear they will some

da}^ have to pass through the ordeal which all

natives that have become intimate with whites have

suffered—rebellion at first, then subjection, and at

last entire extinction. White men will never become

nati'ves, natives cannot become white men, and of

the two the weaker fails. This appears to be a most

strongly illustrated law of nature throughout the

vast regions of the South Seas.
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Ivcmarkiible whirlpool near Duke of York Islands—Mistaken for a pirate

—

Shameful kidnapping by "Christians"—Description of a Goonan

village — Hotwater creek—Matupi Is^land—Fever : its symptoms and

treatment—Trading establishment at Matupi Island—Copra—New
Britain quail—Torrortooroo—Accident with Aleck's gun.

It was about six o'clock in the afternoon that we

passed between Blakeny and Hull Islands and out

into deep water beyond. Keeping on our course we

steered to the eastward of Cape Ventenat to clear

its dangerous reefs, and along the east coast of

Normanby Island, with its rugged mountain peaks,

crags, and chasms, a grand and broken outline.

There must indeed have been a terrible convulsion

of nature to have caused such an upheaval ; it is a

beautiful scene.

Leaving Cape Pierson we steered to pass between

Jouveney and Jurien Islands, and suspecting a

strong set from the eastward, I kept as far over in

that direction as practicable to keep off the Luscanay

Reefs, which extend from Welle Island north to

Lagrandiere Island, with only a few passages

through. I found that my suspicions were correct,

as we were set to the westward of Jurien Island,

passing between it and Trobriand Island.

The former presents a strange aiDpearance, rising

as it does to a considerable height in terraces one
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above the other, and looking as though it had been

raised out of the sea in jerks, each terrace having at

one time formed the sea beach. Jouveney Island,

seen in the distance, appeared to be of the same forma-

tion, though it was too far off to see whether it was so.

Trobriand Island is low, and covered on the eastern

side with what appeared to be iron bark trees, they

having that peculiar spiked appearance that the

foliage of this class of tree always has. The

northernmost point of this island is Cape Denis, one

hundred and eighty-two miles from Cape Orford in

New Britain, about two days' sail, the Duke of York

Islands being sixty-two miles from Cape Orford. We
intended to make these islands our first stopping-place.

We actually passed Cape Orford in one day from

Cape Denis, being carried along by the south-east

monsoon, but as we passed Spacious Bay the breeze

grew lighter, and at last fell altogether when we

were about thirty miles south of the Duke of York

Islands. That night it came on a fog with thick

drizzling rain, such a thing I never saw again the

whole time I was in these waters ; but a fog we had,

and a very thick one. About midnight we heard

as we thought the sound of breakers, and there

being no wind I was afraid the current must have

set us on to the coast of Duke of York Island. The

only chance to keep clear was to take to the sweeps,

which we did, but too late, as we found ourselves in

the middle of the break, which was rushing round

with the most tremendous roar.

I shouted to Aleck to get the lead over the side
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and see what water we liad under us, and to the

others to pull for their lives to get us clear. Forty

fathoms and no bottom was the sounding given.

This seemed so strange that 1 took the lead myself,

and let out fifty fathoms and still no bottom, yet we
heard breakers all round us, and just as if they broke

in shallow water. This naust be a tide rip I thought,

and of no ordinary sort, I looked at the compass and

found that the ship's head was going round and

round ; then I thougiit of wliirlpools, &c., when

suddenly the breakers ceased as suddenly as they

had begun.

We were afterwards in several of these miniature

whirlpools in this St. George's Channel, and from

observation I have come to the conclusion that they

are caused by the uneven formation of the bottom

and the swiftness of the current over it, sometimes

running at the rate of five or six knots in the

direction of each monsoon.

The next morning we found ourselves to the north

of Duke of York Islands, the current having drifted

us thirty miles in the night. This will give some

idea of the strength of these currents, which appear

to be produced by the wind alone.

A German barque, the Etienne, was the best part of

three months trying to beat a distance of twenty miles

against the current. She would make a good start

in the morning, when the monsoon began at about

nine a.m., and would sometimes nearly reach her desti-

nation, but at sundown the wind always fell light, and

back she would drift, further perhaps than she had
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come in the day. Therefore I would strongly advise

any master coming from China this way during the

south-east monsoon to go round the north of New
Hanover, but through St. George's Channel if going

there.

I can quote an instance of a large iron barque

that we spoke in the St. George's Channel that took

only thirteen days out from Newcastle, N.S.W.,

which was pretty good work, and this track I should

certainly advise masters to take outwards in the S.E.

and homewards in the N.W. monsoons, with clear

water through St. George's Channel and to the north

of New Britain.

By the way, I think this barque took us for a

pirate, though we flew the British ensign, for she

made sail as soon as she saw us, but as we were in

the channel between Duke of York Island and New
Ireland, and she was coming up it, I could have cut

her off, whichever way she had headed ; when at last

I hailed her they told me she was 13 days out from

Newcastle, bound for China, and was going right

on, not stopping. They might well be pardoned for

taking us for pirates, for our deck was full of natives,

quite naked or with only a piece of cloth tied round

their waists or heads, and we white men did not

present a very respectable appearance about that

time. Besides this we had two little guns peeping

over the sides, and being in such an out-of-the-way

place we must have had altogether a rather sus-

picious appearance. But I am running on talking

about thino's that occurred after we had been in these
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waters some time, and we have not even arrived at

New Britain yet.

Dampier, in IGOl), was the first to decide that

New Britain was a separate island from New
Guinea, he having- passed through those straits

which are now called by his name, and which he to

the westward of New Britain and the eastward of

Rooke Island. Some portions of the island were

afterwards more exactly described by D'Urville,

although this navigator visited it under very adverse

weather. He gives it the native name of Birara,

which I found to be the name also given to a part of

the island some two hundred miles to the north-

eastward of that portion which he describes—

a

circumstance which, I think, tends to prove that at

some previous date the natives of the eastern and

western ends of the island were connected, though at

the present time their language, appearance, and

customs are very different.

I was anxious to get to Nodup, a village just

beneath the Mother Mountains in New Britian, that

being my boy Aleck's home. I felt sure of finding-

friendly natives there, he having been kidnapped

from this locality some years before.

However, we could only get near enough for a

canoe to come off, and when they got alongside the

natives were very surprised to see Aleck, as they had

long since given him up, believing him to be dead.

They asked him many questions about the others

that had been taken with him, and he had to repeat

that shameful story so often told, of how these poor
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natives, after being kidnapped by white men, were

allowed to die like sheep on the wharf of a wealthy

firm. They were housed in an old condemned deck-

house on shore without windows and with a leaky

roof, and this in the winter. There were eight at

first, six of whom died on the wharf and one after-

wards from the exposure. (The head of the firm on

whose wharf the poor creatures perished passes for

a very Christian man !) Aleck vv^as the last of them,

and he, I am glad to say, I was able to bring back to

his own people. Poor fellow ! when his countrymen

began to talk to him he found that he had forgotten

a great deal of the language, and could not answer

them very well, having been away for five years.

He found on asking for them that his father and

mother were both alive, but living on an island called

Matupi (in Blanche Bay) on the other side of the

Mother Mountain.

As we could not get into Nodup, owing to the

current setting north so strongly, I ran round Cape

Stephens to anchor off the Groonan District, just the

other side of the Cape, and out of the strong current.

Here I found that I could get over the hills from

Goonan to Blanche Bay, and thence to Matupi Island.

So the next day Aleck, I, and some of the natives

from the shore as guides, started off across the land,

and found that it was only about twenty minutes'

walk after all to get to the head of Blanche Bay,

over one steep hill too, though the Admiralty charts

make it at least four miles wide.

We found the land we passed through nearly all
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cultivated, large crops of bananas, yams, and taro

being all around us ; tlie soil, too, seemed very ricli,

being formed of decomposed volcanic and vegetable

matters.

Two villages that lay on our route struck me as

beino: most remarkable for the neatness and taste

with which the pieces of ground surrounding each

house were laid out ; the natives seemed to have

collected from the bush a quantity of the brightest-

looking variegated shrubs to plant round their

dwellings, though this I found afterwards was done

as much to save trouble as to look ornamental, as they

use the bright leaves, &c., in their dances, and it is

convenient to have them handy.

The houses are for the most part made of bamboo

thatched with the pandannas leaves, and are not

very high, with the exception of that belonging to the

chief, which is generally a considerably larger build-

ing. The natives have a bad habit of making fires

inside their huts, which is a pity, as if it were not

for the dirt from the smoke they would not be bad

at all ; the strong smell, too, of the burnt wood is

objectionable ; but taken as a whole, the appearance

of a Goonan village is very pretty.

The sleeping bunks, as I will call their beds, are

generally made of the sides of a canoe split off and

laid on posts driven into the ground ; on them are

laid mats, made of green cocoa-nut leaves, which,

although very cool, are rather rough, as they leave

part of the thick stem on them. One of these mats

is alwa^^s brought out for a visitor, followed by a
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native with the inevitable betel-nut, which you

must chew or give offence.

As we passed over the top of the hill we had a

grand view of the Mother Mountain and South

Daughter, with Blanche Bay and the shore on the far

side of it ; under the Mother we could see the volcano

with its dense volumes of smoke and steam.

After crossing the hill the road descended all the

way to the beach, along which we had to walk about

a mile and a half to get a canoe, which, after a lot of

haggling, Aleck made arrangements for hiring, to

take us over to Matupi Island.

Going along the shore we passed one freshwater

creek, and another of hot water, which, being at a

temperature ofabout 120 Fahrenheit, was unpleasantly

hot to the bare feet. This creek appeared to have no

particular source inland, but was rather a shallow

crater with one side open to the bay. The whole

shore is covered with pumice-stone, and the natives

told me they had a terrible eruption about twelve

years ago, in which many men were killed by the

falling of huge blocks of pumice-stone, and that there

had been several smaller outbursts since.

The canoe we had secured was a good-sized one,

paddled by two women, and a man ; these, with Aleck

and myself as passengers, made up all hands.

About this time I began to feel that terrible

languor which is a precursor of fever and ague, and

had to lie down in the canoe on some cocoa-nut mat

baskets they had with them ; so, unfortunately, could

not take as much notice of our surroundings as I
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wished to do. We passed about a quarter of a mile

from the two remarkable rocks known as the

Beehives, the largest of which, though rising per-

pendicularly out of the sea for about two hundred

feet, has on it quite a thriving village of fishermen.

I also noticed several cocoa-nut trees growing ap-

parently on the bare face of the rock, clinging to it

with their roots as a parasite plant does to the trunk

of a tree. These rocks lie east by north of Matupi

about a mile and a quarter.

Matupi Island is evidently formed by volcanic

agency, as there is an extinct crater in the centre,

now partly filled up, and most of the island is sand

and pumice-stone.

It is covered with cocoa-nut trees and thickly

populated. On landing I was too much exhausted

with fever to go even as far as the house of a half-

caste trader who was living on the island, so lay

down in one of the open canoe sheds on the beach.

Here I had quite a large audience to see the " white

man " who had brought back ^' Etugerier " (Aleck's

native name). They brought me some green cocoa-

nuts, which were very refreshing ; and in about an

hour's time, the shaking fit having passed off, I

started across the island to the trader's house.

Let me now describe this fever for the information

of those who do not know its nature or do not

appreciate its virulence. No man escapes it that

travels much on shore in these islands ; I first got it

long ago in New Guinea, so that- it was not new to

me. The first symptoms- generally are these: an

D
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aching in the legs, and a tired feeling generally,

then the eyes begin to hurt, and lastly your back

feels cold, and shivers go through and through the

body, although your skin feels burning hot. You
then pile on blankets, but cannot get warm for some

time ; when you do you feel hotter and hotter, and

perspiration pours off the body till everything is

wet. Off go the blankets then, which is a bad thing,

as doing so drives the fever in again
;
great thirst is

then usually felt, and when the heat is passed you

fall asleep as a rule, thoroughly worn out, and on

waking feel weak and shaky.

The fever begins generally as an intermittent, and

as it becomes more settled in the body, a remittent,

perhaps every other day ; at last the shivers do not

come at all, but instead, heavy vomiting and cough.

This is the last stage, and if you do not then get

away from the climate it will prove fatal.

Many white men I have seen with it have taken

so much quinine that the remedy has been almost

worse than the disease, for in one case that I had

special knowledge of, the poor fellow took so much

that he lost the use of his left eye altogether. I

myself have frequently lost my hearing for some

days, and found my memory confused through

the same cause, too much quinine ; for in order to

kill this fever, such large doses are needed that

they injure the system almost as much as the fever

itself.

By far the most useful medicine for it is citrate

of iron and strychnine ; one of strychnine to one
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hundred of iron, taken in doses five grains to an

ounce of water. This has never failed where the

case was not too far advanced, and in some cases

made a cure when continued with ; and it would, 1

feel sure, keep fever avmy almost entirely if taken

twice a day before any symptoms are felt.

You will never catch this fever if you are as much

as a quarter of a mile even from the shore, nor on

the shore even if you keep clear of mangrove swamps

and thick forests. Only stick to the iron, and avoid

all spirits ; their use is certain death in such a climate

as most of these islands possess ; a little wine now and

then is a good thing with your meals, or light beer.

Any one feeding well, and keeping up strength in

this way, is less likely to catch the fever than one

who lives poorly and overtaxes his strength.

One thing I omitted to say, viz., that white women
seem to stand this climate better than white men, as

an instance : a missionary's wife I have the pleasure

of knowing has never had fever, though she has been

many years in the South Seas, while her husband

has had it many times. I must also mention that

thin people seem less liable to it than stout ones.

My advice is, do nothing that can possibly weaken

the body, and don't take quinine.

Now back again to Matupi. I stayed with the

trader that night, and next morning he was kind

enough to assist me in purchasing some pigs from the

natives. I got three very fine ones for a tomahawk

a piece, the tomahawks cost tenpence (retail)—

a

very cheap pig ! They are all fed on cocoa-nuts, and

D 2
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the flesh has something of the flavour of the nut to

the taste, which is to my mind very pleasant.

The trader's house is a weather-boarded, framed

one, roofed with corrugated iron, and divided into

three compartments ; the front door opens into the

general room, where we took our meals, &c. On one

side was a door opening into the bedroom, and on the

other a door into the trade-room, where all the stock-

in-trade is kept.

Each room was furnished, though roughly ; the

sitting-room having a deal table, two chairs, and a

roughly-made couch ; the bedroom a trestle-bed and

a chest of drawers ; whilst the trade-room possesses

merely shelves all round for the various goods, &c.

Each room has one window, furnished with wooden

shutters in case of an attack from the natives ; the

first room has also a door at the back, for communi-

cation with tlie kitchen, a native built house some

yards away from the main building ; the cooking

arrangements being of the most simple order. Near

by is the copra-house, a large building of native con-

struction (bamboo and thatched), to which is fixed a

strong door, kept padlocked. Here is kept the copra

bought from the natives, ready cut and dried, and

placed there till a ship comes to take it ; the houses

being obliged to be strongly built and kept locked,

or the natives would steal the copra and sell it to the

trader over again.

I suppose there are but few English people outside

the trade who know what coj^ra is ; I will thei'efore

explain :—it is the white pith of the ripe cocoa-nut
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cut into strips and dried in the sun. This is brouglit to

the trader in baskets, varying from three to twenty

pounds in weight ; the payment at the time of wlncli

I am speaking was a thimbleful of beads for each

pound of copra, though this alters as time goes on

and more traders come to make opposition. The nut

is full of oil, and on reaching Europe the copra is

crushed in mills, and the oil pressed from it. This is

cocoa-nut oil, and it can be now so well manipulated

that half the oil sold as " olive oil " is really from

the cocoa-nut. The refuse is made into oil-cake, for

feeding and fattening cattle. The value of copra

in tlie English market varies from about £10 to £16

per ton. The traders are very rarely trading for

themselves, but for a firm who send ships now and

then to fetch the copra, and supply the traders with

provisions ; and for the work the traders sometimes

receive a salary and sometimes are paid about £2 per

ton. Others, again, receive their money in both

ways^ that is, a small salary, and receive also a rate

of perhaps three dollars per ton of their copra.

Trade is not limited to their copra ; traders also

get tortoise-shell, pearl-shell, candle-nuts, and the

bark of a tree called " fowbash," which is to send to

Europe to be manufactured into paper. For all these

things they get small sums allowed them ; but then

they have to buy all their provisions from the ships

at very dear rates ; and though their trade is supplied

to them, they have to give an account of the way in

which it is expended.

It is not an easy matter to be a good trader, and
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some who go to the South Sea Islands are not at

all fitted for the post. It requires a man to have a

cool judgment and great tact in dealing with the

natives ; he also ought to know what to do, and at

the right moment, in the event of a dispute arising

whilst trading. The trader I visited at Matupi was

the first that had been able to stay on the island, two

others having been driven off, in fear for their lives

:

but the one now there appears to have great

influence with the people, and to be liked as well

as feared.

That is the great secret in getting on well with

the natives, you must be feared as well as liked. If

you are liked only (as missionaries try to be), their

avarice gets the better of their liking, and they will

murder you on the very first opportunity, for the

sake of some small possession they covet. But if

they fear you as well, then they will not be very

likely to attack you, lest they should come to

harm themselves ; and, liking you, will bring you

anything they have to sell.

Each trader as a rule has a boat, in which he goes

round to the villages to collect and buy copra, tortoise-

shell, &c., manned by a native crew, to each of whom

they pay a stick of tobacco a day, or a clay pipe.

The trader very often depends upon the chief to pro-

vide him with men, to whom he also pays something.

The boat is generally kept in a boathouse on the

beach, of native construction, to prevent the sun from

warping and cracking it.

The whole of the trader's house and outbuildings
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are surrounded by a palisade, made of strong bamboo

laslied togetber, and this is a " trading estabb'sh-

ment " as it exists in New Britain. Sliould I have

to refer to traders again, the reader will now
understand all about them.

From this house I could observe the volcano more

closely than before, as it seems to tower up just above

the island, though in reality it is quite a mile distant

from the base. The crater is not very large, and

has several cavernous outlets, through which the

steam and smoke escape ; not to any very large

extent in dry weather, but the volume is much
increased in the rainy season.

There appears to be a good deal of sulphur in the

crater, the nearest wall of which is broken away, so

that from Matupi one can see well into it. The
mountain itself appears to be formed of decayed

pumice-stone, partly overgrown with small bushes

and grass, and is, I should say, about one thousand

feet high.

There is good anchorage between the mainland

and Matupi on this side, having the Mother

Mountain on a line with the centre of Matupi, and

about two and a half cables length from the island.

On leaving Matupi I determined to return to

Groonan by another route, longer, but very interest-

ing. I landed in the northernmost bight of Grreat

Harbour, on low, flat, marshy land, sparsely covered

with stunted trees ; the ground is thick with rotten

pumice, overgrown with grass.

Here I saw the New Britain quail, a small bird
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about the size of a three weeks' old chicken. It lies

very close in the grass, and when disturbed springs

up with a whirring noise not unlike a miniature

pheasant. The flight is short and quick, and the

bird affords good sport with the gun, and is very nice

eating, though you have to get a good many to make

a meal.

We (?'.e., my guides and I) passed over about a

mile of this sort of country, and gradually ascended,

the trees becoming thicker and more stately as we

advanced, till at last we came to a steep ascent,

beautifully covered with palms, other trees, bananas,

and dracoenas, all growing in wild luxuriance.

We walked over the low range that extends from

the noble Mother to her scarcely less stately North

Daughter ; then rapidly descending, passed through

a smooth though sloping tract of land, which was so

hollow that it sounded like walking on the roof of a

house, and is quite hot from the subterraneous fires,

though, strange to say, grass and other herbs grow

here quite luxuriantly. I must say I should not

care to live in this place, for even walking on it

makes one feel nervous, lest it should give way and

you should be precipitated into the abyss.

We came, after crossing this volcano trap, on to

the beach, and on walking along it a short distance

southward reached Nodup. This village is situated

just under the Mother on the north side. The

name of the chief of Nodup is Torrortooroo, and a

very fine man he is. At one time he was a bitter

enemy to the white men ; but being gifted with
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common sense above tluit of liis comitrymen, lie

foiuid it was the best policy to be friendly with them,

and if possible to help the whites in any quarrel

with the natives of his districts or with other tribes.

Thus he has become a very powerful chief, and is

a firm supporter of the white men. In the course

of conversation he said to me, " One time I did not

know what the white man was. I thought he was

the devil, and I did not want him in my country.

But now I know if I kill one white man, ten more

will jump up and kill me. The white man has

plenty of guns, plenty of ball and powder. Why
should I fight against him ? He is my friend, and I

am his ; he has big sliips, guns, powder, ball, and

beads, and everything my countrymen want; why
should I drive him away and hurt myself?" This is

a literal translation of what he said. I told him in

reply that I should tell my countrymen what he said,

and that I felt sure that any of them that came in

this direction would be glad to meet so good a friend.

I then asked him about a house, and where he

thought would be the best place for going inland,

and he recommended Kininigunun as most suitable.

He provided canoes for our return to Goonan, which

we safely accomplished in the evening, taking the

pigs with us ; Aleck staying behind with his father

and mother, relating, no doubt, wonderful stories of

how the white men live, &c.

A few days after he came off with another lad who

had hurt his arm. Aleck, it appears, had bought

a gun in Sydney with some of the money T had
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given him ; he loaded this gun to shoot at a pigeon,

but did not, however, discharge it, lying down to

sleep instead. His brother saw another bird, loaded

the gun again, but did not fire, and left the double-

loaded gun lying by Aleck ; then this other man
came up, and, loading the gun a third time, fired

;

the result can be imagined ; the gun burst, and

the man was badly wounded in the arm : he was

lucky to escape wdth so light an injury.

I doctored up his arm for him, for which he

wanted to pay me in native money. 1 did not of

course wish to take it, but Aleck told me I had

better do so, as there is an idea amongst these

people that if they do not pay they do not get

well. What a pity for our medical profession that

the same superstition is not more prevalent amongst

us

!
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—
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From Goonan we sailed to Duke of York Island,

where I beard there was now a mission-station

erected, with a missionary of the name of Brown

at the head of it. We were carried a good deal

N. by the current after leaving Cape Stephens,

but getting under the lee of Duke of York Island,

we found that by making short tacks we could work

up very well indeed, and I am inclined to think there

must be an eddy-current setting back towards Duke

of York Island ; we anchored in Makada Harbour,

off Makada Island. Duke of York Island is about

five miles in length E. and W., by three and a half

miles N. and S., and Makada Island lies to the

extreme north of Duke of York, with two more

small islands, Myet Islands, again to the eastward.

These three, with the northern coast of Duke of

York, form Makada Harbour, better known to

traders as Ferguson's Harbour.

This is a pretty fair harbour during the S.E.

monsoon, but it cannot be considered first-rate,
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owing to the very strong currents that sweep

througli the narrow channels between the islands,

and the inferior holding ground, which is mostly

white, shifting sand, with a varying depth of water

from three to ten fathoms.

We here had a visit from the trader in charge

of Hernsheim and Co.'s station, Mr. Blohm, who
thought that we were a schooner he expected. After

we had returned his visit and seen his station, which

is really a very fine collection of buildings (though

in an unhealthy place), we landed on Duke of York

Island, and crossed the very narrow spit of land

(about two hundred yards) which divides Makada

Harbour from Port Hunter.

This is a beautiful little bay, surrounded by white

beach, with cocoa-nut trees thrusting their long-

stems over the still blue water, and there is a cluster

of houses in the bight at Mowlott, with dense bush

behind. The land rises on each side of the bay to

the height of about one hundred feet, covered with

many-hued plants and creepers, flitting over which

are the brightly-coloured birds and butterflies. This,

with the tropical blue sky above all, forms one of

those lovely visions that are retained by the mind

all one's life.

The ground rises all the way to Mr. Brown's

house, which is situated at the summit of the hill, on

the north side of the bay, overlooking that portion

of St. G-eorge's Channel which lies between Duke of

York and New Ireland, the side of the hill facing the

channel dropping sheer down to the sea one hundred
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feet or more. We found j\[r. Brown at home, wlio,

with his good lady, made us welcome to a meal of

somewhat native fare, though there was that which

we had not tasted since leaving Australia, a good

loaf of bread.

He asked us for all the news of the civilised

world, which of course is like another world to him

here, as he can only get news when some mission

vessel arrives (the great event), once a year. Mr.

Brown has employed his spare time in making a

very fine collection of birds from Duke of York

Island, New Britain, and New Ireland ; he has

also some few beetles and butterflies, but not many.

Port Hunter was first visited by Captain Hunter,

a whaler ; he was also, I believe, the first to find out

that New Britain and New Ireland were separate

islands, for it was before supposed that St. George's

Channel was only a deep bay, and indeed it very

much presents this appearance from the southward

as you come up the channel.

There was a whaling station formed here for pre-

paring the oil for shipment, and the look-oat place

was on nearly the same spot as that on which

Mr. Brown's new house is to be built, a little higher

up the hill than the site of his present residence.

A trading station too was started afterwards, but

was burnt by the natives, who had quarrelled with

the trader.

The mission had been there three years at the

time of my visit, and I cannot speak very favourably

of the progress it had made, though it was from no
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want of zeal on the part of the missionaries them-

selves, but rather from lack of sympathy in the

natives, who do not appear to take much interest in

learning anything, except perhaps a new dance.

The first two or three times" lotu" or religious service

is held at any fresh place, members come down to

see what it is like ; after that they seem to get tired

of it, and stay away. I asked an old chief one day

if he had been to lotu, and how he liked it. " Well,"

said he very seriously, " I went to sleep, but it was not

at all comfortable. I don't think I shall go again."

Going to sleep in church, however, is not peculiar to

savages ! I do not think there are ten real converts

amongst the Duke of York natives.

From Makada Harbour we sailed S.W. for the

northern entrance of Mioko Harbour, which is said

to be a very fine one ; it is really very convenient,

having one entrance bearing N.W. and another 3.E.,

which enables a vessel to make use of it in either

monsoon to come in and go out with a fair wind.

On leaving Makada Harbour the first headland you

pass is Peninsular Point, a curious little hillock

jutting out into the water by itself, with only a low

neck of sand joining it to the mainland ; the next

being Rukukuroo Point, then a straight piece of coast,

with shallow water extending some distance from it,

belted with cocoa-nut trees, and every here and there

a native house. Eukukuroo Point is the next,

rising suddenly from the sea with a nasty reef lying

off it, about E. three-quarters, S. one mile, with also

another reef, to the northward of it again, about
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half" a mile, bearing from Rukukuroo Point E.

byN.
Foul Bay is a wide one full of patches and rocks

;

and then you get to the northern entrance to Mioko

Harbour, which is between Ulu Island and a small

but somewhat elevated island off the coast of Duke

of York.

There are no inliabitants in Ulu Island, but

there are a large quantity of wild pigs on it ; the

small island on the other side is also uninhabited,

but is used as a sort of half-way house for canoes

going to and from Makada, Port Hunter, &c.

Next to Ulu Island lies Utuan Island—this is spelt

Outan on the Admiralty charts ; why, I do not know,

as Outan can never sound like U-t-u-a-n ; indeed, I

am not at all sure it should not be spelt Utu?raw, so

very pronounced is the an. I think particular care

should be taken to get the native names as nearly

correct as possible, as it is of great assistance in

communicating with the natives, and saves much

trouble in other ways ; no native, I feel sure, would

understand the name of Outan, as they are not quick

at understanding roughly pronounced words.

The natives of this island are troublesome and

dangerous. On one occasion, having to do some

repairs to my vessel, I grounded her on tlie sand-spit

lying to the eastern extremity of Utuan, and wanting

a piece of land for my work on shore, I sent for the

chief and bought about an acre with a house on it

just opposite where the vessel lay.

I then told him that if the things I brought on
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shore were left alone, and not tampered with by

the natives, that I would return him the land, and

give him a present. This seemed to satisfy him

thoroughly, and he promised that it should be all

right, and that he would taboo the ground, that is,

he would not allow any one to come on except those

I required to help me. This went on very well for

a short time, but at last I began to miss small

things, and one morning H came to me and told

me that during the night some of the natives had cut

the bellows of the forge through at the nozzle.

This of course was irreparable, and foolishly I went

on shore by myself to see about it.

I found the chief not far off, and I said to him,

" One of your people has broken my bellows, you

must make him pay for it" (this is the native custom

to pay in shell money (dewarra) for any mischief

they may do, even to killing a man). He answered

me in that impudent manner the natives know so

well how to assume :
" I do not know anything about

it, and I do not mean that any one shall pay for it."

I answered, " You will find out who did it, and they

shall pay for it. I came on your land by your own
consent ; I have given you presents, and your men

have stolen from me and I have not spoken ; now I

mean to have payment for this."

As I spoke I looked round, and found about fifty

armed men coming out of the bush behind me.

Hallo ! thought I, this looks like fighting ; so I began

to back down to the beach, at the same time prepar-

ing a small revolver I had in my pocket. The old
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cliief meanwhile had taken a tomahawk and spear

from behind a tree, and made a rush for me, and as

he hfted his tomahawk to strike I fired full at his

breast, but the revolver missed fire, and I only saved

my skull by catching his arm as it fell, and giving

him a trip at the same time, which enabled me to

back away faster than he could follow me.

It was not safe to turn and run, as then I could

not see to ward off any spears they might throw

;

but as the chief was making for me the second time,

one of the others threw a spear, which I avoided by

knocking it off with my hand ; however, it pierced

it below the first finger. Then the chief made

another rush for me, and as he struck I fell back-

wards over the root of a tree. I tried then to fire

the revolver, and it would not work, but at that

moment I heard a rushing noise in the leaves and a

howl from the chief. My old dog Rover had him by

the leg, in which he made his teeth meet, but he did

not stop long enough to let the man get a blow at

him, and though the natives threw many spears,

they could not hit him ; he was too quick for them.

Rover's timely assistance enabled me to get down

to the beach and call H , who jumped ashore with

the muskets. The natives, however, had cleared off

into the bush, and I am glad to say we had no occa-

sion to use them. I sent then for Torrortooroo, who

came over with his canoes, and when they saw I

meant business they came to terms, and paid the fine,

one hundred fathoms of dewarra. Then I made the

chief a present, he made me one, and we were good

E
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friends again. Since my return to England I hear

they have killed Mr. Klienschmit and two French-

men on this same island. Mr. Klienschmit was

a naturalist collecting for the museum of Messrs.

Grodefroy. However, I believe the natives received

a severe lesson for his murder. It was a narrow

escape for me, and taught me that it is unwise to go

alone unarmed amongst the natives ; they always

carry arms themselves, so will despise and take

advantage of any one without, especially in the case

of a quarrel.

My hand gave me much trouble for some time

afterwards, indeed T was almost afraid the spear

had been poisoned, but fortunately it was not.

They poison their spears by dipping them into

a putrefied dead body ; and though this does not

last long on the spear it is very deadly while it

does.

You have now some idea of what these natives

are like ; it would have been a very bad thing to

have gone away and left the quarrel unsettled, as

they would have attributed it to cowardice, and told

other natives that they had driven me away. This

would have led to others attempting the same thing

elsewhere ; and this is also why it is so difficult to

wait for the coming of a man-of-war or other

authority to arbitrate.

The next island to Utuan eastward is Mioko,

after which the harbour is named ; on it is the

head station of Messrs. Grodefroy and Sons for these

islands. It is a curious-looking island, in shape
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something like the dried tongues one sees in grocers'

shops ; there is a little cove or creek running up

into the bush with water deep enough for small

vessels to anchor in if they wish to be sheltered

from the wind. On this island Mr. Klienschmit

and his wife had their house ; the natives are

friendly and thoroughly accustomed to white men.

Mioko Harbour is really a very good sheltered

harbour, with fine anchorage and holding ground,

the only disadvantage being a nasty piece of foul

gi'ound in the centre, with rocks showing at low

springs ; the rise and fall is about three feet, but

it greatly depends on the strength of the wind.

On the coast of Duke of York, and immediately

before coming to the eastern entrance of the

harbour, is a creek running a considerable distance

inland, on one side of which fresh water is obtain-

able. The eastern entrance to the harbour is

between Mioko and a small rocky island that is

nearly steep to, therefore on going out or coming in

keep the small island well aboard, for there is shoal

water on the Mioko side.

To the south of Mioko Harbour lies another

small one enclosed by the islands Kerawara and

Kubokonilik, and the reefs attached to them ; it

affords good shelter for small vessels. On leaving

Mioko we coasted along Duke of York Island,

and wdien off Weira Point a canoe came out with

the chief of that place in it. Lip-lip by name, who

wanted to sell some tortoise-shell.

He is a great rogue and an inveterate cannibal,

E 2
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thougli he denies it most determinedly, as do all the

natives of Duke of York who have had sufficient

intercourse with white men to know that the latter

do not approve of cannihalism.

The people of Weira are great travellers, going

long distances in their canoes, which are different

from the small coasting ones, having no outrigger

and being built much in the shape of a whale-boat,

sharp at both ends. The planks are all lashed

together and on to the ribs, and the lower part is

hewn out of a single piece of wood, into which the

ribs are fixed and lashed to keep them in.

All the seams and crevices of any kind are filled

with the kernel of a nut, grated very fine and

pressed into the holes. This in time gets quite hard,

indeed it is easier to break the wood than wrench a

joint apart.

The canoes are very neatly made, and I think the

natives must have learnt the art of building them

from the Solomon islanders, for the canoes much

resemble those made by the latter people. Some

whites have told me that the idea was taken from

the whalers' boats, but I feel sure this is not the case,

as these natives are not at all inventive out of their

own groove.

After leaving Weira Point we reached Port

Hunter, where we anchored.

The natives of the Duke of York group appear to

be a mixture of the inhabitants of New Britain

and New Ireland. I fancy at some former date a

tribe from New Britain must have been driven off
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the mainland (probably from Birara) and colonised

the Duke of York group, beginning at the southern-

most end, where they appear to be the original

inhabitants, and still hold intercourse with Birara.

Then it is probable that they went over to New
Ireland to trade for provisions, and eventually

bought wives there ; this I imagine to be the case, as

the Duke of York language more closely resembles

that of Birara than that of New Ireland, though the

New Ireland natives seem to understand Duke of

Y^ork dialect, unlike as it is to their own language.

When speaking of New Ireland I of course refer to

that part immediately opposite Duke of Y^ork group.

In parts of this group, too, the women have a custom

of covering the loins, which custom only belongs to

New Ireland, seeming to point to the fact that the

women must have come from thence and continue

the same practice ; the men go entirely naked.

I cannot say that I found much more intelligence

amongst these natives than in either of the other

islands, and though Mr. Brown has chosen it as his

head mission-station, it was probably more for its

central position than from any intellectual supe-

riority in the natives. The men are very well-

built, sturdy fellows, of medium height (about

5 ft. 8 in.) and dark skinned, though by no means

black, the skin of a healthy native having a rich

copper tinge. They do not allow their hair to grow

to any great length (as in New Guinea) ; it is in-

clined to be woolly, though not so much so as that of

an African.
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A practice prevails among them of covering the

hair with lime, which turns it a hght tawny red ; T

never remember having seen a bald man or woman

unless they were shaved, which is sometimes the

case when in mourning for a relative, and the head

is then blackened with charcoal and oil, or some-

times for sanitary reasons.

The women when young are well-made and

upright, but as they grow older get, from the im-

mense burdens they carry, an unnatural stoop, which

they afterwards retain, whether carrying or not

;

they also age very quickly, which may be partly the

effect of the climate, but perhaps is more from the

ill-treatment they receive at the hands of the men,

who look upon them as quite inferior beings, only

existing for their pleasure and profit. The women

work in the yam patches to prepare them for

planting, they turn up the ground with sharp sticks,

and burn all the grass and weeds, they then plant in

the tubers which, when grown, the men condescend

to get up.

Women also do most of the marketing, the men

as a rule only accepting the payment.

There is a very disagreeable skin disease amongst

these natives, which indeed prevails all over the

islands ; it is called " Buckwar," and attacks a great

number ; it consists in a peeling off of the skin,

sometimes all over the body, sometimes in one part

only, and appears to be hereditary, though in the

young children it does not show until they are about

three or four years old ; and those wlio have it do
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not seem to be inconvenienced in any way, except

that they are continually scratching. The natives

attribute it to inoculation from a jooisonous plant

that grows in the bush, but Mr. Brown told me
that he had treated it with partial success by

giving sulphur and rubbing flour of sulphur on

to the parts affected. This would give one the idea

that it was a kind of scabies, though in my own
mind I connect it with the total absence of salt in

their food. It does not appear to be catching to

white men, and though whites have said to me that

they have caught it, the sores on examination did

not appear to be the same thing, but were brought

on by eating too much pork and by the heat of the

chmate.

Moreover, these sores soon disappear from the

white man's skin, whereas the natives never lose

them, the only partial recovery even being that

mentioned by Mr. Brown.

The native money in New Britain consists of

small cowrie shells strung on strips of cane, which

in Duke of York is called " dewarra." It is

measured in lengths, the first length being from

liand to hand across the chest with the arms ex-

tended ; second length from the centre of the breast

to the hand, one arm extended, and the third from

the shoulder to the tip of the fingers along the

arm ; fourth, from the elbow to the tip of the

fingers ; fifth, from the wrist to the tip of the fingers ;

and the sixth, finger lengths. Fish are generally

bought by their length in dewarra unless they
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are too small. A large pig will cost from thirty

to forty lengths of the first measure, and a small

one ten.

The dewarra is made up for convenience into

coils of one hundred fathoms or first lengths ; some-

times as many as six hundred fathoms are coiled

together, but not often, as it would be too bulky to

remove quickly in case of an invasion or war, when

the women carry it away to hide ,• these coils are

very neatly covered with wicker work, like the

bottom of our cane chairs. If asked where the shells

came from the natives will tell you that they do not

know ; but several of the chiefs do, and it is from a

place called Nukani, a considerable distance down

the north-west coast.

The shells are buried in the earth to bleach them,

after which they are tapped with a stone on the top,

which breaks a small hole ; they are then strung on

strips of cane ; this last process is, I believe, done by

the chiefs alone.

The measurement of the shell-money is the same

in New Britain as here, though it is called by

another name (taboo). At Mioko and Utuan they

use another kind of money as well as this, the other

being made of a little bivalve shell, through which

they bore a hole and string it on pieces of native-'

made twine ; it is also chipped all round till it is

about a quarter of an inch in diameter, and then

smoothed down into even discs with sand and

pumice-stone. This is of no use in Duke of York

Island, but is eagerly asked for in Birara (another
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connecting link between the sonth of Duke of York

and that district of New Britain).

The arms the natives carry are nearly all imported

from New Britain or New Ireland. They nsed to

have the stone tomahawk before the white man's iron

" trade " tomahawks became so plentiful ; this they

fix on to a long handle (about four feet long) with

carved ornaments at the end, and below the blade

on the handle they cut notches to signify the number

of men they each have killed. Polygamy prevails

here, and any man that has much dewarra can have

as many wives as he feels inclined to purchase. The

most I ever saw was eight, I think, and the man

seemed to have a great difficulty in managing them.

The only way he did so was by the aid of a big stick,

which he used pretty freely, judging by the screams

that were frequently heard when near enough to his

enclosure.

There are several chiefs to Duke of York, the

greatest, that is to say the most powerful, is Tor

Poulo ; he is king of the greater part of Duke of

York, and he also has possessions in New Britain

and New Ireland. This chief goes amongst the

whites by the name of " King Dick."

I shall never forget his coming on board the

first time ; he came off in a small canoe paddled by

two of his wives. H said to me, " Who in

the world is this gentleman ?
" He had on a stove-

pipe hat somewhat the worse for several crushings

and a red flannel shirt.

He happened also to be in mourning for one of his
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wives, and was therefore blackened with charcoal

and oil all over his face and head.

When he came alongside, H asked him what

he wanted. " I am King Dick," he said, coming

on board. " Where is the captain of this vessel ?
"

(he spoke really very good English). When I was

pointed out to him as the captain, he came aft to me,

and again introduced himself with so much real

hauteur and grace that, in spite of his ridiculous

appearance, I could not help admiring him.

But the spell was soon broken, when he began to

beg for tobacco and pipes, in fact anything he saw

that pleased him ; we became very good friends, and

I always had a friendly reception from him when I

paid him a visit on shore.

But he was a very crafty, subtle, and in fact

one of the best of native statesmen ; indeed he

would hardly have held his large possessions

against his numerous enemies had he not been

what he was.

Next in importance is Tora-good (I forget his

native name), which is a corruption of thorough-

good, the name given him by whites.

His country is Eukukuroo, and extends for a

considerable distance inland ; he is a terrible old

cannibal. I have myself seen the disjointed limbs of

a man hanging near his house on a tree that is

tabooed for that purpose.

Mr. Brown went to him one day to expostulate

with him on having a body hanging up near his

house, to be sold in joints ; and he answered by
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saying, " What can I do ? that man helped to eat

my mother !

"

He knows that cannibalism is abhorrent to white

men, so is ashamed to speak to one of them about it.

The practice once having been started, I suppose it is

almost impossible for these poor creatures to give it

up, so great is their desire for liuman flesh, and

cannibalism has existed in these islands no one knows

how long.

They prefer taking their victims alive in order

to torture them. One poor fellow was taken so from

a small village situated inland (in Duke of York

Island) that had been attacked ; he managed to

escape, but was unfortunately caught again ; they

then cut off his feet, burning the stumps of his legs

to prevent his bleeding to death, and so took him to

the place where they intended to eat him ; happily

the poor fellow died before they could torture him

any further.

This was not done by Tora-good, though I cannot

say he has not done something of the same sort
;
yet

this man, when first I visited him, was fondling one

of his children in his arms and two more were play-

ing about his knees, a perfect picture of domestic

happiness. He called to his wife to bring out mats

for me to sit on, and then came the inevitable betel-

nut ; after which he talked to me in such a fond

parental manner about his children that I found it

hard to believe that such a man could be guilty of

the awful crime of cannibalism.

He made me a present of a fine pig, and I gave
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him some red cloth and beads for his wives and

children, and a knife, a tomahawk, and tobacco and

pipes for himself; he took me to see some dewarra

he had just been paid by another district, to prevent

his going to war with them, about four hundred

fathoms. When he began to talk about fighting his

whole manner changed so completely that he no

longer seemed to be the same man ; the wild beast

look came into his eyes, which I have always noticed

when the natives only speak of such things ; but alas !

what can one expect of men who devour each other

like wild animals ?

The next chief in importance is Lip-lip, chief of

Weira ; he is an old man and a big villain, not to

be trusted, though he pretends to be a great friend

of the white man ; and after him Warroowarrum,

who is King Dick's brother, and chief of Port

Hunter and the Tobaran canoe.

King Dick is chief of the Duk-duk, from which

he gains much of his power, both of which things,

the Tobaran canoe and the Duk-duk, I will describe

later on. There are many other minor chiefs in

Duke of York, but they are in reality subject to the

greater ones.

On the death of one of the chiefs the eldest

nephew on the sister's side always succeeds his

uncle, as they remark with some sense, '^ that a man

may always know who his mother is, but not always

his father." So should the eldest sister not have any

children, the eldest son of the second sister succeeds,

and so on.
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Should there be no descendant at all, the people of

that district elect a new chief, generally choosing an

individual for his wealth, as that constitutes the

sinews of war, and they choose the one who can pay

them best for fighting.

The Duk-duk, of which Tor Poulo is chief, may

bo spoken of as the administration of law, being

TDK UUK-UUK.

judge, policeman, and hangman all in one, as he

settles all disj)utes and punishes all offenders.

This mysterious power is in reality one man,

appointed by the chief, and who is dressed in leaves,

which cover his body to below the waist ; he wears a

large helmet, coming completely over the face and

resting on the shoulders, in shape like an extin-

iruisher.
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This is made of net-work, so that he can both

breathe and see without being seen ; it is painted to

represent a hideous face. This strange figure travels

through the bush visiting each village, and if any

man has received wrong at the hands of his neigh-

bour he pays the Duk-duk so much dewarra to

settle the question. This functionary then goes off

to the aggressor's house, and demands restitution of

the stolen goods, or payment for the harm done,

which if the person accused does not pay, or restore

at once, the Duk-duk sets fire to his house, or in

some extreme cases spears the offender. Women
and children are not allowed to look at the Duk-

duk, or they will die. This superstition is so strong

amongst them that they will run away and hide

themselves as soon as they hear him coming, which

they know by a peculiar shrieking noise he makes

as he goes along.

When the young men are old enough they are

admitted into the secret, on payment of about one

hundred fathoms of dewarra, which if they cannot

pay they must always keep out of his way.

At stated periods the Duk-duk goes his rounds,

and afterwards there is a big feast and a dance, at

which all the initiated attend ; and there is much

dancing and dressing up in flowers and fern leaves

on the occasion.

There is sometimes more than one Duk-duk if

the chief can afford it ; no man is allowed to lift his

hand against him, but must submit to everything the

Duk-duk does, if not his life is not worth a day's
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purchase, as the chief of that Duk-cluk's distrfet

will find a method of putting the offender quietly out

of the way.

The secrets of the Duk-duk are not allowed to

be spoken of outside the " taboo-gTound," where he

is supposed to live; and no one who is not initiated

is allowed on that ground under a penalty of a heavy

fine, or, if this be not paid, of death.

A case occurred at Rukukuroo where a young ?iian

was driven, through stress of weather, in his canoe

on to the taboo-ground, and it happened that the

Duk-duk was holding, or just about to hold, a feast.

The young man was seized and carried to the Duk-

duk who tomahawked him on the spot, and served

his body as part of the feast in course of preparation.

Of course no one outside the Duk-duk Society

ever knew what had become of the poor fellow.

The Duk-duk is both a curse and a blessing of

his people ; he certainly keeps order and makes the

natives afraid to commit any flagrant act of felony,

but at the same time it encourages cannibalism and

terrorism.

There are secret signs between the initiated by

which they know each other from outsiders. It is

curious how widely distributed is this Duk-duk

system in the north peninsula of New Britain ; it is

in nearly every district, also in New Ireland, from

the west coast lying south of the Rossel Mountains

to Cape St. G-eorge, and how far it may spread on

the other side I cannot say.

Duke of York Island is the strong-hold of the
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system, and I fancy it originated there, though there

are good arguments in favour of Birara. Tor Poulo

says it began in Duke of York, but then he is chief

of that place ; and though he might know, he lives in

that group, and I find these natives always inclined

to boast about the place they live in (this is not only

peculiar to savages ! ), therefore his statement must

be taken cum grano sails.

The evidence in favour of Birara's being the

original place in which the system started, is borne

out by a legend told me by a very intelligent young

man, who was himself a native of Duke of York,

which strengthens my belief in his story.

He said :
" A great many seasons ago (monsoons)

there was a young man quarrelled with his father

and all his family, and started off by himself into the

bush. Having nothing to eat he became very

hungry, and at last hit upon a plan to get flesh

to eat.

"He made a large head-dress out of cane, and

painted it with the j'uice of the betel-nut, and made

eyes on it like the morroop's (cassowary's). He then

dressed himself up in leaves so that his hands were

hidden, and yet he could use them at pleasure, took

a club and wandered off through the bush, making a

noise as he went to frighten people.

" In this way he surprised many young boys and

girls, whom he killed, and carried their bodies away

to eat them.

" At last it got so bad, and every one was so

terrified, that the father of the young man, who was
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a great fighting chief, determined to go out and

conquer this monster.

"He overcame the Duk-duk in a struggle, and

the latter was thrown to the ground ; he then called

out that he was the chiefs son, and that if his father

would spare him he would show him how to become

powerful and get much dewarra.

" So the chief spared his life, and the monster tliat

had frightened and killed so many became subject to

his conqueror.

" He thenceforth lived by himself in a tabooed

house, and every one was afraid to go near the

place.

" If any one was rash enough to injure or disobey

the chief, the Duk-duk would visit them with

vengeance, and make them repent their temerity.

" The real secret of the people's terror rested

in their not knowing what the Duk-duk was

;

they attributed superhuman powers to it, and this

of course gave the Duk-duk great advantage,

especially in the event of his having to fight. The

women and children were ordered to keep out of the

way, as it would probably kill them if it met them in

the bush, and you may be sure they did not need

telling twice.

" In course of time it was found necessary to let

others into the secret ; they were always admitted

under an oath of secrecy, and so it spread from one

place to another."

I think that the young native fully believed in the

truth of this story, and allowing some latitude for

F
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the time that has occurred since the custom was

started, it is very hkely that something of the kind

really did occur ; but whether the site was Birara or

Duke of York it is impossible to state.

It seems to remind one of the " Mumbo-Jumbo "

of Africa ; can it be possible that it is the remnant

of a tradition brought from the original birthplace

of these native tribes ?

In speaking of the habits of the Duke of York

natives and of the Duk-duk, one is reminded of

the curious custom they have of propitiating the

sea-god as it appears, though they do not in fact

acknowledge any power of the water, and make out

that the wind also is subservient to the wind-makers

or doctors. Therefore I have reluctantly been

obliged to put this curious and almost beautiful

custom down to a piece of swindling on the part of

the chief who inaugurates it, which is a great pity,

as so much might have been made out of it about

their worship.

One chief in each district (always the same man)

has a canoe built (I do not think any special time of

year is adhered to), and which is decorated with

carved wood, flowers, ferns, and scented herbs.

It is then placed in a house by itself, which is of

course tabooed, and no one may enter without

paying so much dewarra, which they place in the

canoe.

The chief (who is also a doctor) gives out that in

order to catch plenty of fish this season every one

must pay as much dewarra as possible into the
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canoe, that lie (tins chief) may make the fish easy to

be caught.

This dewarra is supposed to be launched in the

canoe to pay the fishes for those they lose by being

caught ; but the canoe is always carefully covered

up when launched, and in reality not one shell of

dewarra ever leaves the shore in that canoe, which

floats away with the monsoon and is lost sight of.

If a bad season follows, of course the chief puts it

down to there not being enough dewarra in the

canoe ; but not one native I have ever spoken to

believes in it ; that is, they do not believe it brings

more fish ; but they know it brings a feast and a

dance, and they will do almost anything to obtain

those.

So this custom, though still kept up, is not believed

in now, however much faith may have been put in

its efficacy formerly.

They have many dances in New Britain, and

any excuse is sufficient for a " Malargen." The

usual form of the dance is in two lines, like front

and rear rank, and the dancers are dressed up in

varie2:ated leaves from the dracoena and other

plants, and they have ferns and flowers on their

heads and in their hands. The various kinds of

dances are too numerous to describe, but, as I have

said, they mostly consist of two lines of dancers,

facing each other, who move their arms and legs in

very correct time to the music, then turn either to

the right or the left, and come round each other

different ways.

F 2
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I am afraid that short description is difficult to

understand, but were I to attempt a fuller one I

should get hopelessly confused.

There is one dance, however, I must try and

describe—that is the " Toberran," which is arranged

by the same chief that has the management of the

fish canoe.

It occurs about once in two seasons at the full

moon, and is really a very impressive sight ; and

the men and women who take part in it are all

picked dancers.

At about nine p.m. we were all seated round in a

large semicircle, the other side of the circle being

formed by heaps of firewood, all ready for lighting.

As yet there was no appearance of any performers,

but by-and-by the tom-toms commenced to play

very slowly, and the women, who were seated in

front as orchestra, began to sing a weird kind of

song, which I can only describe as a combined

wailing of cats and dogs, which gradually got

faster and faster. Presently one of the fires blazed

up, and we saw some sort of creatures creeping out

of the bush in all directions ; they did indeed look

like devils, which the word " Toberran " signifies.

Some wore masks composed of skulls cut in half,

and filled in with gum to represent a human face
;

these are held between the teeth by a stick, fastened

across at the back of the mouth of the skull ; on

their heads they wore long black wigs composed of

cocoa-nut fibre, and their bodies are covered with

dead leaves.
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Some that had no masks had their faces painted

an unearthly green colour, and on their shoulders

were fastened a kind of wings (on closer inspection

I afterwards found these were actually fastened

through the loose skin in the side of the neck).

On came these unearthly figures, creeping from

the bush on every side, some with tails, some with

spikes all down their backs, all keeping step and

Front. Bach.

SKULL MASK, BLANCHE BAY, NEW BRITAIN.

beautiful time, no matter what position their bodies

were in.

Suddenly the tom-toms stopped, and all the

Toberrans rushed to the centre of the open space

with a fearful yell ; then the music strikes up again,

and there begins a dance that defies all description
;

heads there, arms here, legs one way, tails another,

and yet in perfect unison, for if there was an arm

one side there was a leg to coiTespond on the other.
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The shrieks and yells grew louder, and the singing

became shouting ; and as they dance, the fires are

lighted and blaze up, throwing a lurid light on one

of the most hideous scenes it has ever been my lot

to witness.

Demon faces showing here, toothless skulls there,

the air above them seeming full of arms smeared

with blood, and below legs apparently in the last

stages of mortification, and above all this a moon that

sends a fitful light through the overhanging trees,

whilst the huge fires alternately blazing up and

dying down casting strange shadows which suggest

things even more horrible than the frightful reality.
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Indeed, however terribly we might try to put a

" Dance of Death " on one of our stages, we could

never equal this in its diabolical and liideous

effects.

The tom-toms I mentioned, or drums, are hollow

wooden cylinders, burnt out inside, in shape some-

what like two cones joined at the apex, covered at

one end with iguana skin tightly stretched. This

instrument is held under the arm or across the knee

and is beaten with the hand.

There is also a larger drum called " garamoot,"

made of the trunk of a tree, hollowed out, I believe,

by dropping small red-hot stones continually into

the inside through a small slit on one side. The

cylinder is struck with a long stick just below this

slit, and produces a deep note that can be heard for

an immense distance in calm weather.

Drums of this latter kind are heavy, and therefore

are seldom moved from the dancing-ground, which

is generally an open space in front of a chief's house,

and is kept swept and clean by women specially

appointed to look after it. The " garamoot " is also

used for alarm signals in case of war, when it is

struck so as to give a sharp quick sound, also for

calling the people together.

There is another kind of drum, composed of three

pieces of soft wood cut with a slight cavity on the

under side of each ; these are laid across the knees

and beaten with two short sticks wdth heads to them,

something like our small drum-sticks.

The other native musical instruments are a fife.
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made from a small piece of bamboo, on which they

can play three or four notes
;
pan-pipes, also made

PAN PIPES, NEW BRITAIN.

of bamboo with seven pipes or more, and a jews' harp

very cleverly constructed. It is a piece of bamboo

jews' harp, new BRITAIN.

cut into a shape resembling a frond of the fern we
call " hart's tongue," with a vibrator down the centre

;

it is played resting against the mouth in the same
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manner as our jews' harp is, except that tlie thumb

of the left hand is always used. There is also a piece

of string passed tightly over the instrument from

the thick end, which is struck against the vibrator.

Another small instrument looks like a primitive

banjo ; this consists of a large piece of bamboo, cut

through at the joint horizontally and also about four

inches above the joint, another small flat piece of

INSTRUMENT OF MUSIC.

bamboo being fastened across the mouth, projecting

beyond the edge of the circular piece about three

inches ; thus very much resembling a banjo. There

are, however, only two strings made of a piece of the

outer bark of a cane that grows in these islands

;

these are stretched tightly along the projecting piece

of bamboo, and fastened below on to the larger

portion by a wooden peg.

It is played with a small stick, struck sharply
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against the strings, making two humming notes.

These instruments appear to be common to all these

islands, and are to be seen in any village, and in

almost every home, except the larger drums which

belong especially to the chiefs.

The ornaments of the Duke of York natives are

fewer and less used than in either New Britain or

New Ireland ; they consist chiefly of dewarra shells

formed into necklets or placed round the head. The

ear-lobes are cut, and distended by inserting rolled

leaves of a springy nature, generally pandannas

leaves, which, constantly pressing against the sides of

the opening, enlarge it till in some cases it hangs

nearly to the shoulder. The nose is also pierced on

each side of the nostrils, and a small sharp-pointed

piece of wood inserted in each hole ; on the wood are

sometimes threaded a few beads (when they have

them) ; more commonly there is only the wood,

which I was informed is to act as a " sight " for

throwing the spears, though I can scarcely think it

would help an European to do anything else but

squint.

Variegated leaves are tucked under the armlet,

which is made of plaited twine and dyed with

different coloured juices. These armlets are worn so

tight that they squeeze the arm out of shape, and in

many cases cannot be got off except by cutting them

through ; if not so tight as this, however, they may

be moved by oiling and pressing the arm.

The men of the island of Duke of York, and in-

deed throughout the whole group, wear no clothes
;
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but the women of Mioko, Utuan, and the Soutli

Peninsula wear a small covering hanging in front

and behind, made of grass dyed bright red.

These natives fish with a rod, the hook being of

tortoise-shell, but they more often prefer going on to

the reefs with a small narrow net, which they spread

out with stakes, and then drive the fish into it^

where they become meshed.

They have also a net stretched on poles something

like a shrimping net, with which they catch the

shoals of small fish that at certain seasons visit these

shores in great numbers, and are delicious eating.

It is a curious and remarkable fact that there are

no cassowaries or white cockatoos to be found on

Duke of York Island, although in New Britain

there are a great many of the former birds and

thousands of the latter.

The only cockatoos in Duke of York are those that

have been brought over from New Britain, to which

place they always return if they make their escape.

I cannot discover any reason for this peculiar fact,

as there appears to be much the same kind of feed for

these birds on one island as on the other. The
cassowaries may all have been killed off Duke of

York Island, as it is more thickly populated than

New Britain ; but were this the case one would expect

to find them on New Ireland, but they are not to be

found there either.

Duke of York Island is only fourteen or fifteen

miles from New Britain at the furthest, and New
Ireland only thirty or so, a distance that could
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easily be traversed by the cockatoos. I can there-

fore see no accountable reason for their non-existence.

The fruits on Duke of York Island consist of the

banana, cocoa-nut, tan, mummy-apple, and a kind of

wild mango. Yams and taro also grow on the

island, but sweet potatoes are the chief product, and

serve as one of the main articles of trade between

this and the other islands.

The bananas in some parts of Duke of York are

very fine, but the yams and taro are not to be com-

pared with those of New Britain, or the yams of New
Ireland, which are noted for their size ; the taro of

New Britain is considered the finest in the South

Seas.

Perhaps all my readers do not know what taro

is ; I will therefore try and describe it. It is a large

bulbous tuber, with leaves of much the same shape

as the caladium, but I have never seen it in flower.

There are two different kinds, one of which grows

in swampy ground, the other on the hillside, the

latter being the largest and the best, as the swamp

taro is waxy to eat. It is planted in rows about one

pace apart, and kept clear of weeds by the women.

The hill taro grows to the size of fifteen inches long

by twelve inches in circumference, that is considered

a large one.

When cooked in only a small quantity of water,

the starch that exudes from it makes the water into a

thick paste, it therefore requires water to be added

continually ; when cooked it is soft and mealy, and

one of the best vegetables I have ever eaten.
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The native way of preparing it is even better than

boiling it ; they first scrape off the rough outside

brown coating with a sharp shell, and after cutting

the taro in half lengthways, wrap it in banana

leaves and place it in a fire where it is not too hot.

When cooked it is very much like good new bread,

and is extremely nutritious. After taking the taro

out of the ground, the tuber is cut oif, leaving about

one inch of it still adhering to the stalk and leaves

;

this is replanted, and in about three months another

large tuber is ready for cutting.

The leaves are very astringent, and if eaten raw

will take the skin off the mouth, and render it very

sore for some days; but the young leaves cooked

with cocoa-nut milk make a very delicious dish.

Tan is a fruit which I do not suppose many

Europeans know anything about. It grows on very

high trees, whose wood, by the way, is beautifully

grained and very hard, though at the same time

nice to work. The fruit is shaped like an apple, and

grows in bunches as some apples do ; but when ripe,

if you take oue in your hand and press it, the skin

will come off entirely, and the inside is a beautiful

clear, jelly-like substance that melts into water in

your mouth.

This jelly surrounds a brown stone, of which the

natives make a sort of cake, after it has been soaked

for some days in salt water.

The papaw, or mummy-apple, has also some

curious facts connected with it, which are useful to

know. The young fruit, when boiled, makes a
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delicious substitute for vegetable marrow ; whilst

the stalks and leaves, if boiled with clothes, will

make them beautifully clean and white ; the clothes

come out of the boiler a bright gamboge-yellow,

but when hung up in the air to dry, they turn

perfectly white again. Also a small piece of the

leaf or stalk boiled with an old fowl or a tough

piece of meat will make it quite tender.
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Return to Kininigunun—-Tor-Rarrabay 's astonishment at my return,

and excuse for leaving me.

We sailed from Duke of York for Kininigunun, in

order that I might build a house, which was to serve

as a depot for inland work. The first difficulty was

to decide in which part of this district to build, for

Kininigunun is a large one, and extends in a

W.N.W. direction from Gazelle Point to Rulunana

Point. It contains smaller districts within it, of

which Abercole is at the S.E. and Rulunana at the

N.W. ends, whilst the centre is Kininig-u-nun

proper, and it was here that I at last settled to

build.

I was greatly indebted to one of Mr. Brown's

Fijian teachers for his assistance ; he worked for me
splendidly. I soon made arrangements with Tor-

Rarrabay, one of the chiefs, for the purchase of a

very fine piece of land on the coast, close down to

the water in front, but extendino- a considerable way
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into the bush at the back, and beyond again to a

small open plain covered with long grass, near

which lay one of the main tracks inland.

My house was a large one, sixty feet long by

twenty feet broad, and a good height ; it was of

native material and roofed with long grass.

It was divided into four rooms, two sleeping-rooms,

a cupboard, and the rest for a general room. At the

back was the cooking-house and garden, the whole

being enclosed with a double fence of bamboo.

The natives were friendly and seemed anxious to

please, each one helping a little all round, though

they made a great noise over it ; indeed, they seem

unable to do anything without making a great deal

of noise.

When everything was finished, we had a big feast

and a dance by way of house-warming ; Tor-Rarra-

bay asked me if lie should provide a human body for

the feast, upon which I told him in the strongest

terms I could command, never even to think of such

a thing again, as white men hated cannibalism, and

that I could not bear to think of him as one.

After this I never heard it mentioned again, so

pigs, yams, taro, bananas, &c., in profusion formed

our feast ; and after the dancing, I served out tobacco

and pipes all round.

Our first journey inland was in order to see a

battle between the Kininigunun tribe and another

from the interior.

We went through the bush for about two or three

miles, amongst high trees and thick scrub, after
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which we came upon more open ground, with

banana plantations, and here my guides began to

move more cautiously, as we were approaching the

fighting-ground.

Presently we heard the shouting of the com-

batants, and coming out into an open plain, found

the natives hard at work with their slings.

It was apparently only a skirmish, as the main

body of the opposing tribe were quite half a mile

off, and only a few on each side were actually

engaged.

These slings they use are composed of oblong

pieces of bark, with two strings of about a yard in

length fastened to either end, on one of which is a

button of pearl-shell, in order that the sling may not

slip through their fingers. The stone rests in the

centre, on the oblong piece of bark.

They use these slings with great accuracy and

considerable force ; indeed, I have seen a native

discharge a stone to the distance of two hundred and

fifty yards with sufficient force to break it against

another ; but I believe it is more knack than strength

that is required to use them.

The natives engaged were running about in the

long grass, and dodging to escape the stones from

the enemies' side.

As we were on high ground near the Kininigii-

nun tribe, we could see all that was going on, and

observed that the natives who were fighting had

only their slings. This, I presume, was in order that

they might move more freely, and as they seldom

G
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come close to the enemy, other weapons would have

been useless.

Whilst I was watching, Tor-Earrabay (who, by

the way, is considered a great warrior) came up to me

and entreated me to go away, for fear I should get

hurt. As I could not see the smallest chance of it, I

told him that I was not more likely to get hurt than

he was, and that the white man never ran away

because there was fighting going on. He then

informed me that they were only waiting for one of

the other side to be hit with a stone, to attack with

the whole force (and the other side the same, I

presume).

Soon after he left me ; I suppose this must have

happened, as a great shouting was raised by the

Kininigunun tribe, they beginning at the same time

the " too-tooing " noise they make when anything

exciting occurs, and a general rush forward of the

whole body was made to join the skirmishers, women

following with bundles of spears and stones for the

slings.

However, there was not much fighting done, as

the other side took to their heels and ran for the

bush. I heard afterwards that the conquerors

obtained two bodies, which of course were eaten,

though they took good care not to let me know where^

yet I heard it from a " private source," as we say.

Tor-Rarrabay was very boastful when I met him

afterwards about winning the battle, but I dashed

his ardour somewhat by saying, "if he called that

fighting I did not think much of it." I then told
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him about tlie white men's fighting ; upon which lie

asked me what was done with all the bodies, hoping

evidently to make me confess that they were eaten
;

but when I told him they were buried, he turned

away, evidently in disgust at such a waste.

The war had been about some houses on the plain,

which had been burnt, the men murdered, and the

women carried off. It terminated in a tragedy

which occurred soon after the battle. Some young

men of the bush tribe came into Kininigunun district

to see if they could not pick up a stray man or

woman.

Instead of this they were themselves surrounded,

and being young and active, fought hard for their

lives, but were overpowered by numbers. A few of

them were taken alive ; these of course were tortured,

one manner being to tie the victim's hands and feet to

stakes in the ground, and place fire on his stomach.

This fiendish operation is done by the women, who

are far more cruel than the men, as a man will some-

times free the poor wretch from his pain by a spear

thrust, or a blow from a tomahawk, but the women
'will laugh at and enjoy it, poking the suiferer with a

spear to rouse him up if he do not writhe and howl

enough to satisfy them.

The women generally accompany their husbands

to war, carrying their spears, stones, &c., and excite

them by their language ; but as the women are

looked upon as little more than beasts of burden by

the men, how can one expect anything better ?

One of the chief's spies told me that if he wished

G 2
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to find anything particular he always listened behind

a tree to the women talking", and he was sure to find

out all he wished to know.

They have a saying in New Britain, " Never trust

any secret to a woman, for their tongues are hung

with a double joint."

Here it may be well to give some account of a

woman's social position.

When a man intends to take a wife he tells his

father who it is (if he has no father he tells his

mother or the chief of the district). He then is sent

off into the bush, where he stays for some days, until

the father calls him back ; the father and mother in

the meantime go to the girl's relations, and after

making them presents say they will pay so much

dewarra for the girl.

Tliere is a great deal of haggling over the price,

and the girl's relations generally succeed in raising

it; when settled, the man's father and mother go

home again. On the day fixed the young woman's

relations go to the house of the man's father and

mother, who have (if rich enough) invited all tbeir

friends to meet them; the former give presents to'

their host and there is a feast and a dance ; also a

young women's dance, in which the bride-elect is

supposed to take a leading part.

After all this festivity is over, the girl is left with

the young man's parents, and he is called in from the

bushj that is to say, some one is sent to find him,

which is sometimes a difficult matter, as these young

men often go a long way, in order to escape from the
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spirits of departed relations, who are said to exercise

a very bad iufliience at this time.

It is not au uncommon thing for the young man
never to return, having been killed by some hostile

tribe.

Marriages are often settled before the woman is

born ; for instance, should a chief wish to marry

into any particular family, he buys the child when

there is a jorospect of one being born. Should it be

a boy, the " taboo " is returned, but if a girl the

"taboo" is retained by her family, and the girl

becomes the property, and ultimately the wife, of

the chief, though she lives with her parents until

a marriageable age—about ten years.

The woman at her marriage becomes completely

the property of the man, even to j^ower over her

life, as for instance, a chief who lives on the shore of

Blanche Bay had purchased a young wife, who cried

and wished to go back to her friends, and would do

no work. Upon this her husband became angry,

and telling her that as she was no use as a wife he

would make use of her in another way, which he did

by immediately killing her and cooking her body for

a feast.

There was also a case here in Kininigunun, where

a man belonging to a bush tribe was surprised in the

bush with his wife, and taken prisoner by one of the

sub-chiefs and a few followers. They killed the man,

but the woman was taken to be one of the sub-chiefs

wives ; and the marriage-feast was the body of her

late husband.
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The laws against intermarriage are very strict

:

there are in every tribe two distinct parties between

whom only is marriage allowed
;
generally the men

buv women from foreign tribes, having found, no

doubt, as we have done, that intermarriage weakens

the race.

The chief of the tribe must be asked for his per-

mission before marriage can be contracted. Should

a young man who is unable to purchase a wife be

desirous of doing so, he goes to his chief and asks

him to buy one for him. If the chief knows that

the young man is likely to be able to pay him back

either in dewarra, work, or fighting, he will purchase

the wife for him, and also make a feast on the

occasion, but the chiefs are careful to see first that

there is a likelihood of their being repaid in some

way.

The women carry their babies in net-work bags,

the band or strap of which comes round the forehead,

and the child in the bag rests on their shoulder-

blades, and in travelling to market or elsewhere,

should the child require suckling, they do it over

the shoulder.

They will also carry two or three cocoa-nut mat

bags full of merchandise on their back, as well as the

baby; this gives them a stooping gait, and makes

them always walk in a double-up manner, even when

not carrying anything.

Women also sufi"er from the skin disease " Buck-

war " in common with the men ; it ajDpears to turn

the skin a lighter colour than when it is healthy.
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My second long journey inland was taken with the

intention of reaching Mount Beautemps Beaupre,

which is situated about thirty miles from the coast,

and is a high volcanic peak of about one thousand

eight hundred feet, and would have been a grand

place for observation on the contour of the sur-

rounding country.

Having obtained as guides Tor-Rarrabay and

several other natives, we made all preparations for

staying away four days. Tor-Rarrabay told me he

had never been so far inland, but boasted he was not

afraid to go anywhere.

So we set off, going along the tracks in Indian

file, I myself bringing up the rear.

In front of me was a young man carrying my
observing instruments and ammunition, next to him

came Tor-Rarrabay in full dress, with spear and toma-

hawk, in front of him other natives with provisions,

&c., and the guides leading the way.

We took a general course of S.W. by W., which

brought us to a more northerly part of the plain, on

which the fight I have previously described took

place.

I here noticed a most peculiar feature of the land,

namely, a natural wall, composed mostly of decayed

pumice-stone, which rose about twelve feet from the

level on which we stood. It appeared as though the

land where we were standing must have suddenly

sunk and left this wall, which extended for several

miles.

The land on the other side was level with the top
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of the wall, but on ours it was perpendicular, cut as

smoothly as if by the hand of man.

The natives did not seem to recognise it as any-

thing strange, but then they have no knowledge of

other lands, and can only know of what is in their

own small range of travel.

After passing over the plain, which was in some

places covered with high grass, and in others was

bare, where the grass had been burnt away, we

again entered a thin belt of dense scrub, so thick in

some places that we were obliged to cut our way

with tomahawks and knives.

This extended for half-a-mile, when we again

emerged on to a beautiful grassy table-land. We
were now about six hundred feet above the sea,

which was just visible in the distance, with New
Ireland showing far beyond.

We had come about twelve miles, and decided

to camp a little further on, where there was fresh

water, and a slight scrub for firewood. It ap-

peared to me whilst in conversation with Tor-Rarra-

bay that he did not appear quite so brave and

boastful about getting to the mountain as he had

done when we started, for he began to tell me
all the stories he could think of about " devils " in

that part of the country, and how people who

had gone towards the mountain had never returned,

&c., &c. !

However, I determined not to take any notice, and

answered, " Oh, yes, but we are not afraid to go any-

where." This seemed to remind him of his talk in
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Kininigunun, and he replied, " Oh, no," thougli

somewhat doubtfully.

Next morning we started off again towards a

village belonging to a tribe at peace with Tor-Rarra-

bay. We kept on over the grassy tableland, tliat

seemed to extend on both sides as far as I could see,

until about eight o'clock a.m.; we then came to the

village, which was prettily situated on a rising knoll

and surrounded with cocoa-nut trees.

We stopped in the open place in front of the

chief's house, and received a very hearty welcome

from him ; he was an elderly man of about fifty, I

should say.

Tor-Rarrabay introduced me with a great flourish,

and explained that I was living with him—a little

stroke of policy on his part, meant to show that he

was powerful enough to have a white man living in

his village. He told this chief of a hundred different

qualities of mine, of which had I possessed buti the

half I should have been far away the cleverest man
in the world ; of course this was one for me and half-

a-dozen for himself.

The chief of " Nucgunigu," as this place appeared

to be called, was determined to display his hospitality

to the new arrivals, and so our coming was the

occasion of a murder so horrible that I can never get

the sight of it out of my mind. After the betel-nut

had been duly discussed, our host said something to

Tor-Rarrabay that I could not understand, and the

old villain must have given his consent, or this would

never have occurred whilst I was there, at all events.
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Presently I saw two men lead forward another man

who had his hands tied behind him.

Never having seen anything of the kind before, 1

did not in the least know what was going to happen.

They led the prisoner up to the chief, and made him

sit down in front of him, and they all looked so

pleasant and friendly one would never have sus-

pected anything fearful was going to take place.

The prisoner had his back to a dead tree, which I

noticed was painted in red and white stripes, and

had a number of pigs' jawbones hung about it ; it also

had a kind of signal halyards, made of cane, sus-

pended from the topmost branch ; this was presently

taken round and made fast to the other side of the

tree. The chief now began to ask the man questions,

some of which I could understand, such as :
" Have

you any father and mother ? " Then followed others
;

and then, " Will you eat or drink ? " was the last I

understood.

Upon this a woman brought him a cocoa-nut,

which she held to his mouth whilst he drank from

it.

I asked Tor-Earrabay what was going to happen,

but all he would say was, " You will see." Presently

some young men went to the back of the tree, and

one of them, quick as lightning, slipped the end of

a noose round the prisoner's neck, and the men

behind the tree began to hoist.

I knew that Tor-Rarrabay was watching me very

closely to see the effect it had upon me, so it behove

me to be very careful.
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"Tell the chief," said I, "that if he will sell me
that man alive I will give him six tomahawks and

as much red cloth and beads as one man can carry.'

But Tor-Rarrabay answered, " What is the use ? I

will sell you a uian for that, and you would only

offend this chief, and—we are on his ground "—

a

very significant hint, as there must have been

about three hundred or more people there.

The sight was now sickening, as the poor fellow

was hanging with his toes just reaching the ground

;

so that he was being gradually choked to death, and

at the same time a number of women rushed at him,

and began beating him with their hands and with

stones on the stomach. It was a fearful sight ; I had

a deadly feeling, yet I dared not show any repug-

nance.

" Ask the chief to let me show him how white men

kill men with their guns," I said to Tor-Rarrabay,

with as much unconcern in my voice as I could

muster. " No, no !
" said Tor-Rarrabay, " no one

would eat him after if you shot him, for fear he

was poisoned."

How truly thankful I was when the poor victim's

sufferings were terminated by a man who only waited

a sign from the chief to thrust a knife slowly into

the sufferer's heart, and with one convulsive

struggle all was over. I tried to make myself

believe it was a bullock they were cutting up after-

wards.

At the feast I told Tor-Rarrabay that I was
" tabooed " from eating any flesh whilst on this
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journey, which saved me from taking any meat. I

managed a little fruit, but even that was hard work

after what I had seen.

Some people may say I might have interfered

more than I did ; but all I can say is, one cannot be

too careful not to offend, when it is such tremendous

odds as one against three or four hundred ; and

though fire-arms and an Englishman may do

wonders, yet it would have been too great a risk,

and I did the best thing I could, which was first to

try and buy the man, that could not offend any one
;

but being refused, next to try and put him quickly

out of pain. But when denied that request, there

was no more to be done.

Whilst we are on this subject, and it is one that

cannot be avoided if New Britain is to be described,

we may as well go through with it at once.

Each chief has two ministers, or dependents, a

talking man, and a butcher. These are permanent:

the former does all the talking, the latter the killing

and cutting up. The part of a man that sells for

most "taboo" is the thigh, that of a woman the

breast ; the head is never eaten, nor are the entrails,

they are buried. The leg and arm bones of men

who are enemies are placed at the butt end of spears,

as the natives believe it gives them the strength of

the man whose bone they carry. They also think

that it makes them invulnerable to any wounds from

the eaten man's relations. They seldom eat a man of

their own tribe ; but should one have been killed by

his own chief, or a member of the tribe for wrong
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doing, the body may be sold to another tribe
;

women are more often killed and eaten by their own

friends

!

I have said all I need to say I hate to write

about such things^ more even than you do to read of

them, for I have seen and remember the sight only

too well.

At about four p.m. we had to start again on our

journey, of which I was very glad. Tor-Rarrabay

could, I feel sure, have stopped that horrible spectacle

if he had chosen ; but I think he wanted to see what

I should do, and to frighten me, if possible, into

e'eimr back, as I know now that he himself was

afraid to go much further inland.

We travelled on, still over plain-land, but it was

now more rocky, and covered in places with stunted

bushes, with not much cultivation to be seen. Mount

Beautemps Beaupre' towering up above us so close,

it appeared as if we should be there in half-an-hour.

I knew, however, it was still some miles off, and the

sun was going down.

As we went along Tor-Rarrabay kept on hinting

that the men would not go any further, as the other

chief had told them there were very bad spirits

living in these parts, and they were afraid ; he

thought it would be better for us to return.

However, I succeeded in getting them along till it

was time to camp, by promises of large presents, and

inventing all manner of yarns as to how I could

overcome any evil spirit because I was more power-

ful than they were. I fear, though, I did not
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convince them. As the snn went down we camped

;

fortunately we had brought water with us this last

stage, as there did not appear to be any in the

neighbourhood, and it proved a wise step.

After supper we lay down, but it was a long time

before I could sleep ; and instead began to think of

our journey. Here we were only five miles from

the base of the mountain, a short valley to cross, and

we could begin the ascent, which would not be a

diflScult one. Then, after taking bearings and sights,

we might return, and I should have accomplished

the object of my journey, and found out many things

I wished to know.

Next I began to think of dear old England and

my home, and wondered if they could see me now

what they would think, till at last I fell asleep.

Next morning the sun was not yet risen, when I

suddenly woke, and jumped up with that indescribable

feeling that tells you you are alone. Yes ! too true,

after I had fallen asleep, or very early in the

morning, Tor-Rarrabay and all the guides had de-

camped, and, what was worse, all the provisions

and water were gone with them, as well as the

ammunition, save about ten rounds of small shot

cartridges for my fowling-piece, and five charges in

my revolver. I did not at once take in my situation,

for I had made up my mind to go on, and on, and

climb the mountain. But then I thought, " I do not

know what sort of people are on that mountain, and

also, I shall be going further away from where I can

get food and water, for should I meet any natives on
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the mountain, they will surely take me for a devil,

and run away from me, even if they do nothing

worse. Anyhow, I cannot reckon upon getting

provisions from them, and I have not ammunition

enough to force my way up ; besides, if I did so,

it would interfere with my getting up in a friendly

way, should I be so fortunate as ever to get here

another time. So I must go back, but not by that

horrible village."

Thus reasoning, I determined to start, and rejoiced

to find my little prismatic compass in my pocket, and

made up my mind to steer a straight line for Blanche

Bay, as this would be the most open country and the

shortest way.

I knew I had nothing to fear from the natives as

soon as I was in Euluanna district, and, moreover, by

taking this line of country I should avoid Nucgunigu,

where I should have been either murdered straight

off, or kept to make " things grow."

The idea amongst these natives with respect to

the trade articles the white men bring is that they

are all grown just as they are—tomahawks, beads,

knives, redcloth, looking-glasses, all grow, and there-

fore we must have an unlimited supply.

This, I imagine, is because they have nothing of

their own that does not grow, except the stone for

their tomahawks, and this is found in the country.

Then had these people found I could not make the

things they wished for grow, I should have been put

out of the way.

These may have been foolish ideas of mine, and no
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doubt were, still it was not strange that I should

feel suspicious after what I had seen there the day

before, and I do not think my nerves were very

steady, or perhaps I should have acted differently.

However, I started off and pushed through the long

grass as fast as I could.

On my way over the plains I saw many flocks of

cassowaries, and once or twice a wallaby springing

along over the cleared burnt patches, or stopping to

nibble at the fresh green blades that were forcing

their way up through the blackened vegetation

above.

I will now leave myself struggling through the

long grass and try to explain what these large burnt

patches of grass mean. No doubt, they are some-

times the result of carelessness on the part of the

natives^ but are perhaps more often the results of the

method they adopt to catch the wild pigs and the

cassowaries which abound on these plains. On the

day fixed for the sport they send out the women and

boys early in the day, who on reaching the appointed

spot spread themselves out into a large circle or

cordon of perhaps a mile in circumference, or even

more, according to their numbers.

At a given signal, which is generally a smoke from

the bush-grass, fired at one place, they all light the

grass by them, and along to where the next person

has hghted theirs, forming a wide circle of fire,

which on the outside edge is well beaten down, to

prevent its spreading too far.

One opening is left to windward ; towards this all
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the frightened animals within the circle rush, and are

speared as they come out. Large numbers are

taken in this way ; sometimes when a tribe has

killed more than enougli for themselves the cliief

sends all that is not wanted as presents to the

surrounding friendly chiefs.

As I went along (keeping my course as well as I

could, for the long grass and clumps of trees) I

saw in the distance wdiat appeared a good-sized

freshwater lake on the N.E. side of Mount

Beautemps Beauprc—it had a small island in the

centre. I could not see any river falling into, or

flowing out from it, so it may be of the same forma-

tion as the water-hole that lies in the crater of the

Mother Mountain, which also has apparently no

outlet or inflow", and which I sounded to the depth

of five hundred fathoms, no bottom. Yet it has fish

in it : the only other instance I know of this is at

Pantelleria, an island in the Mediterranean oft' the N.

coast of Africa.

After travelling on some distance further, I began

to feel the w^ant of water very much, and also was

getting exhausted for want of food. I had seen

nothing of any natives, or I might have been

tempted to force them to give me water, but while I

was considering what was best to do, I suddenly

bethought me of some betel-nut and lime w^hich I

had in my pocket. This I at once began to chew%

and found that it entirely satisfied both thirst and

liuno-er. This nut is eaten with the flower or catkino

of the pepper-plant, or with the leaves ; these are
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dippeci in powdered burnt lime. It turns the saliva

quite red, and tends to make the teeth black. It was

an immense relief to have found I had it.

Night was now coming on, and I determined to

lie down in the long grass and have a good sleep if

possible, in order to be fresher for going on next

morning early. However, I found it impossible to

sleep, and every rustle of the grass seemed to me to

be natives creeping upon me. There was only a

faint reflection of light in the horizon, when I was

up and off again. I was in great hopes of reaching

Ruluanna that day, but was hardly calculating upon

the very hard work it is to struggle through the

thick grass and still denser bush ; and having no

boots, my feet were getting very sore.

I found boots were too hot and heavy for travel-

ling in ; besides, all mine were worn out. If ever I

should have to do this sort of work again I certainly

will lay in a good stock of moccasins. On I went, still

chewing my betel-nut and pushing my way through

the grass, though the sharp stubble was very painful

to tread upon. About midday I saw a thick belt of

trees ahead which gave me fresh hope and spirits, as

I could shelter there from the fierce sun. which was

literally baking my brain. Indeed, I fancy I must

have been somewhat delirious, for I found myself (I

don't know how) rolling on the ground in the

shade of the trees, as if I had been in water. I was

soon off again, however, pushing through the scrub,

and having my clothes torn in the most ill-natured

way by the prickly palms.
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I began now to suffer very mucli from tbe want,

of water, though the betel-nut continued to soothe

my moutli somewliat, causing- salivji to flow, yet I

found in my exliausted state I could hardly stand

the very mild intoxicating effect it has. A small

piece of tobacco that I tried to chew seemed to burn

my mouth like fire. As night came on again I

seemed possessed with a sort of fierce determination

to get on at all risks. When about sundown I fell

into a native track. Oh ! what a relief was that

smooth ground to walk upon, and an assurance of its

leading someichere I I did not care where now, for I

was getting desperate, and I could not have gone

more than a mile-and-a-half when I came to a

water-hole.

I flung myself down, and drank—well, I suppose

I did not empty the pool ; but I felt as though I

could have done so. Then I lay down by it, and fell

asleep, regardless of all dangers. Luckily no natives

came whilst I was there. It was about eight a.m.

before I woke, refreshed but very weak ; however, I

judged I could not now be more than ten miles from

the outskirts of Ruluanna. The travelling, too, was

comparatively easy, and I got along pretty well.

Soon I began to come upon signs of natives, by

finding patches cleared for yams, t^c, and at midday

met some native women carrying their heavy loads

to market.

I stopped them and bought some cocoa-nuts with a

few beads I had left, and sitting down there and then

H 2
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ate a whole one, much to the astonishment of the

women, who were startled at seeing a white man at

all, to say nothing of finding him so far in the bush.

After the cocoa-nut I felt much stronger and got on

quite quickly ; soon I saw native houses, then native

men, who at first appeared suspicious as to what I

might want there, but I reassured them, and they

took me down to the chief's house. Here I was

given some yams and cooked taro, and I thought it

was the most delicious food I had ever eaten. I got

the loan of a canoe from this chief, and after walking

about half-a-mile came to the beach, and embarked

for Kininigunun, which lies to the east further along

the coast.

On arriving at Kininigunun, I found Tor-Rarra-

bay had not been seen on board the vessel, or at my
house, yet when I went ashore I found that every-

thing my guides had carried off when they left me

was put back again into the house. So I sent up

word to Tor-Rarrabay to come and see me, and not

to be afraid. By-and-by he came, and told me the

reason they ran away was, because one of the men

declared he had seen a " toberran," or evil spirit, and

that the others were all frightened. He was not

;

he only went with them in case they might get into

trouble with other tribes. You can imagine how

much of this story I believed.

He seemed greatly astonished to see me again,

as he evidently thought I could never find my
way back without a guide. " Oh," said I, " I had
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a guide," and showed him my compass, wliich he

regarded with mysterious awe, and would scarcely

touch. " Yes," I said, " that was my guide, and a

better one than you and your men, for it did not run

away and leave me alone."
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We had made arrangements with Mr. Brown, the

Wesleyan missionary whom 1 have already intro-

duced, to go with him along the coast to Spacious

Bay, he bringing his little steam-launch to do the

inshore work ; so we left Kininigunun for Duke of

York, from which place we were to start. Shortly

before this I had lost poor Bluff: the poor thing

had jumped overboard to swim ashore after the

boat in which I was, when we saw a crocodile

seize her and drag her under, and we never saw her

again.

We crossed to Duke of York, and found Mr.

Brown all ready foi' our journey, with steam up in

his launch; and on the 1st of January, 1878, we

started for Spacious Bay,

We sailed and steamed down St. George's Channel,

crossing to New Britain to the south of Duke of York

group, and fetched Glazelle Point (Birara).

From this place we ran along the coast to a small

bay, in which was an island and a sandbank with a

large river running into it at the southern end.
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There was also a small barrier reef on the outer and

north side of" the bay. We did not see any natives,

and the only sign of them was the presence of a good

many turtle bones, which must have been cooked

there by them. From this bay the land trends

somewhat to the south and east, until Cape Palliser

is reached, when the line of the coast takes a south-

west direction to Cape Buller, which cape forms the

north headland of Spacious Bay. This part of the

coast is hilly, pretty steep hills too, and is thickly

covered with bush. From Cape Buller the coast

falls more to the south, and is intersected with small

bays and creeks, until Archway Point is reached, so

called from its being a curious natural archway with

a span of about twenty yards straight out into

the sea. It is covered with ferns and creepers, and

there is a depth of three fathoms immediately beneath

the arch, it being high enough to allow a good-sized

vessel to pass underneath. On the outside it is

precipitous ; on the south-west side is a small

embayment, in which we anchored for the night.

There was a small freshwater creek at the north

end of this bay, and whilst we were there some

natives came down. I went on shore to try and

converse with them, but found their language was

quite different from that spoken either in Birara or

Kininigunun. These natives had also apparently

never seen white men before, though they must have

heard of them, for though they were very frightened

they did not run away. I went ashore by myself, in

the " dingy," in order not to frighten them away.
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There happened to be a cocoa-nut in the boat, which

they immediately made signs for ; I t.berefore think

that in this district there can be no cocoa-nut palms,

though probably they buy them from adjoining tribes.

These natives wear a waist-cloth, with a plaited tail

hanging down behind, otherwise their arms and

appearance are similar to those of the northern tribes.

After leaving Archway Point, we constantly

observed natives along the shore, but were unable to

hold any communication with them, owing to their

assuming an exceedingly hostile appearance on our

attempting to land, using the most objectionable

gestures, apparently in order to show their contempt

of us. Indeed, in one place where we were anchored

in a small cove, they came down in great numbers

on to the beach, and began to throw stones from their

slings, so that it was considered advisable to haul

further off the shore. The next headland is a long

hilly point which stretches about three miles to the

southward due south, and which I named Tongue

Point from its shape. After leaving this point we

found ourselves entering a most beautiful bay, which

I named " Henry Reid " Bay, after the name of the

missionary steam-launch.

The bay forms a complete harbour, measuring

from Tongue Point to the W. shore four-and-a-half

miles, with a stretch of about the same extent N.

and S.

It is surrounded by a beautifully wooded shore

;

and on the N.W. side two rivers of considerable

extent enter it, the northern and smaller one called
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Pleasant River ; the mouth of the one to the south-

ward, about a mile distant from the former, is large

and deep. At the entrance we found a depth of from

two-and-a-half to three fathoms, which deptli con-

tinued up the river for about half-a-mile, and we

found sufficient water up the river for the steam-

launch for about three miles. The course is in a

westerly direction, trending slightly northwards.

At this distance up the river we landed on the

north baiik, and, going about two hundred yards

into the bush, discovered a deserted fishing village of

about twelve or thirteen huts, outside which were

lying numbers of empty shells of river clam, which

the natives seem to have been fishing for here, and

probably the object that attracted them to this spot.

The huts appeared to be newly constructed and could

not long have been deserted, though they were so

slightly built that I do not think the natives could

have resided in them for any length of time.

The banks of the river were beautifully covered

with ferns, intermingled with the sago and betel-nut

palms. We observed, too, a beautiful creeper hang-

ing from the trees with a magnificent red wax-like

flower, also a kind of gum-tree (Eucalyptus), and

some of the most lovely kinds of dracoenas lent their

colours to enhance the general beauty of the scene.

We found the water of the river was perfectly fresh

at a quarter-of-a-mile from the mouth, and returned

to the open water without seeing any signs of

natives. Getting out into the bay again, we pro*

ceeded on our course towards Turner Point, which
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is the S. point of Henry Eeid Bay, observing on the

way a small island, lying close in to the S. shore

also, about one-and-a-half to the northward, a small

reef, on which there was a considerable break.

Henry Eeid Bay averages for the most part a depth

of about twenty fathoms, though it shallows con-

siderably towards the S. shore.

Whilst anchored in the bay we observed several

large hornbills flying about amongst the trees,

making that curious rushing noise with their wings

like a railway train in motion, which obtains for

them the native name of " Banga-banga." We also

observed the foot-tracks of cassowaries on the shore,

and one evening we saw a small wallaby come down

to the beach, apparently to lick salt off the stones.

After rounding Turner Point we came upon a

long stretch of low land, the beach running very

nearly north and south for a distance of about four

miles ; upon it we observed a large nmuber of

natives, who were waving green branches, and ges-

ticulating to us. After we had anchored, Mr. Brown

and I determined to go ashore, though, having been

so badly received hitherto, we were rather doubtful

of the result. On landing the natives at first ap-

peared to be rather shy of us, but after some little

persuasion, and showing them strings of beads and

red cloth, they began to venture round us ; where-

upon we began to barter for some small things they

were wearing, such as armlets, necklets, &c. The

first man who obtained a few beads appeared to be so

much overcome by his immense wealth (as soon as he
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had them in his hands) that he rushed off along' the

beach yelhng like a maniac, presmnably to show his

friends the wonderful treasure he had obtained from

the mysterious creatures who had come to visit them.

After this others were more eager to obtain a similar

treasure, and pressed round us, trying to barter

everything they had on, even the very rings out of

their ears.

Wishing to purchase a pig, and not knowing very

well how to set about it, as I was ignorant of the

dialect, which is totally different from tliat spoken in

the north, I asked Mr. Brown what would be the

best way of making them understand. " Why don't

you try grunting ? " he said, whereupon I began to

grunt most vociferously. The effect was magical

—

some of them jumped back, holding their spears in

readiness to throw ; some ran away, covering their

eyes with their hands, and all exhibited the utmost

astonishment and alarm ; in fact, it was so evident

that they expected me to turn into a pig, and their

alarm was so irresistibly comic, that Mr. Brown and.

I both burst out laughing, which gradually reassured

them, and those who had run away came back.

Seeing us so heartily amused, and that I had not

undergone any metamorphosis, they began to laugh

too, and upon my drawing a pig on the sand with

a piece of stick, and making motions of eating, it

suddenly seemed to strike tliem what was wanted,

for they all burst out laughing again, and nodding

their heads, several natives ran off", evidently in quest

of the })ig we recpiired.
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After this they were very much more friendly,

and took us off to show us a village close by. When
we got near, it struck me at once, seeing no women
or children about, it must be a village they had

conquered ; and this idea as we came closer was

confirmed by large heaps of human bones lying

about, all charred and blackened by fire. I picked

up wliat appeared to be a shin-bone, and showed it

to a native with an inquiring look, whereupon he

snatched it out of my hand, and, pointing to his own

leg, put the bone into his mouth, and began munch-

ing all round it, at the same time rubbiug his

stomach, and grinning as much as to say it was

very good. Although there were so many bones

about, 1 did not see any skulls, which led me to

imagine that they had been taken away for trophies.

There was no appearance of any one living in the

houses of this conquered village, and that was because

of a superstition they had in common with the

natives more to the north of the island, namely,

that if a man lives in the house of an enemy he has

killed in battle, he will be haunted by the dead

man's spirit. The houses were beautifully made,

and far superior to any I had seen before in New
Britain ; they were of a semicircular shape, with the

roof sloping down to the ground at the back, and

the front filled in by beautifully constructed wicker-

work, having a small door. The inside of each

house was really very well decorated, with figures

and designs, some burnt into the wood, others stained

in with dyes, made from the juices of various nuts.
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Tlie villno-e itself was built in a circle, with an open

space in the centre, -svhich was planted with small

trees and variegated plants. I cannot account for

the village being thus depopulated in any other

manner than that the natives who were now show-

ing it to us must have surprised it at night, thus

catching all the inhabitants asleep.

SWORD AND CLUB, SPACIOUS PAY, KEW BEITAIX.

We bought a good many curious implements of

war and ornaments from these natives ; they had

shields, really very cleverly ornamented, and their

spears were the most dangerous weapons of that

description I have seen in New Britain, the points

of them being tipped with a cassowary's claw, only

fastened on with a kind of wax or gum ; so that
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when the spear entered the body, the cement would

be melted by the heat, and on the weapon behig

drawn out, the cassowary's claw be left embedded in

the flesh. Their clubs are varied in shape, some

being well carved, with knobs all round tlie end,

and some, like one Mr. Brown bought, shaped

SHIELD, SPACIOUS BAY, NEW BRITAIN,

exactly like a billhook, though where they can

have got the idea from I cannot imagine.

Some of the ornaments were fairly well carved :

these were tortoise-shell earrings, armlets of the same

materials or made of the spiral conch-shell, and

curious masks made of network, and cleverly worked

in with feathers, which they stretch over their faces

when dancing. They also wore a very neatly-stained
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waist-cloth marked in very good patterns, in most

cases with red, yellow, and black. In bartering with

the people I found they did not know the use of the

iron hoop, so much prized in New Guinea by the

natives, nor did they seem to care about a trade toma-

hawk when I showed it to them, they themselves

using stone tomahawks. They would onlv barter

/

t,

EARRING, SPACIOUS BAT.

with us for beads and red cloth, a circumstance seem-

ing to me pretty conclusive that they can have had

very little intercourse with white men.

Return Point, at the bottom of Spacious Bay, was

the furthest spot we visited on this side of the coast.

Captain Hunter mentions Spacious Bay in these

words :
" At noon we found ourselves ten miles to

the E.S.E. of Cape Buller before a deep embayment
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which exists between Cape BuUer and Cape Orford,

which in this part must reduce the connection north

of New Britain to a narrow isthmus. The deep and

spacious bay spoken of above was not sufficiently

explored to affirm that it does not disconnect the two

portions of New Britain ; but if so the channel must

be narrow, and was not distinguished from the

offing."

After this excursion to Spacious Bay we returned

to Makada Harbour (Duke of York Island), where

we lay some few days. It was now May. One morn-

ing I was awoke by feeling and hearing something

grating violently against the ship's side, and running

up on deck found the whole of the harbour covered

with huge blocks of pumice-stone, and indeed as far

as I could see over towards New Britain the sea was

covered ; it really appeared as though one could walk

to New Britain on it, or, as one of the natives

expressed it, " as though the bottom of the sea had

jumped up."

We then heard that a great eruption had taken

place in the volcano situated at tlie foot of the

Mother Mountain, and the smoke and fire could

be plainly seen from Duke of York Island. Next

day we set out for Blanche Peninsula, in order to get

a nearer view of the sight, but we found we had to

go a long way round to the northward, to avoid the

enormous fields of pumice-stone that had been drifted

down the channel.

It seemed almost impossible .that such a large

quantity could have been ejected from one volcano,
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without blowing up the whole surrounding country.

We landed to the north of Nodup, and climljed the

" Mother," which was to windward of the volcano,

and therefore safe from the stones and cinders. From

our situation we could gaze down into the fiery crater

beneath. In the evening the sight became more than

grand— it was awful ; every few moments there

would come a huge convulsion, and then the very

bowels of the earth seemed to be vomited from the

crater into the air ; enormous stones, red hot, the

size of an ordinary house, would be thrown up,

almost out of sight, when they would burst like a

rocket, and fall hissing into the sea. At the same

time angry flames would dart up, almost to the

altitude on which we stood, and of the most dazzling

brightness. Then all would die down to a low,

sulphureous breathing, spreading a blue flame all

over the mouth of the crater, whilst over us and all

the country near hung a panoply of thick black

smoke, broken only by the falling of red-hot stones

in showers, which destroyed all vegetation to

leeward to a distance of about two miles.

At the first outbreak of this eruption there rose

in one night on the W. shore of Blanche Bay an

island of about two miles in extent, and seventy feet

high, having a crater in the centre filled with boiling

water. The new island is semicircular in form, having

on its N.E. side a short reef or spur of rocks, ter-

minated by a small island covered with bushes. The

new island is at least five miles from the volcano, and

those who were on Matupi Island that night state

I
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that a line of fire rose through the water, across

Blanche Bay, from the volcano to where the island

rose. Large numbers of fish and turtle were picked

up on the surrounding shores quite dead.

This eruption, I am of opinion, caused the tidal

wave that immediately succeeded, and which washed

away a large part of the shore of Matupi Island.

May not other tidal waves arise from a similar cause ?

For instance, in the Atlantic, when a submarine

volcano bursts, and the concussion causes an up-

heaval as in the case of a torpedo, with this difference,

that the depth of the water being so great in the case

of the submarine volcano, it is unable to throw its

force through it into the air, which is therefore

expended on the surrounding volume of water, and

expands in a circle, thus forming a so-called tidal

wave.

About a week after the new island had risen, we

attempted to land, and found the surface still too hot

to allow us to stand still upon it ; we had to keep on

moving quickly to prevent our feet being burnt.

The water in the crater was still boiling, and throw-

ing up large quantities of steam. The eruption of

the volcano lasted upwards of a month, and the

whole of Blanche Bay and a great part of St.

George's Channel were so thickly covered with

pumice-stone, that it was impossible for a vessel, and

a boat only with great difficulty, to force a way

through. There is no doubt that these fields of

pumice-stone have given rise to the report of many

reefs that have been searched for afterwards with-
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out success, for I defy even a practised eye to tell

one from the other.

The pumice hangs together in large masses by

capillary attraction, bearing with it sometimes

branches that have been torn from the trees in its

descent ; and there settles round the edge of this

floating mass a white foam, caused by the incessant

washing of the water and the grinding together of

the blocks of pumice. This in the distance appears

identical with breakers. These fields are carried

along by the currents until finally thrown on some

shore or broken up by a storm. I have seen an

experienced captain keep away from a tide-rip,

fearing it was a reef ; how much more likely, then,

are these fields to be mistaken for them, with so

very similar an appearance

!

The natives of Matupi and all those living in the

vicinity of the volcano left before the eruption

began, warned by the shocks of earthquake that

preceded it. The Mother and Daughter's Peninsula,

on which the volcano is situated, and which gets its

name from the mountains so called, bounds Blanche

Bay on the N.E. side ; it is terminated by Praed

Point, so called by H.M.S. Blanche.

A little further along the S. end of the peninsula,

and immediately under the South Daughter, is a

small indentation in the coast, where the Blanche

anchored, which is called Albino Bay on account of

a false report of there being a white woman on the

shore there. She turned out to be an Albino woman
;

these persons are not uncommon in the South Seas,

I 2
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being not unlike a white person, except that the

skin appears much pinker, and has an unhealthy-

look. I have seen some cases where the Albino was

piebald, with patches of the light skin intermixed

with the natural dark colour. The children of these

people seldom retain the parents' peculiarity, but

have the ordinary dark skin of their race.
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CHAPTER yi.

Defence of Mr. Brown's policy—Murder of teachers—Sad story by Ratu
Levi—Treachery of natives—Start for Ruterwool—Just in time

—

Tarlily's message—Bad state of affairs—Forced to fight^—Council of

war—Our orders—Demand compensation—" Nothing succeeds like

success "—Beginning of the war—Native traps—Reach the enemy's

country—Sudden assault by Tarlily—Complete defeat of the enemy

—

House moving—Our scouts— Failure of signal apparatus— Reach

Karavia—Sharp encounter—Anothersuccess—Find a baby—No women
killed—Burn Lower Karavia—Thanksgiving service—Our fighting-

party reinforced—No resistance at Dewawon—A dead man's j^addle

—

Capture and burn Dinawon—Save a native woman—Submission of

chiefs—Native teachers, a mistake—Salutary effects of the fighting

—

Opinions of the Australian Press.

I TRUST Mr. Brown will forgive me for writing the

following account of an important event, for though

it appeared to the public to be solely his action, yet

in reality Mr. Brown was the last person (connected

with the occurrence) to allow that severe measures

were necessary, and the most unwilling to do so

—

severe measures which were absolutely necessary to

save the lives of nearly all the foreigners in these

parts, those, namely, of some twenty Fijian and

Samoan missionary teachers, their wives and children

who were specially under Mr. Brown's charge, inas-

much as he had brought them from iheir own
countries to show to the New Britain people the

Hght of the Gospel ; there were also Mr. Brown's

own wife and children, besides several white traders

on various parts of the coast of New Britain, who
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would have been certainly included in the general

massacre, on account of their trade being an object

of ambition to the natives.

On the 8th of April, 1878, our little vessel was

lying in Port Hunter (N. of Duke of York Island)

under repairs, having been stripped of her rigging,

when a messenger came on board from Mr. Brown

saying he would be glad to see me at his house, and

accordingly I immediatly went up there. We had

heard a rumour two or three days before amongst

the natives that four of the teachers had been

murdered, but I had not attached much importance

to it, as these sorts of reports were common enough.

But Mr. Brown had told me that when he first

heard it he felt it must be true, by the terrible

misgivings he felt at heart. However, on this

morning Ratu Levi and two other teachers had

arrived at his house with the sad news, and Mr.

Brown had kindly asked me to be present whilst

they gave their account.

I found on my arrival Mr. Brown sitting in a

chair, Ratu Levi and the other two teachers seated

on the ground in front of him^ and their faces wore

a look of sorrowful determination. Mr. Brown rose

to meet me, and as he shook hands he said, " I knew

it was true, they are murdered and eaten." Then

Ratu Levi told the sad story, Mr. Brown kindly

translating, as he spoke in Fijian. The story was

in the main as follows :

—

Two parties of teachers had received permission

from Mr. Brown to make an excursion into the inte-
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rior; they had some of them, I understood, previously-

visited these villages inland, which they now wished

to revisit, and had been very well received, being

also invited to return there again ; and it was this

invitation they were complying with on this last

occasion. Mr. Brown had given them a few beads,

to make presents to the chiefs of the villages visited,

and they had arranged to start in two parties, one

from Blanche Bay, the other from Tarlily Bay

(Ruterwool), meet inland and return together.

The party that started from Reuterwool consisted

of Sailasa, a Fijian native minister ; Livai Naboro,

Fijian teacher ; Timote and Beni, both teachers. The

other party, starting from Blanche Bay, were Ratu

Levi and two more teachers. After the latter had

travelled a little way inland, a native woman warned

them they had better not go on, as if they did the

natives would kill them, and afterwards added, " as

they have another party." Ratu Levi and his

companions therefore retraced their steps, and this

time made their guide walk in front of them,

warning him that if they saw any signs of treachery

they should kill him. Thus they arrived safely at

Blanche Bay again, though had they persisted in

going on they would undoubtedly have shared the

fate of their companions. Then these tine fellows

started off from Blanche Bay across the narrow neck

of land to Groonan to make inquiries at Ruterwool.

It was there they learnt that the report was indeed

but too true, and that the wives and children of the

murdered men were in innninent danger, as the
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chief, Tarlily, stated that he intended making

prisoners of them all. Had this occurred how
terrible would have been their fate ! Sailasa's

daughter, we understood, was to be Tarlily's con-

cubine, and the little children and elder women
would have perished under the club of the cannibal

to serve as a repast for the triumphant savage.

The narrators also told how the four teachers had

met with their death, which they had learnt from

natives who witnessed it. Tarlily, knowing the

teachers were going inland, and fearing by their

means trade might be carried to inland villages, who

had hitherto only been able to obtain it through him

—knowing also, coward that he was, that the teachers

were unarmed—thought to make large profit by

selling joints of their dead bodies to surrounding

villages for "taboo" (native money). He allowed

them to get well inland, paying, however, both some

of his men to follow them and chiefs of certain

inland villages to assist in the murder. Thus these

poor unsuspecting men passed through Tarlily's

village, being received by him in an apparently very

friendly manner.

As the teachers got further inland many natives

followed them, to whom Sailasa preached, and to-

wards evening, finding themselves on a small rising

hill, they knelt down there to say their evening

prayers. This was the moment chosen by the

cowardly murderers for their attack, and Timote was

the first to fall with a spear through him from back

to breast. When Sailasa saw this, he appeared to be
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SO overcome with sorrow, for Timote was not much

more than a lacl, and had been entrusted to Sailasa's

special charge by his friends in Fiji, that when Beni

called upon him to defend himself, he answered,

" Timote is dead, it is better that I follow liim."

However, he was not the next to fall, as Livai Naboro

received his death-blow immediately after Timote
;

Sailasa being the last to fall at that spot, pierced

with many spears.

Beni, who was a very powerful young man, and

was also armed with a fowling-piece (though I

believe he never had an opportunity of loading it),

fought his way like a lion down as far as Tarlily's

village, where he thought himself safe and with a

friendly chief, for Tarlily came out to ask what was

the matter. Beni then asked for some water to drink,

which was brought him, and as his head was

thrown back in the act of drinking, Tarlily, with one

sweep of his large knife, nearly severed the head

from the body.

The bodies of these four poor men were then sold

in pieces to the inhabitants of all villages anxious to

buy them, and Tarlily's next move was to determine

to obtain the wives and children of the slain, who

were together at Ruterwool in Sailasa's house

awaiting the return of their friends. Immediately

on learning the truth Ratu Levi and his companions

had come over to Mr. Brown and now asked him

(after narrating this terrible story that 1 have given

you) what he intended to do. Mr. Brown replied,

"I shall start at once for Ruterwool, and bring away
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the women and children ; I cannot move the men, they

must stay." This Ratu Levi quite agreed to, as had

Mr. Brown removed the teachers from Ruterwool it

would have been certain to provoke an attack on all

the rest in other parts of the island. " Nothing

succeeds like success" is very true with regard to

these natives ; and Tarlily, flushed with the success

of his first enterprise, would immediately, on the

smallest sign of fear amongst the foreigners, certainly

have attacked them all. Or had Mr. Brown removed

a teacher, it would have been interpreted into a sign

of fear on his part, and a general attack might have

been expected on all sides, and the diiferent stations,

both missionary and trading, being so far apart,

would have been unable to help each other, and

would therefore have fallen a prey to the natives

one by one.

Thus it behoved Mr. Brown to show no signs of

fear, and, moreover, he had but one leaky boat, which

could not have carried even a quarter of the number

of teachers, even supposing the boat could have

accomplished the two hundred miles requisite. Also,

had the teachers gone, it would have been leaving

the white traders alone, and could have had but one

ultimate result, viz., the death of all. Mr. Brown's

steam launch was quite unavailable, having, I believe,

a hole in her boiler or something equally disabling.

My little vessel was stripped of her rigging, and

could not have been ready under a fortnight. How-
ever, Mr. Brown started at once for Ruterwool,

taking with him the three teachers that had brought
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the news, and a few trustworthy Duke of York

natives as crew. He reached Ruterwood tliat

same evening only just in time. TarHly's men
were actually at the fence surrounding the teacher's

house, where the women and children had been left

in charge of one teacher and one Duke of York

boy, and these two brave fellows were preparing to

make a desperate resistance.

The natives all decamped on the arrival of Mr.

Brown, who immediately began making arrange-

ments for the removal of the women and children.

He sent a messenger to Tarlily, telling them he was

there, and if Tarlily could come down and speak to

him, he (Mr. Brown) would guarantee his safety.

The messenger presently returned with Tarlily's

answers, which w^ere to the effect that he (Tarlily)

had eaten four of Mr. Brown's teachers, and, further,

intended to eat them all, as well as Mr. Brown and

all white men on the island. He, moreover, in-

formed Mr. Brown that the taro was cooking w^ith

which to eat him. This was the main part of the

message, but it was also mixed with horrible refer-

ences to the wives of Mr. Brown and the teachers,

and other hideous ideas which only a cannibal can

express.

There was but one alternative, namely, that the

wives and children of the murdered men should be

delivered up to him—on this condition only would

Tarlily make peace. He further stated that men-of-

war might come, he did not care for them, they only

came for pigs and yams, as there was not enough
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food in their own country (!); he did not care for

muskets, he could dodge the bullets; men-of-war

would be afraid to follow him into the bush. This

is his speech as it was told me, and though it may

have been somewhat added to, owing to the excite-

ment, still I do not think it was so, as I have had

just such a message myself verbatim.

Mr. Brown then sent, I believe, to other chiefs

about, trying to induce them to reason with Tarlily,

but all to no purpose, so he then left, taking with him

the wives and children of the murdered men, Eatu

Levi and the other teachers following in canoes as

far as Nodup. In the meanwhile the teachers on

Duke of York Island had held a large council at

Mowlot, and appointed Ratu Levi (who was in

reality a chief, " Ratu " signifying " chief " in Fijian)

their spokesman. He informed Mr. Brown that the

teachers had agreed to defend themselves by assum-

ing the aggressive, and not to wait for Tarlily to

murder them one by one. They trusted that Mr.

Brown would assist them, but even if he would not

do so they were determined to attack Tarlily them-

selves. They were also determined to obtain the

bones of their murdered friends, in order to give

them Christian burial. Meanwhile in Mr. Brown's

absence the Duke of York natives became exces-

sively insolent to Mrs. Brown, and came demanding

beads, red cloth, &c., from her. News also came

from New Ireland that a chief, hearing of the

murder of teachers in New Britain, had seized the

wife of one of the teachers stationed there, and that
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her husband had only just escaped himself by having

a musket and showing fight with it. Thus things

were beginning to look as bad as could be on all

sides ; everywhere the natives seemed to have a

general feeling that they could now look down on

whites and treat them with insolence. So imme-

diately on Mr. Brown's return to Duke of York a

council was held, at which it was determined that if

we wished to save our lives we must either fight,

and fight well, or withdraw altogether from these

islands at once. As this latter plan was impossible,

the former was the only alternative, and Mr. Brown

at last was obliged unwillingly to admit that it must

be so. I at once lent all my available muskets and

ammunition to arm the teachers, as did some of the

traders, and on the 16th we started for Nodup (New

Britain), where we were to pick up a number of

Torrortooroo's men to act as scouts and guides.

These men were of immense use to us, as they not

only acted as scouts and guides, but foraged for us,

and did picket work as well ; we armed them with

some of my smooth-bore "" Brown Besses." From

Nodup we proceeded to Matupi, which was to be the

head-quarters of the landing party. There we held

a further council, when it was decided that the

teachers with the Nodup contingent were to land on

the Blanche Bay side of Goonan and march down

into Tarlily's country and also to surrounding

villages, the natives of which had either assisted in

the murder or eaten any portions of the bodies.

They were to burn their villages, destroy their
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plantations, and disperse bodies of natives sent

against us by Tarlily or his allies, but to be very

careful that no women or children were injured

either in fighting or in burning the huts. It was

also clearly given out that any natives accompanying

the expedition and attempting cannibalism would be

considered as enemies and treated accordingly.

Further, that all friendly natives joining or follow-

ing the expedition must wear a piece of white calico

on the right arm, any native omitting to do so to

be treated as an enemy. White strips of calico

having been distributed to the natives of Nodup and

Matupi, Mr. Brown was to go round to Euterwool

and Tarlily Bay, to prevent any escape of natives by

water on that side to Man Island. Mr. Brown had

already obtained assurance from Bu-lilli, the powerful

chief of Kabakadaie, that he would assist him and

send his fighting men to attack Tarlily from that

side (Kabakadaie lies between Junior Mission House

Point and Shoal Point, extending for some distance

i aland). The orders were duly given to the friendly

chiefs, and by them communicated to those of their

men who were to join the expedition, as well as to all

who might be likely to follow. This being done, Mr.

Brown determined to make one last effort at con-

ciliation by sending another message to Tarlily and

to the chiefs of each village implicated, requesting

them to pay for the murdered teachers, and return

their bones. This request for payment may sound

strange to civilised ears, and seem a somewhat

savage way of compensating for murder, but in
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reality it is not so to those who understand these

natives. They would really sooner lose fifty men by

fighting than one hundred fathoms of " taboo," and

there is no surer way of punishing them than by

taking their money. This was therefore Mr. Brown's

intention when he demanded restitution in shell

money for his murdered teachers. Outsiders might

call our determination to fight revenge, but in reality

it was not so, it was simply to save our lives ; but

at the same time it was an action to be avoided by

missionaries were any other means possible. Had
Tarlily therefore paid the money it would have

been equivalent to acknowledging himself beaten

or in the wrong, and so the prestige of the mission-

aries and the white men would have been restored

without bloodshed.

There were two sides to the question of our action,

and I think most people have been inclined to judge

it by only one, though certainly it was that side most

apparent to those far distant from the scene. One

side, and the side v:e wished to show the natives at

that time, was that we were capable of fighting as

well as they were, and that as they had made us

fight they must take the consequences. Another

motive for us was that we were fighting for tlie

lives of women and children, our own lives and our

property ; but this latter was not the reason to give

our enemies, lest they should take advantage of it

in the future when foreigners might not be so

numerous in the island as they were then. The

world did not see this side of the question, but
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judged simply by what it saw, and that looked very

like revenge.

As I said before with regard to these natives,

" Nothing succeeds like success," therefore Tarlily

refused our proposals, and answered much in his

former boastful manner. We waited quietly at

Matupi till the 17th for all the answers to come in ;

they were all much in the same strain as Tarlily's,

therefore it was finally decided that the attack

should be made early next morning before daylight,

so as to get well into the enemies' country before

they were aware that we had commenced operations.

As soon as this was settled, Mr. Brown started away

in his boat, accompanied by a trader, Mr. Blohm,

in order to be at their position (on the coast of

Ruterwool) by daybreak.

At two o'clock A.M. on the 18th we were all ready

and started in canoes and a trader's boat over to

the New Britain coast at the head of Blanche Bay,

landing at a spot immediately opposite Goonan.

This was in a district not actually implicated in

the murders, and was the best place for massing

our forces, as the people were to a certain extent

friendly, yet no doubt had they seen us at any

time getting the worst of it they would at once

have joined the enemy. It was a strange sight to

see canoe after canoe landing its freight of dusky

savages in perfect silence, one small fire shedding a

fitful light upon us all. Under a tree near the

beach we held our last council, standing all armed.

Our small force consisted of Ratu Levi, with twenty
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teachers, eighteen fully armed Nodup natives,

several Matupi natives, two other white men and

myself, making a total of about sixty actual fighting

men. Of course there were a great many followers,

who came merely to see the fighting and obtain

loot, but these were not to be counted on as helpers,

for probably at the first attack they would all run

off. The guides were then told that if they showed

any signs of treachery they would be shot ; if on

the other hand they were faithful, a large present

would be made them.

We then started on our march up the high range

of hills that runs like a backbone from the '' North

Daughter" southwards to Ruterwool, the ascent

being made in the same district from which we had

started, and the guides leading the way w^ith long

sticks in their hands to probe the tracks for pits.

These pits are dug by the natives a little on one side

of tbe track, and they place spears at the bottom and

sides, covering them with long grass and leaves
;

the reason for their digging them on one side being

that the enemy stepping on the edge will be

precipitated sideways into the pit, which ensures his

falling on the spears, whereas were the pit in

the middle of the path he might fall forward and

save himself by clinging to the side.

Another method is to conceal two spears in the

high grass, one on each side of the track, with the

points towards the direction from which an attack

is expected ; to the head of each spear is fastened an

end of a very fine but very strong piece of line,

K
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This line catches an advancing enemy just above

the waist, and his forward movement draws both

the spears forcibly into the body. The latter plan

is a very dangerous one, especially to any one

moving quickly. The natives also place spear-

points and pieces of split bamboo in the road ; these

run through the foot like a knife if one happens to

tread on them, and a boot will hardly save you.

I do not think there was a boot to be found in all

our little army ; so the guides were of the utmost

importance when fighting with these natives. They

are generally very experienced warriors, and have

to be paid better than other fighting men, as they

commonly bear the brunt of an attack.

About daybreak we entered the enemies' country,

marching in Indian file, which is necessitated by

the narrowness of the tracks, and also on account

•of following the guides. On reaching the fight-

ing ground we threw out scouts or skirmishers

on each flank, to guard against surprise on either

hand; these were the "Nodup natives. The first

village we came to we immediately set fire to ; by

this time it was pretty light, and the smoke was a

signal that the fighting had commenced both to

friends and foes. This village was deserted saving

one or two spies dodging about amongst the

bananas. There was nothing to be seen of the

main body of natives. They had evidently received

warning of our approach. We fired upon the spies,

and cut down the bananas. Then we went on,

burning each village as we came to it, the natives
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making- very little stand, merely slinging stones

and throwing spears from a distance.

At ten A.M. we were in Kabakadaie, and before

noon at the head of Port Webber, having marched

twenty-five miles and burnt at least twenty villages

in less than ten liours. We then doubled, and came

back by a different route into the very centre of

Tarlily's land, and at noon we halted at a single house

that stood on a hill, surrounded with cocoa-nut trees,

having on one side a patch of thick scrub, and here

we determined to have dinner. Had we thought

first, we should have seen what a disadvantageous

spot it was in the case of an attack, as the ground

that was covered with scrub was slightly above

the open spot on which we were camped.

We were just in the middle of eating our food,

consisting of yams, taro, and fowls, taken from the

different villages we had burnt, and our arms were

laid aside, when one of the scouts came running in to

say that a body of men of about two hundred under

Tarlily were coming up the other side of the hill

under cover of the scrub. He had hardly finished

speaking when we were assaulted by a shower of

stones from their slings, one of which passed a few

inches above my head and buried itself in the

stump of a cocoa-nut tree, showing with what terrific

force they fly.

The stones were accompanied by a few rifle shots,

so that now was the time to see who were really to be

depended upon. Most of the natives who had been

following us all day when things had been all smooth

K 2
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ran off down the hill as fast as they could. However,

it did not take long to get our arms ready, and charge

out on the enemy. It was a sharp skirmish while it

lasted, which was not for long, as we soon dislodged

them from the batch of scrub and drove them down the

hill. However, they really fought well and showed

some good manoeuvring. As soon as they were on

clear ground, they opened out into a sort of skirmish-

ing order, though not of course with much regularity,

and retreated down hill in this manner, keepiug up

a storm of stones with their slings and occasionally

firing a rifle. We pressed them hard, keeping a sort

of open order also, to avoid giving them much mark

to aim at.

There were a large number of them fully armed

with slings, spears, and tomahawks ; some few had

muskets also. It is a most reprehensible practice,

that of selling muskets to savages, as it makes them

much more dangerous than they naturally are, and

that is bad enough. We followed them at the

double, only halting to fire, which must have been

pretty precise, to judge from the bodies we passed.

At the bottom of the hill they gave way altogether,

turning and running for the thick bush. We made

one final charge as we too reached the bottom of the

hill, and the Nodup natives set up a war-cry of

triumph.

I had then time to look round and see who were

with us, and found that there were only the Nodup

and a few of the Matupi natives. I don't think our

force was more than sixty altogether, and though up
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to this time there had been quite three hundred

natives following as professed friends, they only came

to loot, and decamped on the slightest alarm. We
(lid not follow the enemy into the bush, but returned

to finish our dinner, leaving the Nodup natives to

watch Tarlily's movements. He, I am sorry to say,

was not killed, but was wounded in the arm—

I

hope sufficiently to assure him that he could not

dodge " the white men's bullets " as easily as he

supposed.

After dinner we determined that we had done

enough for one day, we therefore moved on about a

mile to a hill crowned with cocoa-nut trees but with

clear ground all round, which was a more suitable

place to form a camp for the night. By degrees the

natives, who had left us on the first alarm, came back,

and set to work preparing for the night. Then came

one of the most curious sights I have ever seen—the

natives went out in parties, and brought back

houses with them, the posts of which, being only

driven a short way into the ground, were easily

lifted out, and the house was then carried to our

encamf)ment ! so that in a short space of time this

spot, that had been destitute of anything in the shape

of a dwelling, was covered with native huts, and each

hut had at least one fire burning by it, and this in

the darkness of the night presented a most weird

appearance. I could quite have fancied that a town

had sprung up by magic ; indeed, when I saw the

first house coming along apparently by itself, I was

utterly taken aback for a moment. The grass was
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set fire shortly after we arrived, in order to burn a

clear space round us.

The Nodup natives were out on all sides, watching

for spies, and every now and then we heard a musket

shot away in the distance, which showed that they

were on the alert. Indeed, the way these men

performed this duty was splendid, it could not have

been better done. They crept through the long

grass from place to place, not a movement seemed to

escape them, and every now and then they would

come in and report. It appeared that Tarlily's party

were watching us very closely in order to take

advantage of any opportunity that might occur for

attacking us.

I had made arrangements with Mr. Brown to fire

a rocket as soon as it was dark in order to show him

that we were all right. However, although we fired

it, it would not go up, but went hissing down

amongst the grass. This was very disappointing, as

there were no other means of communicating to him

that all was well ; indeed, I think it was a wonderful

thing that not one of our party had been hurt.

Next morning we were up betimes, about four

o'clock, and again on the march to Karavia, a large

town situated above the N.E. coast of Blanche Bay,

which rises from the bay to a height of eight hundred

feet, and it is on the top of these hills that Upper

Karavia is situated. Lower Karavia is about three

miles lower down near the coast.

The country as we approached Upper Karavia

was beautiful open table-land, spreading as far as we
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could see on either side, only broken here and there

by groups of cocoa-nut palms and small clumps of

other trees, denoting in most cases small villages or

single huts. We had a long march of about ten

miles, during which we burnt several small villages

and had one sharp skirmish with the natives, who

appeared to be congregating at Karavia to give us

a warm reception. This party with which we had

the skirmish was undoubtedly a scouting party sent

to find out where we were and to check our advance,

in order to give the natives time to hide their taboo.

But in this latter attempt they did not succeed, for

we continued to advance in spite of their sling stones,

and as they had no intention of coming to a hand-

to-hand encounter, they kept retreating in front of

us. In order, therefore, to get rid of them we
charged at them, when they turned and fled.

Great caution was required in approaching

Karavia, as this could only be effected from inland

by two entrances on account of the thick bush by

which it was surrounded. AYe therefore divided

into two parties, in order to attack the town by each

entrance. It was evident that they were ready for

us, although I think they had hardly expected us so

soon, as there was great shouting and beating of

tom-toms. Whether Tarlily was there in person

I never discovered, but I almost fancy he must have

been.

One of our two parties consisted of Ratu Levi and

most of the teachers, with the Matupi men ; the other

of the Nodup natives, the remainder of the teachers,
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myself, and one other white man. We found the

entrance we had to pass in at was blocked by having

a quantity of prickly palms pulled down over the

path. This with bare feet was anything but pleasant,

but the enemy was in front, and we were not to be

stopped by thorns, yet great care had to be observed

for fear of spear points or pieces of bamboo. As we

got towards the town we could hear that there were

a great number of natives there, and determined to

give them a volley as soon as we were inside the

belt of bush and could see them, also before they

had time to attack us with their spears and stones.

So we dashed in upon them and fired ; the place

seemed to be full of howling demons, who threw

spears by the dozen, though without much aim, as

none of our party were hit.

After firing our first volley, we reloaded as quickly

as possible under cover of the trees, and then

began a kind of independent firing, so that those

who had loaded could cover those that were loading.

We could see that several natives dropped, though

the remainder stood fast, encouraged by the women,

who looked like devils, jumping about and dancing

and shouting out defiance and abuse of the most

disgusting kind.

In the meantime spears and stones were being

showered amongst us, and I felt we could not last

any time at this, as some of our party must be hit

before long. I could not think what had become of

our other party, for we had as yet seen no signs of

them, and I was beginning to feel very anxious ; but
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tlie Nodup natives beliaved splendidly, with old

Torrortooroo encouraging them, telling them to fire

true, and calling them his boys, going from one to

the other, only stopping now and then to fire

when he saw a good opportunity. When he fired

I always noticed an enemy dropped.

We must have kept on at this nearly half-an-hour

when suddenly we heard a heavy volley of musketry

some distance to the right of us. I never was better

pleased in my life than to hear that sound, as we

could not have held our position much longer with-

out losing some of our men. As it was I cannot

understand how some one was not hit, the stones and

spears were falling so thickly all round us.

As soon as the enemy heard the firing of a second

party, they seemed to become quite demoralised ; they

undoubtedly thought that in fighting the first party

they were fighting all. We saw that they were

giving way, and pushed them harder, advancing as

they retired, and soon they were running helter-

skelter down the hill-side below their town. The

fight lasted altogether about an hour, after which

there was not an enemy to be seen, save those

that would never eat human flesh again : these

were all buried in holes we dug in the ground.

Great quantities of taboo were found in and around

the town, which was taken as spoil. Here we

had something to eat, and then proceeded down the

hills towards the coast, to attack Lower Karavia.

On the way we found a poor little baby, which

the mother had thrown awav, and doubtless had the
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native looting party accompanying us found it they

would have killed the poor little thing. We, how-

ever, had it carried with us, giving it to a boy, telling

him that if he did not bring it down to the coast in

safety, he would have to answer for it with his life,

but if he brought it down in safety he would be paid

for it. It appears that the mother was escaping

with the child and a bundle of taboo, and that,

rather than lose the shell-money, she threw her

baby away, as one of the teachers, not knowing it

was a woman, was chasing her.

I may here state, that with my own e^^es I did not

see the dead body of one woman, and I do not know

that one was killed, which speaks well for our native

contingent, as the women are hard to distinguish

from the men at any distance, and they also take

quite as prominent a part in the fighting as the

men. It was in this village that some of Sailasa's

bones were found, but how they were determined

to be his bones I cannot explain ; however, the

teachers said that they were, and of course that was

sufficient.

The whole town was soon in a blaze, and we again

marching to Lower Karavia. This was a somewhat

dangerous route, as we had to pass through a deep

ravine, with overhanging sides, which, had the

natives been more used to this mode of warfare, they

would have taken advantage of, by rolling down big

stones on us from above. As it was, however, we

passed through without any opposition, though we

saw a large body of natives watching us from some
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distance away. These quickly dispersed on having

a few muskets discharged at them. We were now
approaching Lower Karavia, having burnt many
villages on the way, and as we entered the town

we could see the natives escaping in their canoes,

leaving the town in our undisputed possession, which

we were heartily glad of, as we had had enough of

fio-htino;.

After burning Lower Karavia we camped on the

shore, to await the boat and canoes from Matupi to

take us back there, as it was determined to leave the

other places for a future date, and also give them a

chance to surrender and pay their fine. We had

given Tarlily such a lesson as he was not likely to

forget, and which we hoped might be a warning to

the villages of Dewawon and Dinawou, the two

principal places still unburnt that were implicated in

the murder and eating of the teachers.

On arriving at Matupi I sent a letter to Mr.

Brown, telling him of all we had done, and what

must have lightened his heart very much, that all

were unhurt. He then joined us and explained that

the reason that we had seen nothing of Bu-lilli (the

chief who had promised to attack Tarlily from the

Ruterwool side) was, that he had not shown up

at all. Indeed, as it afterwards appeared, he had

received taboo from Tarlily not to fight against

him. No doubt, Bu-lilli thought that we should not

be able to stand against Tarlily by ourselves ; how-

ever, it was shown by the sequel that he was much

mistaken.
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As the 21st was Easter day, we stayed quietly at

Matupi, where Mr. Brown held service and offered a

prayer of thanksgiving for the merciful manner in

which we had heen preserved from all harm ; in the

evening messages were sent to Dewawon and

Dinawon of a pacific nature, requesting them to pay

the fine and return the bones of the teachers in their

possession, the alternative being that their towns

would share the same fate as the other places, the

natives of which had eaten portions of the teachers

and assisted in the murder. Answers were sent

back daring us to come, and refusing to pay. On
Monday morning, therefore, we started for Dewawon,

which lies on rising ground a little on the west side

of the south bight of Blanche Bay.

In the meantime two traders from Ruterwool and

Kabakadaie had joined us at Matupi with their boats,

which were very acceptable for takiug some of the

party over to the mainland instead of having to use

canoes ; moreover, we now had Mr. Brown's boat, and

one from Makada, in all four boats, and these, with a

number of canoes, formed our fleet of transports.

We had also a really stronger fighting party than

before, having been reinforced by Mr. Brown's party

as well as by the two traders who had not deemed it

prudent to leave their stations whilst the fighting

was going on in their direction, but who now that so

decisive a blow had been given to Tarlily felt sure

he would attempt no more attacks upon the foreigners

for the present. They had therefore come over to

help us as soon as safety permitted.
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We landed just below Dewawon, and climbed tbe

steep hill leading up to it in two parties, intending to

attack the town on each side. However, there was

no resistance made whatever, as the natives appeared

to have left everything and run away into the bush.

I cannot understand what reason they had for

sending so defiant a message as they did if they had

no intention of braving it out. There was much

taboo found and many curiosities in the huts, which

were taken as spoils of war, and the town was soon

in a blaze.

We then moved on rapidly upon Dinawon ; this

place is about three to four miles further on inland,

yet reaches down to the water's edge in the extreme

head of the south bight of Blanche Bay. The main

part of the town is inland and surrounded by thick

bush and cocoa-nut trees. In the only open space a

few of us halted on a small hillock, from which place

we could see the whole of our forces winding up the

hill, and it was a very strange sight. First came the

armed party, then a number of natives with spears

and tomahawks, and after them an apparently

innumerable number of natives carrying all manner

of spoil taken from Dewawon—pigs, poultry, yams,

taro, ornaments, spears, and clubs decorated with

parrots' feathers ; others with dogs caught about

the huts, which are considered a great delicacy by

these natives ; again, two men would be carrying-

huge bunches of bananas or cocoa-nuts slung upon a

bamboo and carried on their shoulders ; some, again,

would have tame cockatoos or parrots in their hands
;
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others had large basketsful of taboo—in fact, every

conceivable thing that is to be found in and around

a native town.

I here found a very curious article, which previous

to this I was not aware had any existence in these

islands, viz., a dead man's paddle, which is buried with

him to enable him to paddle his way across the

water to the sky or horizon, which is where they

imagine the sky touches the water. From whence

they get the canoe does not appear, but I suppose

the spirit steals it from the shore tribes ; this

superstition is not found amongst them, however,

but only with the bushmen or natives of the interior.

These paddles are large and flat, very elaborately

carved, and ornamented with that curious face-like

ornament that is the same looked at either way, up

or down, and which occurs so often amongst the

decorations of these people. The handle is long and

also carved in an irregular triangulated j)attern with

lines running diagonally. The whole is rubbed over

with white lime, which fills the crevices of the

pattern and makes it show white against the dark

wood. Considering the tools these people work with,

I think it is very wonderful they turn out such good

work; these tools I will describe further on. I

found on inquiry that the Karavia people joined

with our party, and were actually guiding those

they were at war with two days before to make

war on a tribe that had been their friends—thus

showing that nature is stronger than colour, and

that "join with the stronger to oppose the weaker
"
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is as true a maxim with these savages as it is with

the civilised white man.

At Dinawon we had very httle trouble to possess

ourselves of the town ; a few rounds of musketry,

and all the natives ran away, leaving the whole

place in our possession. Here also we found a good

deal of spoil in the way of curiosities, clubs, spears,

nets for fishing, &c. These were confiscated, and the

place burnt, as well as any huts that were passed on

the way down to the beach ; each hut on every

occasion was carefully examined to see that there

was no one in it, besides being entered by natives in

search for loot. I am glad to say we saved one old

native woman from being killed by a native of

Karavia, who had found her in a hut, left evidently

by the owners, who were in too great haste to get

away (when they saw us coming) to remove her.

We heard a loud screaming, and on coming up

found a native of Karavia just about to split her

skull open with his tomahawk.

I told him I had a good mind to knock his brains

out, and that if he did not take himself off imme-

diately I should do so. We then placed two men

on guard over the hut, to prevent its being burnt,

as the old woman could not get away, being too

infirm. The men remained by it until all the

other houses were burnt, leaving the woman to

her friends when they returned ; hers being the

only house that was left standing of any place we

had visited during the whole expedition.

I have often wondered whether the natives ap-
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predated that little act of humanity, but I fear they

could hardly understand it. On arriving at the

beach we found Mr. Brown waiting in his boat, all

the three other boats and the canoes waiting to

take us off; indeed, I was very glad it was all over,

as my feet were in such a state with thorns, cuts,

and bruises, that I could not have done another day's

march had I tried.

We returned at once to Matupi to stay the night.

About seven o'clock that evening a number of chiefs

came over to see Mr. Brown, to declare their sub-

mission, and bringing some of the bones of the

murdered men.

They also brought taboo, in order to pay the fine.

Mr, Brown told them that had they paid it in the

first instance they could have saved bloodshed and

their houses and plantations.

They said, *' We did not know ; it was not

fighting—it was an earthquake."

Mr. Brown would not take more than one roll of

taboo, and that was to show that friendship was

again established between us and them. They also

begged Mr. Brown to send them a teacher to each

village of which they were chiefs; indeed, during

the next few weeks requests of this kind were

constantly coming to Mr. Brown, in some instances

from tribes we had never heard of before. However,

Mr. Brown had not sufficient teachers to send to

half of them.

The only chief that did not submit was Tarlily,

the greatest offender, though Mr. Brown sent to him,
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promising him perfect safety if he would come and

see him. He was afterwards several times on board

my" vessel, but I never could persuade him to

accomjjany me to Duke of York Island in order to

hold an interview with Mr. Brown.

Indeed, later on lie burnt one of tlie missionary

teacher's houses that had been built at Kabakadaie,

so inveterate was his hatred of missionaries.

I am glad to say, however, this did not extend any

further amongst his family, as his son was very

friendly with the whites, and was some time on board

Hernsheim and Co.'s schooner as a passenger.

I think that many of the troubles that missionaries

have to contend with arise from having native

teachers. They are but lately reclaimed from savage

life themselves, and much of its odour still clings to

them ; and they can hardly be expected to have that

eno rmous fund of patience and tact that is required

by a missionary.

Moreover, their colour is against them ; their habits

also are too much like those they come to live

amongst to raise them to that height of superiority

that is necessary, for never was maxim made that

could apply better than to these people, " Familiarity

breeds contempt."

How can the head of a missionary station feel

sure that a native teacher will not make use of some

expression in a sermon that may offend ; or if he

does not offend, make use of some statements that

are unadvisal^le and derogatory to the religion they

are striving to teach ?
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I myself heard one sermon that I think was any-

thing but wise dehvered before a chief of some note

and a good muster of his tribe, by one of the Fijian

teachers.

He was trying to explain how good a thing

" lotu," or rehgion, was. He said :

—

"See what the lotu has done for us—we have

houses, w^e have a big ship to come and visit us,

and bring us cloth, beads, &c. Mr. Brown has a

big house and is a powerful chief; all this has

lotu given us ; then how good a thing lotu is—it

is better than taboo."

I spoke to the chief afterwards, and he said, " If

lotu will give all these things, then it can give

taboo also ; if they can show me how it will give

me taboo I will go to lotu often." Thus a wrong

impression was made by a well-intentioned man.

Do not think for one moment that I do not give

all credit due to those noble fellows, who try to do

their duty as far as their light goes, but what I

contend is, that their light is not sufficient. White

men are undoubtedly the men to send as missionaries

to these people ; and if they cannot cover so large a

field of work as if native teachers were employed, yet

the work they do would be more thoroughly done.

There is one certain advantage in having

white men, that if a white teacher was murdered

and eaten, his bones would not be likely to be

recovered by his fellow white men. There would

have to be half-a-dozen Commissioners and a High

Commissioner to try the case, and by the time they
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got to the spot there would be no case to try,

because tliere would be no complainants left

!

This would save an immense amount of trouble

and expense to the Government, and would make

room for other missionaries to share tlie same fate.

Mr. Brown was tried for manslaughter because he

could not wait for the High Commissioner.

They received the news in Fiji just three months

after the occurrence, and it would, no doubt, have

taken another two months before the High Com-

missioner could arrive on the spot ; and by that

time where would the foreigners in New Britain

have been ?

I think it shows great common sense on the part

of the authorities that they acquitted Mr. Brown.

The effect upon the natives on all sides was

marvellous ; they were civil, tractable, and obliging
;

no danger was now apprehended from travelling

where before it would have been the height of folly

to go.

I cannot refrain from giving a few of the opinions

of the Australian Press, as they really give a very

fair and impartial account. I quote from the

Weekly Advocate of October the 12th, 1878 :

—

" We propose, in fulfilment of a promise made a

fortnight ago, to notice some of the comments made

by the Press, secular and religious, on the recent

painful intelligence from the Rev. George Brown.

We begin with the leading journal of tliis colony.

It must be borne in mind that the article now in

L 2
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question appeared before the full text of Mr. Brown's

lengthy letter was published. In respect to the

massacre the Sydney Moriiing Herald says that so

much of the civilization of Polynesia has been due

to the pioneer work of missionaries, and so much

now is still to be hoped for from the same source,

that it is much to be deplored that efficient men

capable of good service should have fallen victims

to the unreduced barbarism of the natives.

" After a sentence in which is expressed a generous

appreciation of what Wesleyan missionaries had

accomplished in other groups of islands, the Herald

"'It has always been the case, that the mountain

tribes are fiercer than those on the coast, more

backward in civilization, more difficult to subdue.

Even in Fiji, which has so many years been the

scene of missionary operations, the hill tribes have

only been brought under control since British

authority has been established, and since the

Government has had at its disposal an armed force

representative of its authority. By missionaries,

therefore, hill tribes must always be approached

with great caution, or with a fully recognised risk,

and prudence matured by experience should always

regulate the efforts which energy and devotion

inspire. From the brief account which has reached

us it is doubtful whether the attempt made to

penetrate the interior of the island was not pre-

mature.
"

' Enough had scarcely been done to naturalize
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civilization and Christianity on tlic coast to make a

further advance politic.

"
' The elevated interior will, in days to come, be

by preference the residence of European missionaries

and settlers, because the climate is likely to be

healthier ; and, therefore, the conquest of this district

to civilization is a matter of importance. But tlie

moral subjugation of the mountain tribes will take

much time and much patience.'

''The reply to these remarks is (1) that the

interior which was visited by the murdered teachers

was not an area of broken hill country, but a level

plateau, only dotted with timber, so that ' mountain

tribes ' in the ordinary acceptation of the words do

not exist in that part of the island ; and (2) that

the massacre was instigated by a coast chief, who

possibly would have carried out his diabolical pur-

poses at some other time if no inland expedition

had given him the opportunity he actually availed

himself of.

" The Herald further says :
' But much as the

massacre of the missionaries is to be deplored, the

retaliation organized and inflicted by the Rev. Mr.

Brown is still more to be deplored. That gentleman's

statement and explanation are not yet to hand, and

his past services and his devotion to the missionary

cause claim for him every fair consideration at the

hands of hostile critics.

""'But we fear that in treating aggression as the

best mode of self-defence he has, as a missionary,

committed a serious blunder. This policy may be
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proper enough in a civil government, though even

then it should be carried out with discretion and for-

bearance towards absolutely uncivilized natives. But

Christian missionaries undermine their own special

force when they bear the sword. Every missionary

who treads untrodden paths goes with his life in his

hands, fully conscious of the risk he is running, and

prepared, if need be, to be one of those martyrs whose

blood is the seed of the Church. Ordinary civilians

are not expected or called upon to abstain from self-

defence, and we have no right to complain if in pro-

tecting their own lives they find it unfortunately

necessary to take the life of a barbarian who, from

a misunderstanding of the nature of tlieir visit,

threatens theirs.

" ' The views thus voiced are doubtless widely held

both within and without the Wesleyan denomination,

but the editor of this journal—speaking here only

for himself—is absolutely unable to understand how

it would be right for an ordinary civilian to take

the life of a barbarian in self-defence^ and yet wrong

for a missionary to act after the same fashion.'

" And it should not for a moment be forgotten in

this discussion that Mr. Brown was chiefly concerned

to protect the lives of his remaining teachers and

their families, above all, the widows and orphans of

those who fell on the plateau. It is one thing to

sacrifice oneself; but what right has any man,

missionary or other, to hand over by non-defence a

number of helpless women and children to the clubs

and ovens of a swarm of cannibal savages ?
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" We liave heard that Tarlily, liaving eaten

Sailasa, the native minister, designed to reserve

Sailasa's eldest daughter for a worse fate than the

one which overtook her father. Ought ]\Ir. Brown

to have contented himself with being a passive

spectator of heathen lust and bloodshed ?

" The criticism of the Town and Country Journal^

like that of the last paper quoted, is generous in its

tone towards mission work in general and Mr.

Brown's labours in particular. We give it entire :

—

' The despatches of the Rev. Geo. Brown respecting

the recent massacre and retaliation war are marked

by a straightforwardness that is commendable. He
has acted in a manner that appeared to liim best

nnder the circumstances, and he boldly defends his

cause, well knowing that many will take exception

to it. Whilst we admire his candour, as well as

his personal courage, we must respectfully protest

against his conception of missionary duty, and we

rejoice to see that the Wesleyan Board of Missions

has passed a resolution in the most considerate terms

in which a censure could be conveyed. To other

Polynesia missions it has been the rule that when

the danger of murder became so great that teachers

could not be asked to risk it, they should be with-

drawn to some spot where they could wait the turn

of events and the providential openings which mark

such undertakings. When withdrawal has not been

practicable, the teachers and Christian natives have

been gathered together and have assumed an attitude

of defence. In Mr. Brown's narrative we see nothing
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to justify the departure from these almost sacred

traditions of missionary work, and we sincerely hope

no other missionaries or native teachers will follow

his example, for we look upon the men of peace

scattered throughout the Southern Seas as pioneej-s

of commerce, civilization, and religion, whose in-

fluence will be quite different in kind if it is thought

that they may be transferred into warlike leaders if

sufficiently provoked.'

" But our contemporary is in error, we think, in

its interpretation of the resolutions of the Board of

Missions—Mr. Brown was not censured. For the

rest the letter of the general secretary in our last

issue shows how impracticable was the idea of with-

drawal.

"The Echo regards the finding of the Board of

Missions as ' cautious, in fact, a sort of open verdict.'

It speaks of the New Britain natives as a compound

of the simplicity which is childish and the ferocity

which is devilish, awd remarks that the effort to lift

a people from such unspeakable brutishness is one

at which most of us can only wonder. Mr. Brown's

defence must rest on the supposition that the mission

party and the traders were in imminent danger, and

is put thus :
' If the rest of the teachers and their

famihes, if Mr. Brown's own family, and if the

traders scattered among the islands, were in danger

of becoming the victims of a horde of savages, who,

fresh from one cannibal feast, were longing for a

more sumptuous one, then what EngHshman, what

Australian, would blame him, who was a man as
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well as a missionary, for defending all the lives

which were threatened ? The plots for the murder

of the widows and children of the slain teachers,

and for the slaughter of the other teachers and

their families ; the evident belief of the traders, that

their lives were in great danger ; the general in-

solent and clamorous temper of heathens, hitherto

friendly ; the abduction of a teacher's wife by the

chief of the town, and the message sent to Mr.

Brown, that the taro was ready with which to eat

him— all this was enough to make an ordinary

European, even though a Christian, think that the

time for gunpowder had come, as well as the time

for prayer.' But the Echo adds :
' We must add,

however, that it is no part of missionary duty to retali-

ate, and that violence was justifiable only so far as it

was essential to immediate self-defence and personal

safety, and even then it is a question whether safety

should not have been sought by avoiding conflict

rather than by aggression. It is not right that any

man or body of men should usurp the functions of

Her Majesty's High Commissioner for Polynesia.

Sir Arthur Gordon is the High Commissioner, but

is at present in England, having recently obtained

leave of absence. We hear that Chief Justice Gorrie

of Fiji is Sir Arthur Gordon's deputy, and it may
be presumed that prompt inquiry will be made into

the affair.'

'• The Australian Witness, organ of the Presbyterian

Church in New South Wales, thus refers to the

expedition against tlie inland natives. Such pro-
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cedure has often been the means of checking the'

wild savages of hill tribes in the South Sea Islands.

But many will question the action of Mr. Brown as

a missionary in this slaughter. A High Commis-

sioner, the Grovernor of Fiji, has been appointed to

deal with all such cases. And even the commodore

has to respect his authority. If Mr. Brown could

have waited for the High Commissioner or his

deputy to take action, no doubt he would gladly

have protected his own missionary reputation from

the peril to which it is now exposed, but how could

he tarry ? The danger was immediate, while on

the other hand the intelligence has only just

reached the Deputy High Commissioner in Fiji.'

The Australian Witness adds :
' The Gospel has

turned the savage people in Fiji, and some of

the converts have become first-rate teachers and

missionaries to other islands.

"
' It is this influence alone which can bring the

other savage races of Polynesia into civilization
;

Christianity has invariably been the civilizing

process in the South Seas. It is not at all likely

that the mission will be given up because of this

disaster.

" ' The blood of the martyrs will in New Britain,

as in Old Britain and other lands, become tlie

seed of the Church.'

" The Queensland Evangelical Standard epitomises

the narrative which appeared in these columns, but

does not commit itself to any decided criticism.

" It says :
' Opinions will differ among friends and
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foes as to the propriety of the action taken by the

avengers (?). Persons at a distance, wlio liave liad no

dealing's with treacherous savages, can have but a

fixint idea of the great peril the foreigners were in.'

" The Southern Cross, an unsectarian Protestant

paper published in Melbourne, observes :
' It is deeply

to be deplored that blood has been shed, and we are

not surprised to read that great diversity of opinion

exists as to the course adopted by the Rev. George

Brown. The affair has an ugly look, but we feel

sure that we have not all the facts of the case before

us. Fuller information may give it quite a different

complexion, and meanwhile it is better to suspend

judgment. Past experience has taught us to be

cautious how w^e receive the first accounts that

reach us of alleged aggression and violence on the

part of Christian missionaries.'

" The Spectator, Melbourne, says :
' While we must

regret that it was deemed necessary for the pro-

tection of the white men and native teachers to

inflict severe punishment even on cruel and treache-

rous cannibals, no one but Mr. Brown and those

who took the lead in the expedition are capable of

estimating the nature of the emergency, and the

fict that a brave but humane and good man should

have deemed himself justified in taking up arms

against the murderers, is at le^stprima facie evidence

that he acted for the best.'

"
' X. Y. Z.,' a constant contributor to the Spec-

tator, with characteristic outspokenness, writes :
' Mr.

Brown's relation to his teachei's was peculiar. He
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had led them into peril—it was in response to bis

call they had left their native islands and sailed

over strange seas to death. And when the men

had fallen was their leader to look calmly on and

let their wives and little ones perish under the club

of the cannibal ? Let us translate the case into

terms we can better understand. Suppose some

midnight the Mission Secretary of Sydney discovered

an assassin in his house bent on taking his children's

lives. It is certain that on the highest Christian

principles he would knock the ruffian down, and if

no gentler dissuasive were sufficient to shelter the

lives dependent upon him, would knock the man's

brains out. It would, no doubt, be a distressing and

shocking necessity ; and it seems to have been a

necessity not less sharp and tragic which spurred Mr.

Brown to action. Perhaps when all the facts are

known it may be possible to dissent from this

reading of the necessities of the case, but it is unfair

and ungenerous to condemn him before the full facts

are known.'

" One other Press criticism we notice—it is that

of the Melbourne Age. Flippant, palpably unjust

comment might be expected from some insignificant

prints in the colonies. There are papers without a

shred of moral character, scandals to journalistic

literature, pandering to infidelity and lust, and that

they should attack Mr. Brown might grieve those

who appreciate a self-sacrificing life, but could not

possibly excite surprise.

" The A(je^ however, enjoys a very large circulation,
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Jiiid is understood to be the organ of the dominant

political party in Victoria ; it is therefore astonish-

ing to find in its cohimns a sub-leader which, for

flippancy of style and prejudiced distortion of facts,

could hardly be surpassed. This precious deliver-

ance is thus perorated :
' If Wesleyan Christianity

obtains a foothold in New Britain it will have been

by the means introduced by Mohammed—the sword

in one hand, the book in the other—baptism or

butchery, the only alternative of the j^eople.' The

Rev. John Watsford replied to the Age in just

such a manly letter as might have been expected

from him, in the course of which he says :
' I do not

complain that you condemn Mr. Brown's conduct,

but I do most earnestly protest against the way in

which you have done this. For the murderers you

can find some excuse, some pity, but for the mission-

ary none. Surely Mr. Brown's character, his noble

work, and the peculiarly trying and dangerous

position in which he was placed, demand some

consideration, and should lead those who blame him

to do so as tenderly and mercifully as the circum-

stances of the case will warrant.' After narratino-o
Mr. Brown's services in the cause of humanity, and

recounting the difficult circumstances in which he was

placed in New Britain, Mr. Watsford thus concludes

:

'The Age might have shown some consideration for

the committee so sorely tried by these painful events.

That it has not done so has not surprised us, for the

Wesleyan Church has learned to expect from certain

quarters but little commendation for the good it
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does, and no mercy for the mistakes it makes.' We
only wish to add in this connection, that the exten-

sive Press criticism (of which the foregoing is but a

part) which has followed the news of the defensive

measures adopted by the mission party in New
Britain, cannot fail to produce one result; it will

impress upon missionaries—if such impression should

be necessary—that force should be resorted to with

infinite reluctance, and can be justified by nothing

save peril of the most unmistakable and extreme

character."
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CHAPTER Yll.

Arms and implements of Kcw Britain natives—Surgical imjilenients

—

Bleeding—Wind and rain makers—Tricks of " doctors "—Native

ideas of religion—Sjiirits of departed—Cure a native by magic—Inun-

dated with patients—Articles of food—Cooking—Fishing—Houses

—

The taboo tree.

I SHALL now try and describe some of the arms

and implements of the New Britain natives in the

district of Kininigunun and Blanche Bay.

First in importance are the tomahawks, the heads

of which used to be formerly entirely of stone, but

since the white trader has come to this part of the

island it has been much given up for the iron head.

Tlie stone heads were wedged between two pieces of

wood, much in the same manner as those in New
Guinea, but not so nicely finished, and the handle

was also longer and more awdvward. But with the

iron-head tomahawk they fasten it on to a long

handle highly ornamented, and the head is kept

well greased with candle-nut oil, as is also the staff

of the handle ; notches are cut just below the head to

show the number of victims that have fallen by the

hand of the owner. Next in importance are the

clubs. These are of several kinds ; the most common

are made of wood, in the shape of a somewhat

elongated constable's staff. Another kind have a

curious head of a conical shape—these are decorated
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with different colours, red, white, and blue, with

strings of beads fastened to the handle. The stone

club is the most formidable weapon of the kind that

I have ever seen—it is formed by a large round

1

y I
STONE CLUBS AND HATCHET, NEW BRITAIN.

a long woodenball of stone on one end and with

handle through a hole in its centre.

The way it is made is peculiar : the native first

takes a piece of suitable granite which he places in a

slow fire of cocoa-nut shells, which give an immense
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heat, and allows it to become red hot. He then, by

the aid of a split bamboo in the place of tongs,

removes it from the fire, and begins to drop water on

it drop by drop, each drop falling exactly on the

same place.

n

STONE CLUD, BLANCHE BAY, NEW BRITAIN.

That portion of tlie stone on which the water

falls begins to fly and crack off, until the heat has

gone out of the stone. He then repeats the operation

until an irregular hole is formed through the centre
;

he then fixes a stick through it, and takes it off to a
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place where tliere is a large granite rock in which is

a dent like a small basin.

He hits the stone upon the rock until all the

rough corners are knocked off and it is worn fairly

round ; then takes the end of the stick, and pressing

the stone down into the hollow of the rock makes

the stick revolve rapidly between his hands, weight-

ing it with other stones fastened to the top of the

stick, until that side of the stone is worn perfectly

smooth and round. He then shifts the other side of

the stone downwards and works at that until both

are smooth andeven^ choosing a handle of tough

wood, about four feet long, on to which he fixes the

stone with gum from the bread-fruit tree, leaving

about four inches protruding at one end beyond the

stone.

One club that I bought had a flat circular stone

beautifully made and of the size of an ordinary

china plate, with a sharp edge on the circumference.

There are only certain natives who can make

these stone clubs, for which they obtain high prices.

The sling is also a weapon that these natives use

with great accuracy and force. It is formed of two

long strings, each of which is about two feet six

inches in length, one having a pearl-shell button

fastened to the end; this is to prevent its slipping

through the fingers, whilst the other string is

finished off to a taper point. These two strings

are joined together by a flat piece of bark of

the cocoa-nut tree (usually) which is the recep-

tales for the stone. On throwing, the two ends of
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the string are held in the right hand, the button

being between the second and third fingers, the

stone resting on the piece of bark is swung rapidly

round and round the head with the right arm bent,

and when sufficient impetus has been given, the

pointed end of the string is let go, and the stone

flies, the string at the same time cracking like a

whip.

I have seen a native knock a bird off a tree

at about one hundred yards distant; they seldom

pitch the stone furtlier from an object aimed at

than three or four yards.

The si^ears are of various kinds—some, and these

the most commonly used, are made from the hard

outside bark of the cocoa-nut palms ; they are quite

plain. and rough^ only having the sharp point burnt

in the fire a little in order to harden it.

Others are made of tan-wood, which is very

tough ; others from a bastard ebony tliat grows

in these islands—they are generally plain.

The spears they use for " close quarters " mostly

have a shin or arm-bone stuck on to the butt end.

These bones are those of some enemy killed in fight-

ing, as they attach superstitious value to them,

supposing them to give the throwing power of the

man to whom the bones belonged in addition to their

own.

The spears used for festive occasions are decorated

with a large conical-shaped arrangement of feathers,

very artistically worked, blue, green, red and white

being the usual colours. The feathers are obtained

M 2
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from the gay-plumaged parrots that abound in these

islands. Their dubs used in the dances are also

decorated in tlie same manner. In some of their

dances they use a " Marlargen " in each hand ; these

are thin pieces of wood with the figures of men or

animals carved on them, and being so light and thin,

they bend and shake with each movement of the

dancer.

These natives have also a curious idea that the

skull after death is the place to which the spirit

of the departed person resorts when it returns

from its journeyings, and for this reason they use the

skulls of their departed friends in dancing. The

metliod is this, they cut the skulls in half, taking

away any small bones or other matter from the

inside of the face half of the skull, whicli on the

outside they fill up in tlie original form with gum,

lime, &c., to represent the face of the human being as

nearly as possible. Across the back of the lower

jawbone they fix a piece of wood, which is held in

the mouth of the person that is dancing ; these

masks are used in the " toberran " dances else-

where described.

The surgical instruments used by these natives

are a piece of obsidian, a shark's tooth, and if

obtainable a piece of glass bottle.

In the case of a broken leg or arm the flesh is

cut open to the bone, which is drawn into position

and a piece of bamboo inserted next to the bone to

keep it in its place, and the wound is then bound up.

After the bone has set the bamboo works out
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through the opening that was made, and the wound

is then allowed to heal. I have seen men that have

undergone this operation and they walked with ease.

I have also seen a man that had new teeth put in

made of pearl-shell. This was accomplished in the

following manner : the gums in the place where the

teeth were required were cut lengthways down to

the bone, then a piece of pearl-shell was inserted of

the required size which rested on the bone, the

gums were then allowed to grow back into their

place, being held by a little arrangement made

of bamboo, which pressed them together, the man

in the meantime being fed on soft food so as not

to disturb the healing. They bleed for every

conceivable ailment, cutting that part affected.

If a man has a headache they will tie a tight

band round the head across the forehead, and

then cut deep gashes into the skin until the

blood flows freely. When sufficient has been

taken away they stop the bleeding with burnt

lime. It is a common thing to see a man with his

face, chest, arms, legs, and stomach covered with

the marks of the surgical bleeding-instrument.

The surgeons are also magicians or wind and rain

makers ; they pretend to be able to cure anything, or

make any one ill, however distant that person may

be ; also that they control the wind and rain. I

saw a very peculiar cure performed by one of these

wind-makers or doctors, which tends to show how

much trickery there is made up with what is real in

their practice, and also what a great help faith is in
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sickness. I wanted a man to go witli me in a canoe

to a place some distance off. When I got to bis

house, his " woman " told me he was sick, and conld

not go. " Oh," I said, " I will give him a good big

present if he will come, besides paying for the hire of

the canoe." "Well," she said, "will you pay the

doctor for him ? then he may be able to go." I

consented, and the doctor was sent for. The man
came out of his house looking indeed wretchedly ill.

I felt his pulse, looked at his tongue, and he

appeared to me to be suffering from a description

of fever. On his arrival the doctor first asked

him what he felt ; he told him and the doctor then

said, " Oh, yes, there are two worms in your

stomach, I can see them, I will take them away and

you will be all right." The doctor then made the

man stand up with liis hands over his head, and

waved some sprigs of ginger-plant about him, the

meanwhile singing a sort of chant ; after this he

took some burnt lime in the hollow of his hand

and blew it against the man's stomach three times

;

he then began to scratch the man's navel with one

finger, gradually approaching his mouth to the

patient's stomach and drawing in his breath. The

woman then supplied him with half a cocoa-nut

shell full of water, which he took in his left hand,

placing his mouth close to the man's navel, drew

back suddenly and began retching violently over

the cocoa-nut shell. Presently a large worm
dropped out of his mouth. The doctor did all this

a second time with the same result, and then told
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the man he was cured. The man went with me

to the place I wished, paddUng- the whole way

there and back— a distance of some thirty miles.

I looked at the worms, they were unlike any I

had seen before, and appeared as if they certainly

might have come from a man's body.

One of the native boys, who had accompanied me

to the man's house, and to whom I had expressed

NEW BRITAIN CANOE, GAZELLE PENINSULA.

my opinion that the doctor was a humbug, turned

round to me and said, " There, do you call that

gammon ? " It certainly was a very clever bit of

imposition, but it had the desired effect.

In the case of a chief wishing to make a trading

voyage in his canoes, he generally first consults one

of these wind-makers, and pays him to make the

weather fine. Of course it is part of these men's

business to be thoroughly conversant with the
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changes of tlie weather, and if they see that it is

likely to be adverse they plead all manner of

excuses. They sometimes say that another chief

is going the opposite way, and that they cannot

change the direction of the wind until his journey

is over. This is but one of the many excuses they

make use of in order to put off their dupes.

If, however, they see the weather is likely to be

fair, then they make the best bargain they can with

the chief who is wishing to start ; but of course,

should the weather turn out bad during this journey,

they put it down to the want of payment.

They -are very sharp, clever men, these wind-

makers ; indeed, were they not they would soon

lose their custom, and as likely as not get a spear

through them as well.

When pretending to make the wind blow in the

right direction they take burnt lime in their hands,

and throw it up in the air singing a sort of chant

all the time. They then wave sprigs of ginger and

other plants about, throwing them up and catching

them. At the last they make a small fire with these

sprigs on the spot where the lime has fallen thickest

to the ground, walking round the fire chanting

a few notes repeatedly, but in a low tone. They

then take the ashes and throw them on the water,

and the ceremony is complete.

To any one who was a casual observer of these

natives it would appear that they were trying to

propitiate some god or performing a rite of worship
;

but in reality it is not so, but simply that these
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clever rogues know how easily their fellow-natives

are impressed by outward ceremonial, and when they

see all this going on, and find that the result is as

they wished it to be, of course these simple savages

put it down to the wind-maker having a super-

natural power, or at all events one superior to their

own. This is the result the doctor wishes to obtain

in order to establish his reputation, and therefore

nothing can be done by these men without a great

deal of outward show.

Of the religion of these natives it is hard to speak

with assurance, as there appears at first sight to be

no positive law, order, or even similar ideas in any

two places.

The real fact is that they have no knowledge of

any God, that is to say, one to be worshipped. They

have a belief in a superior being, that originally

formed the land on which they live, but it is always

spoken of as a being that was at a very remote

period, not one that is now, in existence.

I have heard some declare that it was a huge pig

that rooted the earth up and formed the mountains

and valleys.

The natives are very superstitious regarding the

spirits of their departed friends or enemies, which

they consider have either a bad or good influence as

the case may be.

In conversation one day with an old man about

the spirits of the deceased he told me that the stars

were lamps hung by the departed spirits to hght

the way for those that should come after ;
where he
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did not say, and although I questioned him closely

on the subject, he had no ideas as to the sort of place

that it is they come to at last. He only knew that

the spirit went across the water to the moon at

rising, and getting into her was carried to the

region of the stars, from whence they returned to

visit the earth by the same means.

I tried to puzzle him by asking him how it was

that the moon was sometimes large and sometimes

small ; he replied that when it was small there were

not so many spirits requiring to go, as it was always

at the full moon that most people died, and that was

always the time when most spirits required to visit

the earth.

They are terribly afraid of an eclipse as being-

something far beyond their comprehension, indeed

they cannot account for it except by the wild notion

that the spirits are angry.

I had a native on board at one time who was

suddenly seized with fever, though he said that some

one of his enemies had bewitched him. This, he

explained to me, had been done by obtaining some

banana skins of which he had eaten the fruit, and

making magic over them and then burning them.

This is the reason that these natives are always

careful to hide or burn the refuse of anything that

they have been eating, for by this means they

declare it is possible to make your enemy ill, or even

to die. In the case of the young man in question

I determined to try a little simple magic myself, as

this appears to be the best and only manner of deal-
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ing with these natives when they get this idea into

their head. I therefore agreed with him^ and told

him I could drive the evil out of him, as white men

understood far more real magic than his people. I

told him to stand forward by the foremast and look

at a penny which I placed in his hand—that was

in reality to gain time.

I went below into the cabin and fastened a long-

string to the starting catch of a large musical box

I had. I then went to my medicine chest, and

mixed a strong dose of quinine and brandy ; I also

took out a spoonful of flour of sulphur, w4hch I placed

in a glass tube.

These I then took on deck as well as the string

attached to the musical box, which I concealed on

one side of the skylight. Then I called the man

aft, and told him to open his mouth and shut his

eyes (as one does to children), and I blew the sulphur

down his throat. This nearly choked him, but I

knew it must be something severe or he would not

believe in my magic. I walked round him a little,

and then gave him the quinine and brandy ; I then

told him to lie down on the deck, and if he heard a

'^ toberran " singing he would be perfectly cured.

Without moving from where I stood, I pulled the

string and the box began to play ; in the meantime

the native was extremely agitated, and when the

music began he shouted and screamed with excite-

ment.

I would not allow him to run away as he wanted

to, but made him lie down on a mat on the deck, and
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soon the brandy began to affect him, and he fell

asleep, to wake up quite cured. But it had rather

an unfortunate result, for he sounded my praises so

much amongst other natives that I found myself

inundated with patients to such an extent that I had

to refuse any more medical aid.

These natives have very diverse laws with regard

to their feeding. In Kininigunun the women are

tabooed from eating any pig or tortoise ; in Karavia

the men are tabooed from eating anything but

human flesh, fowls, or fish ; this is also the case in

Nodup, or was before cannibalism was supposed to

be stopped.

Tiie natives are extremely fond of dogs' flesh, but

this only on rare occasions that one is cooked, most

generally on the occasion of the death of a chief,

when a feast is made by his successor.

The flesh of young alligators is also considered a

great delicacy ; the cassowary, wallaby, and maga-

pode are eaten ; fowls' eggs are very numerous, as

also in some parts are those of the magapode—these

latter are very rich.

Cassowaries' eggs are generally blown before being

eaten, as the shell is much prized as an ornament.

Turtles' eggs are consumed in large quantities both

raw and cooked. There is a large description of

spider that is considered a very delicate article of

food. They take off the legs and place the bodies

in a half cocoa-nut shell over a fire, and when

thoroughly warmed they eat them.

They eat every kind of bird they can catch, as
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well as flying foxes, flying squirrels, and bats
;
yams,

taro, and sweet potatoes form their staple vegetable,

but they also cook the leaves of the taro and sweet

potato. Bananas are seldom eaten ripe, as they

generally pick them quite green, and say they are

more wholesome cooked in this state than if eaten

ripe; bread-fruit and jack-fruit are also very com-

monly eaten by these natives.

Their method of cooking is to make a hole in the

ground and light a fire in it, into this is dropped a

number of hard stones that become red hot. Should

it be a pig that they intend cooking, some of these

stones are taken out by a pair of bamboo tongs and

placed inside the carcase, subsequent to its having

been singed over a grass fire and cleaned ; it is

then wrapped in banana leaves, placed in the hole

and covered with the remainder of the stones, and is

finally all covered in with banana leaves and heaped

up with earth ; this is left for about two hours,

when it is taken out and the skin is divided

into little squares with a sharp shell or piece of

obsidian.

Every other article of food is treated in the same

manner, as they have no vessels in which to boil.

The natives make a kind of cake of the flour

obtained from the kernel of the " tan "-fruit, and also

from crushed " turnups " or wild almonds. They smoke

pigs' flesh for keeping, as well as some kinds of fish.

Salt is never used in their food, nor do they seem to

have an idea that it is necessary, except as medicine

;

for this it is much prized by the inland or bush
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people, who buy cocoa-nut shells and bamboo bottles

full of salt-water from the shore tribes.

They eat all manner of shell-fish, and most of tlie

sea fish and eels, but there are some kinds that tliey

consider as very poisonous, and undoubtedly they are

so, as I have seen some of my men very ill from

eating' a fish that was stated to be poisonous by a

native of the place.

Squid or cuttle-fish is a delicacy they are fond of,

hammering them well with a heavy stone before

cooking, which is done in banana leaves, with cocoa-

nut milk added, which gives it a most delicious

flavour.

There is in these islands a small bee that makes

a honey tasting much like raspberry vinegar, and

is considered a great luxury by the people. The

cooking is on the whole very good, and I must say

I like most of the native dishes, and think good taro

is the best vegetable of the kind I ever tasted.

In fishing, these natis^es use beautifully made fish-

traps, as well as the rod and net (as before described).

These traps are moored with a rope made of cane

twisted together attached to a stone. This kind of

fishing is practised sometimes in very great depths

of water, even as much as one hundred fathoms.

This fish-trap is made of plaited cane, very neatly

worked in pattern something like the seat of a cane

chair, and is oblong in form, open at both ends, with

a number of slight canes converging from the

opening to the centre, where a space is left for

the fish to get into the pot ; but these canes being
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pointed, they on trying to return are met by the

points, and so cannot get out.

Another mode of catching fish is with a number

of prickly palm branches, which are all tied to-

gether at one end and worked round with fibre so

as to form a cone with the hooked thorns pointing

inwards towards the apex, where a piece of bait is

fixed. A bit of light wood is fastened to the trap with

WOOP OR FISHING-BASKET, NEW BRITAIN.

a long string. With this trap the native dives

and places it on the edge of a reef, putting a

stone on the string near it, so that the wood will

float on the water whilst the trap remains below.

The fish seeing the bait makes a rush for it, and

gets his head into the trap, without any difficulty,

but when he tries to back out he finds himself

hooked on all sides, and in his frantic endeavours

to get clear pulls the string from under the stone.
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ami tlie native, seeing the piece of wood moving,

jumps into the water and tows it to shore.

The hooks for hnes are made of tortoise-shell, and

the hait for spinning is formed of pearl-shell in the

sliape of a fish, having a tortoise-shell hook on the

tail. They also use a spear with five points, four on

the outside and one in the middle.

There is a description of creeper which, when

bruised and thrown into the water, the fish eat and

FISH TRAP, MADE OF PBICKLY PALM, NEW BRITAIN.

appear to become intoxicated, for they turn up and

become quite helpless, when they fall an easy prey

to the native.

The houses of these natives are as a general rule

not of a very high order, being often only small

huts made of bamboo and thatched with either grass

or sugar-cane leaves. For each village two large

houses are built, one for the men, the other for the

women. No man is allowed in the women's house.
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nor is any woman allowed in the men's bouse ; the

latter is generally used for a council house. They

are lined with bunks made of bamboo which extend

along both sides of the house, serving either as beds

or seats.

(1.) Spinning pearl-shell bait. (2.) Hook made from iron nail.

(.3.) Tortoise-shell hook. (4.) Tortoise-shell hook. (5.) Clam-shell hook.

FISHING HOOKS FROM NEW BRITAIN.

These houses are generally built in the form of

an ellipse, the eaves of the thatch coming down to

within three feet of the ground, but inside the walls

are six feet high, over which the roof arches to about

eighteen feet. The inside is carefully blackened with
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tlie smoke of cocoa-nut sliells, whicli forms a descrip-

tion of enamel, and does not rub off; it also (the

natives assured me) preserves the rafters and timbers

from rot and worm. The outside enclosure is planted

generally with variegated j^l^^iits and the ground is

kept beautifully clean ; the whole being enclosed by

a fence of bamboo.

Opposite the chief's house is generally the taboo

tree, decorated with the lower jawbones of pigs, which

are hung in profusion all over it. It is on this tree

that the unfortunate victims of cannibalism are de-

spatched and their bodies exposed for sale ; it is

generally painted with red and white bands as well

as with representations of faces.

N 2
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CHAPTER VIII.

Unexplored part of New Britain—Cunning of Tarlily—Junior Mission

House Point—Sham fight by boys—Sand-cake throwing—Market

women—Amusements of children—Opening for sugar-cane growing

—

Port Webber—" Tatooing " a warrior—Armlets—Hospitality and offer

of a Cambira chief—His taboo hut—Council house—He visits my
vessel—Fire a gun—My musical box—Amusing incident with a bad

egg—Natives of Materbert Island—Mode of carrying fire and water—
Interment of dead—Timidity of natives of Matukauaputa—Novel

dance—Discrepancies of charts—Curious effects of atmosphere—Mag-

nificent scenery—Crocodile fly-catchers—Piover and the crocodiles^

Sem-si-gorro—Our animals—Turtle-catching—Wife-hunting.

Thus far what I have written apphes only to the

east and a portion of the north coast from Return

Point to Kabakadaie in New Britain, and to Duke

of York Island. I will now ask the reader to

accompany me into the western and hitherto

unexplored part of New Britain lying between Cape

Lambert, the northern point, and Cape Gloucester,

the easternmost point of this island. From Cape

Stephens westward along the coast of Goonan and

Ruterwool districts, which terminate in Tarlily

Bay, are groves of cocoa-nut palms interspersed

with the foliage of other fruit-bearing trees, such

as the bread-fruit, banana, and tumup, whilst

further inland are seen the tops of the elegant

betel-nut palm waving above the less lofty

greenwood and fey-fey trees, at the back rising

the volcanic upheavals of probably thousands of
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years covered with grass that in the distance looks

soft and velvety, but in reality is higher than a

man's head, in many cases coarse and thorny.

It is strange that the custom of the Duk-duk is

not practised in Ruterwool, although it is in full

operation amongst the tribes surrounding it. I

have never found any reason for this, which is

certainly a very curious fact.

Tarlily Bay is surrounded by comparatively low

land, with large plantations of bananas flourishing

close to the shore ; inland, at a distance of about two

miles, the hills spring up to a considerable altitude.

This bay is named after that chief who caused so

much trouble to Mr. Brown, as I have already

described.

This man was certainly the most cunning, at the

same time one of the most fearless, chiefs I met with

on this island. He was constantly on board my
little vessel whilst she was anchored in this bay.

He appeared to be confident that I would not

take any mean advantage of him, although I had

been very active against him in the late fight-

ing, and might at any moment have made him

a prisoner ; indeed he at last went so far as to

promise me that he would go to see Mr. Brown at

Duke of York with me on my promising that no

harm should befall him. However, I never had a

chance of taking him, I am sorry to say. He is

small in stature and covered with buckwar, and

is altogether a very ugly man, but his eyes are

quick, piercing, and very intelligent. I believe that
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although he is cunning, cruel, and a cannibal, it is

solely from want of better knowledge, or rather

perhaps I should say from force of habit.

Junior Mission House Point is the north-eastern

point of Kabakadaie, and is now distinguished by a

mission-house that has lately been erected here for

the residence of the Junior White Missionary. It is

rather a warm corner for him though, having Tarlily

on one side and a chief called Bulilie on the other,

who is anything but a true friend of the mission.

This point on Tarlily Bay side falls abruptly to

the beach in a cliff of about forty feet drop

;

on the north-western side it is more shelving,

but has moderately steep hills at the back. There

is a considerable fringe reef lying from it about a

quarter of a mile, inside of which there is a boat

passage ; this reef extends along the whole of

Kabakadaie, which is the next district, and is

fronted by a long, nearly straight piece of coast

running in a west-south-westerly direction to Shoal

Point. There is a good anchorage off the reef,

the depth of water varying from six to twenty

fathoms. It is a very lovely piece of coast with its

many groves of palms and surrounding villages of

more or less importance, whilst at the back are seen

rising lofty hills, dotted here and there with many-

coloured shrubs and trees ; on the beach are a number

of canoes and long lengths of " cudda " or cane

ropes, with the " woop " or fish-traps to which they

are attached to moor them in deep water.

Every here and there is seen the peculiar fence
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paintetl in fantastic patterns to denote the taboo

ground of the Duk-duk, inside which fence is

invariably seen the house of this gentleman, where

he is supposed to reside ; and at times one may

see strange figures dancing along the beach and

uttering those peculiar cries that give notice of his

approach, whilst at another spot in an open space

are a crowd of small boys engaged in a sham fight.

Sides having been formed, each of them proceeds

to collect as many of the green fruit of a tree that

g]-ows on the shore as they can, having already pro-

vided themselves with long green reeds that grow

on swampy ground. When sufficient ammunition

has been collected the mimic fight begins ; the green

seeds are used in slings, and the reeds are for spears,

both of which are thrown with great accuracy by

these embryo warriors, who often have an old man
acting as instructor and umpire. These fights are kept

up with great spii'it for hours together, and by this

means the lads are trained to the use of their native

arms, and some become great experts in the use of

one or the other weapon, if not both. It is a great

disgrace to be taken prisoner, and therefore it is

practice to them in running as w^ell as the use of

arms. I have seen some very nasty blows given by

the seeds used in the slings, but as they have only

been considered a laughing matter by the others I

suppose nothing much was thought of such trifles.

Further on will perhaj^s be seen a group of

children of both sexes engaged in making little oval

cakes of sand in their hands and throwing them up
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into the air to fall into the water ; it" they break it is

not considered to count as one to the thrower. The

game consists in seeing how many can be thrown

without breaking, and the higher the more success ;

if they drop whole into the water, they do so with a

hollow sound that always determines the mark. As

each one drops in whole the player makes a mark on

the sand with his foot to enable him to remember

how often he succeeds running ; if one breaks he

has to rub out and begin afresh. I have often seen

grown men and women playing at tliis game, and

have tried to throw them myself, but found it no

easy matter to do so successfully ; they appear very

fond of it, and will keep it up all day.

Sometimes, too, may be seen a long line of women

tramping along with their heavy loads to market,

some with baskets full of yams, others with taro,

cocoa-nuts, &c., strapped on to their backs and acros s

the forehead. Perhaps on the top of the baskets on

some woman's back will be a network bag containing

her latest olive branch, either sleeping in perfect

comfort or taking refreshment in the most stoical

manner possible ; here and there are men and boys

running and playing in the water. I have seen little

children that could hardly walk when on shore swim

like little fish as soon as their legs were off the

bottom—they seem to take to it like water-spaniels.

On calm days some boys will sail their toy canoes,

and beautiful little models they often are, though

others seem to be just as pleased with half a cocoa-

nut husk, in which they fix an upright stick with a
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l(-'af on it to represent a sail, and tliis seems some-

what curious as both in New Britain and New
Ireland they have no proper sails to their canoes

—

just a mat on a pole for going before the wind. I

suppose the idea must come from the vessels that

they have seen passing their shores.

Altogether it is a most animated sight, and looking

at it and hearing the merry peals of laughter that

ring out from the shore, it does seem hard to realize

that perhaps to-morrow some of them will be engaged

in torturing some poor wretch that has fallen into

their hands and afterwards in eating him. It is a

most unpleasant thought to come at such a time of

apparent happiness and innocence, yet it is, alas, too

true that here, where nature seems to have expended

her greatest art in rendering the earth beautiful,

where her lavish hand has spared nothing to render

these islands most exquisite, here her most perfect

work man is the one thing evil and debased.

On our way to Port Webber we passed Midway

Reef, that lies almost mid-channel between Shoal

Point and Man Island : it shows a-wash at low

water. Next conies Luin Bay, a pretty fair

anchorage for small vessels during the south-east

monsoon. A valley runs back from Luin Bay,

formed by the Kabakadaie Hills on one side and

Luin Hills on the other ; it is a pretty open piece

of country, and would form a good spot for sugar-

cane growing, I should fancy, were there any

mills in this part of the world to crush the cane

when grown. However, it will be many years, I
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suppose, before agriculture of that kind is carried

on here. Next comes Cape Luin with an immense

reef running from it about a mile in extent. Luin

itself is high and thinly covered with trees ; several

fishing villages may be seen on the shore on the

other side of the reef.

Between this reef and the Island of Urara is the

passage that takes us into Port Webber. Now we
round the extreme edge of the reef and run along

the shore^ the reef gradually getting smaller and

smaller, and as the last of it loses itself on shore we
sight the noble mountain of Beautemps Beaupre',

which serves as a good landmark to steer for, as

running up for it will take us into a good anchorage,

clear of the fringe reefs off the Cambira coast. This

anchorage to which we are now steering appears to

be the only one for vessels of any size in Port

Webber ; it is sheltered from the south-east monsoon,

but the north-west blows directly into it, though it

is seldom that much sea gets up inside, owing to

the numerous reefs which surround the mouth of

the port.

Port Webber is a deep embayment about six miles

long, and with the south-east monsoon is almost

like an inland sea, it is so smooth and calm. On the

eastern side it is formed, as we have before stated, by

the shore of Luin district, but the head of the bay is

a district called Cambira. This is fairly populated,

and a good many villages show themselves amongst

the thick foliage along the shore, but the main part

of the inhabitants have dwellings on the high grassy
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liiils about two miles from the beacli, above whicli

towers Mount Beautemps Beaupre' to the height of

about one thousand eight hundred feet. Several

small streams gush out from under tlie bushes and

plough their way through the sand to the sea. Here

I landed, and wishing to go some distance irdand

obtained the guidance of the old chief of the district

(I forget his name, but it was a very long one\ We
started off" through the bush, a party of about ten,

natives leading. The shore was belted with scrub for

some little distance, and then, gradually merged into

grassy plain land ; the grass is very high in some

places, quite two feet above our heads, though the

tracks are quite clear, but they are only about two feet

wide. How easy it would be for these natives to form

an ambush in the high grass did they intend any

treachery ; a spear could be launched at one without

your being able to see where the thrower was in the

least.

In some places the grass had been burnt in

patches to make way for yam planting. All ray

guides were armed with diff'erent weapons, some with

the common wooden spear, others with trade toma-

hawks (though not many of those), and one had a

kind of sword made from the outside wood of the

cocoa-nut or betel-nut palm, and cut with jagged

teeth something like a saw, with which they beat

back any stray bushes or grass in the track ; one

man had a club something the shape of a spade

without the shoulders. These I saw many of after-

wards : they generally lune the end of the handle
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covered with net-work, sometimes stained with

diiierent colours, but generally whitened with '• ker-

bung" or lime; the broad end is concave, with a

half-moon shaped ornament on either side ; the chief

had a long-handled comb stuck in his hair, which is

common to nearly all the different tribes on the north

end of the island ; one or two had stone clubs.

One of the men had lately been made a warrior, and

consequently had his breast and stomach tatooed (?),

small gashes being cut in the skin in volutes—on

the two breasts surrounding the nipples and on the

stomach. Into these gashes lime had been rubbed to

prevent them bleeding, whilst the front of his body

was very handsomely decorated with a red, blue, and

white pattern. This poor fellow must have been in

great pain from the many gashes ; indeed, when

stooping he showed how stiff and sore he was by

having great difficulty in raising himself again

without a groan ; however, the others only laughed

at him and seemed to consider it an excellent

joke, no doubt having been through it themselves

before.

The armlets that these natives wear are composed

of finely-plaited grass stained black and yellow,

very neatly made with diagonal j)atterns worked

into them. These, T understand, are made by the

women, though I never saw any at work on them ;

they are w^orn on the upper part of the arm imme-

diately over the biceps. Why they are worn so

tight I cannot say, but suppose it is the fashion.

The dialect of these people is much tlie same as
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those of Blanche Bay with a sh"g-ht difference in tlie

pronunciation.

We sliortly got into rising ground, and after

traversino- a distance of some three miles or tliere-o

aboiits we found ourselves on the top of one of the

grassy hills that appeared over the trees from the

head of Port Webber. Here I found the grass

cleared away and cocoa-nut trees growing in large

clusters about an open space, in which were several

houses with a large one in the centre; this large

house appeared to be the council or reception house

of the chief; in front of it was a large "garamoot"

or wooden drum, to be beaten for war or an

assembly of any kind. On arriving the chief shouted

to some women, and immediately a great bustle

commenced, the women hurrying off in all directions.

The chief's head woman brought out some mats and

placed them in a half circle in front of the large

house ; she then went into another house, and after

we had seated ourselves, myself and the chief in the

middle, she returned with a quantity of betel-nut and

pepper leaves, and a small bag made of a dried

banana leaf full of burnt lime ; she handed the l^etel-

nut round to all of us, and then gave the lime-bag to

the chief, who courteously handed it to me ; but seeing

I had some difticulty in getting off the husk of my
betel-nut, he took it from me, and putting it into his

own mouth, cracked it, and, taking out the kernel,

presented it to me. Of course I had to appear

pleased and chew away at it with the best grace I

could. Soon after the other women came back with
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cocoa-nuts young and old, of which I was very glad

to partake.

We sat and talked a considerable time^ he asking

many questions as to my country, and also if I would

not come and build a house in his district and live

with him, he promising for his part to build a

house for me and buy me two wives to look after it

;

for this I was to go fighting wath him against his

enemies. I did not tell him that I would not^ and

thanked him for his kind offer, but told him that I

could not leave my vessel yet, as I had many more

people to visit. Ho held out the advantages of

Cambira over any part of his known world (which

did not extend more than at most fifty miles away),

and did not seem very pleased that I did not jump at

so tempting an offer. However, I assured him that

when I saw my own people I would tell them what a

delightful spot Cambira was, and I had no doubt that

somew^ould like to come and live with him. This

pacified him somewhat, and he then made me a

present of a pig. I told him I would give him a

tomahawk and some other things if he would come

and see me on board, which he promised to do.

After this he was very civil and conversed in a

very friendly manner, and eventually took me to see

his taboo (or money), of which lie appeareiTto have a

good deal. It was kept in a small hut, in which slept

some of his women, and was beautifully packed

in coils, covered with split cane netted together,

somewhat in the form of a life-belt covered with

wicker-work. Each coil contained about two hundred
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fiitlioms of tliis shell-money, and I suppose there were

at least four dozen of them laid on mats in this hut.

\\\ the case of an attack the women carry them off",

and hide or bury them in a pre-arranged spot. We
next entered the large hut or council house.

Now I have no ground for saying that it was a

council house (as the probabilities are that any

council to be held would be in the open air), except

that it gave me that idea, as otherwise what use

could it have been ? Certainly it might have been,

as in other parts of New Britain, a young man's

sleeping house, but I saw no young men about except

those that came with us, and they did not live here,

and all the other houses belonged to either the

chief's women, his butcher, or his talking man, and

their women. It may have been for housing people

coming to visit this chief. It was, of course, blackened

inside w^ith the smoke of the cocoa-nut shell, as all

these natives' houses are, and decorated with the jaw-

bones of pigs large and small ; a few spears and clubs

were stuck up against the wall. It seemed to be

about fifty feet long by twenty feet wide, and was

also about nine feet high, having two entrances, one

on either side. The walls were not more than five

feet high, with the thatch overlapping on the outer

side and nearly touching the ground. After he had

shown me all that he thought would interest me
we again sat down on the mats, and then women
brought us fowls cooked in banana leaves with

cocoa-nut juice and small yams; they also brought

us some baked taro and young cocoa-nuts. As
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I was very hungry it was to me a most delightful

meal.

After this was over we partook of more betel-nut.

I then left him, after giving the women all the

tobacco I had as well as a few beads, with which

they were highly delighted, and, accompanied by

some of the men who had guided us up, and who
carried the pig slung on a bamboo, I went down

to the shore again, and after rewarding them with

tobacco returned on board.

The next day the old chief came according to

promise, and was much interested in looking over my
vessel, and was particularly inquisitive about the

little swivel guns ; so thinking to please him I loaded

one with a blank charge and fired it ; he was

horribly frightened, and sank back on the deck

shaking his head and trying to pull the sound out of

his ears. He looked so comical that I began to

laugh, and after telling him, " Putta mat " (" No kill

anybody "), he seemed much more reassured, but

carefully gave the guns a wide berth. He hardly

seemed to comprehend my musical box, but held my
arm very tight until it had finished playing, then,

putting his hand to his mouth, gave vent to the

common expression of astonishment of all these

natives, '* Wo—wo—wo ! " I then gave him the

promised present, with which he seemed well pleased.

We did a good deal of trading with the natives here

in yams, fowls' eggs, &c. I had some fun with them

about some bad eggs I had bought from one man,

which as I was paying for so many things I did not
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notice until H told me they were bad, when

taking one in my hand and seeing the native who

had sold them to me standing up in his canoe not far

off, I threw one at him, saying at the same time,

"Picoyina " ("It is bad"). It happened to hit him

just in the middle of the forehead, and of course

breaking ran down into his eyes and mouth.

This so amused the others (and there were a good

many there) that they laughed till they cried, and

even rolled out of their canoes into the water with

laughter. I never saw men in such a condition,

they could not forget it, and every now and again

would burst out afresh ; it quite stopped my buying

anything for some time.

The next day we started off along the western

coast of Port Webber towards Materbert Island. On
the way we passed a small village built on stakes

some distance out into tlie water, with canoes moored

under the houses, very much the same sort of village

as one sees in the Gulf of Papua, only not so large

;

it is built for fishing, the natives not residing there

in the north-west monsoon, as the whole village is

liable to be washed away. The coast here is low

and swampy, but behind this apparently narrow

belt of low land rise the grand volcanic peaks of

Byning, rugged and solemn.

Materbert Island seems on approaching it to be

part of the mainland, but it is really a rocky islet

some quarter of a mile from it, and thickly populated.

The chief's name was " Tobrian," and a good old

fellow he was (he died shortly before I left New
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Britain), a great friend of mine. The island is a

more healthy spot to live on than on the main,

though there is also quite a large settlement on the

other side of the water, but a river that runs down

from the mountains above on this side makes the

spot somewhat damp and malarious. I fancy this

river contains the coldest water I have felt in any of

these streams, and from its being so cold I presume

it flows direct from the highest mountains of Byning.

The natives here are a mixture of two races, that

of the eastern side of the northern peninsula, and

that of the western side, as many of them have that

greater regularity of feature and Jewish look that is

possessed by the western natives in such a marked

degree, that any one seeiDg them for the first time

would immediately notice it, whereas those that we

have just left to the east have features less clearly

cut and are far more negro-like in appearance. Un-

doubtedly there are two classes of natives in this

island, those that have come from the Solomon

Islands and have landed on the eastern and southern

sides of it, and those that have come from the

north-east coast of New Guinea, and settled on the

western and northern sides. It is worthy of note

that when Dampier visited Port Montagu he found

the people called that land Birara ; this name after

a considerable interval crops up again just to the

northward of Spacious Bay on the east coast. I

fancy this goes some way to prove that at one time

the south-east and north-east coasts of this island were

inhabited by people speaking the same language, and
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which lang-iiage is even at the present time somewhat

similar to that found in parts of the Solomon group.

In Spacious Bay, where the island is very narrow,

are found the same class of natives as those on the

western and northern shores, and are identically the

same tribes as those found in Open Bay on tlie north-

western side. Whilst I was in these islands a canoe

drifted on shore near Gazelle Point with a woman

and a boy in it ; from what I could gather of the

description of the canoe it must have been a Solomon

Island one. The woman was killed and eaten, but

the boy was kept alive, and I afterwards saw him on

board one of Messrs. Godefroy's ships, and judging

from his language and appearance he was un-

doubtedly a Solomon islander, though he seemed to

have very confused ideas as to where he had come

from.

To resume : these natives of Materbert Island are

undoubtedly a mixture of the east and west.

They use the same implements as the natives to

eastward, and are great fishers. I have seen beauti-

ful nets made by these people : one that I saw was

one hundred and twenty feet in length and seven

feet in depth, the sinkers being stones or pieces of

coral with holes in them attached to the bottom of

the net, whilst the floats were made of pieces of light

wood cut into the shape of fish.

Their canoes are large and numerous, some of

the larger ones holding as many as twenty natives.

When starting for a long trading voyage they are

supplied with bamboo buckets as much as six feet

2
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in length, with the interior joints broken through ex-

cept the bottom one ; these are filled with fresh water

and are corked with a wisp of banana leaf wound

round a stone, which is pressed into a hole in the top

joint; they keep the water fresh and cool a long time.

They take as provisions baked yams and taro, also

some smoked fish. For carrying fire these natives

adopt a plan that I have seen elsewhere : they press

a quantity of the soft fibrous husk of the ripe cocoa-

nut into a cocoa-nut shell, and then place a red-hot

ember in the centre of it; this will smoulder for

three or four days, and from it they obtain a light

for their cooking fires at any place they may land

on the voyage. These natives have also a species of

tobacco which they roll up into a rough kind of

cigar, and smoke by pressing one end against a

lighted fire stick, when they take a long pull,

swallowing the smoke and keeping it in the lungs

for a considerable time, gradually emitting it from

the nose ; they seldom take more than one pull at a

time, but hand it on to the next man. The leaf

much resembles tobacco leaf, but is only allowed to

partially dry in the sun, and still retains a green

appearance when ready for use ; this when made up

has curiously the native name of " Sogar.
"

Leaving Materbert Island we passed through a

narrow passage between a small reef and the main-

land, and shortly afterwards came to the island of

Matukanaputa ; this is also high, rocky, and thickly

populated. These natives are the pirates of the

western tribes, as they travel in their canoes along
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the coast and make raids 011 the Byiiiiig people (wlio

are in reality buslimen, having no canoes and living

some distance inland). The Matukanapiita natives

are also great turtle fishers, of which they obtain

large quantities on the numerous reefs and sand-

banks which abound on this part of the coast. They

are very similar to the Materbert natives in their

habits, but have a stronger affinity to the north-

western tribes in their appearance.

These people bury their dead underneath the hut

which was lately inhabited by the deceased, after

which the relatives go for a long canoe journey,

staying away some months. This is done for sanitary

reasons evidently, as the bodies are buried so near

the surface that the smell would in all probability

make any one sleeping in the hut sick, but they

say it is because the spirit of the departed stays in

his late residence for some time after his death, and

eventually finding no one to torment goes away for

good ; the surviving relatives then return and remain

there as formerly. No doubt, the coral acts in much

the same manner as quicklime, and disposes of the

decomposing portions of the dead body in a short

time.

Matukanaputa lies but a few miles from Byning

Bay, which is a considerable indentation in the coast,

having deep water almost entirely throughout, but

there is an anchorage for small vessels between a

reef and the eastern side of the bay. Our first

anchorage here was close in shore, on the western

side near tlie head of the bay, and it was in this
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place that many of the Bjning bushmen came

down to see us. They were very timid at first, but

by much persuasion we succeeded in getting one

man who was bolder than the rest to swim off, and

coming alongside I gave him some red cloth and

some beads, at the same time showing him a yam,

and saying, " Yau gulia op "
( "I will pay for yams").

He was evidently very much frightened, but finding

no harm was done him they eventually became more

venturesome, and many came off bringing yams.

On examining the bay in a boat I found that there

was an anchorage between the reef on the eastern

side and the mainland, that there was also a small

temporary village on shore at this spot. I therefore

moved the vessel round, and the next day there was

quite a crowd of natives occupying the village,

which before had been almost deserted. As women

and children were amongst them, I had no hesitation

in landing, and I was treated in consequence to a

quite (to me) novel dance, though such are evidently

the fashion among these bushmen. The women
and men both took part in it, and were dressed in

highly ornamental and coloured chasubles (I can

call them nothing else) made of tapa, and coming

down to a peak at the waist before and behind,

covering the breast, stomach, and back, having holes

for the head and arms ; in some cases only half a one

was worn, either before or behind, tied round the

neck and arms with a string. Some of these men

wore a waist wrapper, also highly ornamental and

stained different colours ; in both cases the predomina-
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ting colours being black, red, and white, whilst in

some few yellow was used ; they danced in much the

same fashion as the Eastern New Britain natives,

with bunches of grass and ferns in their hands, and

their heads bound round with circles of coloured

grass.

The whole of the shore of this bay is thickly

covered with bushes and trees, as indeed is the whole

coast-line from it to Open Bay ; and appears to

be a belt of dense vegetation, which extends inland

a greater or less distance according to the lay of the

mountains, but as soon as the ground begins to rise,

the land becomes more open, and grassy plains take

the place of thick bush.

I am of opinion that the coast from this bay to

Cape Gloucester, the western extremity of the island,

has never been visited by white men before. The

manner of the natives, the great discrepancies of

the existing charts, and scarcity of places named by

Europeans, are my reasons for coming to this con-

clusion. Those places that are so named have

evidently to my mind been seen in passing and

at a considerable distance off, by the extreme

vagueness with which they are delineated on the

charts. Thus, in leaving Byning Bay we felt that we
were entering upon a new world. No doubt, had

D'Entrecasteaux lived, more would have been known

of this very important island ; the little that is

known of this northern part is due to him, indeed

it was the scene of his last labours.

On leaving Byning Bay the navigation along the
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coast becomes intricate and dangerous in the highest

degree ; reefs and small covered patches are innumer-

able, whilst in the 'offing may be seen the breakers

heavily dashing on the barrier or outside reefs ; the

curious effect of this tropical atmosphere making the

stones and breakers appear in mirage high up in the

burning, cloudless sky. Strange sights may be seen

RIVER SCENE IN NEW BRITAIN (bYNING).

as the sun rises and before the monsoon has come

up—perhaps a canoe being vigorously paddled upside

down some degrees above the horizon, trees also

grow up out of the ocean, and a fishing " woop " or

mark showing a fish-trap will appear, though miles

away, like a ship in full sail.

I am only sorry that I was not enabled to make

a more accurate acquaintance with the natives on
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tliis coast, as time would not allow of it. I there-

fore had to content myself with making a survey

of the coast, and gaining what information I could

from the natives that I fell in with, rather than

by travelHng much on shore ; indeed I do not

know that this would have been possible, or that the

natives themselves would have allowed it, as those

that we did meet (other than the Matukanaputa

men) were very timid and difScult to hold inter-

course with even in their canoes, except perhaps

those at E'Watto.

Cape Lambert is spoken of by the- natives, I

believe, for it is difficult always to determine the

precise spot of which they speak, as Mutucorrangi

;

it is a bold and rocky headland covered to the top

of its cliffs with vegetation. About twelve miles to

the north-west of it lie a chain of reefs running in a

southerly direction. Wreck Eeef being the most

northerly one we examined (it was called so from

our meeting with a sad accident there, of which

more hereafter) ; but the natives tell me the reefs

extend round outside the Scilly Islands and join

those to the eastward of Matukanaputa. The Scilly

Isles are small and rocky ; there are six in all, but

are uninhabited, serving only as a place of call

for the Matukanaputa men in their raids on Byning

or in their turtle fishing. A little further on is a

point called Corroka ; here there is a small village

of fishing huts used by Matukanaputa natives

;

there is also a fine river, but the bar is very shallow,

and though there is no surf, it would prevent a
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boat of any size entering. However, we pulled our

small dingy over, and ascended about three miles,

until stopped by driftwood and shallows.

The scenery was perfect, tropical verdure of the

most luxurious growth thrusting itself into the water

—dracoenas, crotans, and hibiscus, and ferns mixed

in the wildest profusion ; overhead were stately

palms waving in the breeze that we could not

feel, whilst far ahead in the distance are to be

seen the glorious mountains of Byning towering

in rugged grandeur.

There are large quantities of fresh-water fish in

tliese rivers, and as they will take a fly I have had

some good sport, from either the shore or the boat,

with this kind of bait, using for a rod a long supple

piece of bamboo. Some of the fish resemble in

shape our pike, but the stripes on the back are yellow.

The largest, however, and those I caught most of,

Avere a kind of carp, with large black spots on their

tails and fins ; there were numerous other species,

but as I had no spirits to put them into I refrained

from catching more than would suffice for a meal.

Crocodiles swarm in these rivers, large, middle size,

and quite little fellows ; the latter are excellent food,

tasting much like chicken. The eggs I do not care

for, they are too strong and fishy, but the natives

delight in them. At every turn in the river we saw

a colony of crocodiles of all sizes flop off the bank into

the water, where they had been previously lying

catching flies. They do it in this manner: they

take up a position on the bank, and remain perfectly
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motionless with their mouths open ; flies, attracted

by the ijecuHar musky smell of the saliva in their

mouths, settle by swarms inside the open jaws
;
pre-

sently there is a sharp snap, and a hundred or

so of flies are entombed. I was not aware before I

saw this that crocodiles were fly-catchers as well as

fish, flesh and fowl eaters.

We saw no traces of any natives except those few

huts at the mouth of the river, but the further we

went the more open the country grew, and the more

rocky grew the bed of the river. We had Eover

with us in the boat, and we soon determined never to

take him with us again on a river expedition, as the

crocodiles seemed to think he had been brought for

their special delectation, for they came up round the

boat, and would only leave when splashed at with

an oar ; indeed, one fellow took hold of one of the

blades in his mouth and left the mark of his teeth in

it. Rover seemed particularly enraged at their want

of courtesy in staring so, and barked furiously at

them, which only made them worse. I was anxious

not to fire at them for fear of frightening away any

of the natives that might be camped on the river

bank, though we saw none. However, we got back

to the vessel without any accident and enjoyed our

fish much.

Leaving Corroka, the next point arrived at is

called Sulla ; there a grand view is obtained of

Mount Fitzgerald, named after a gentleman in

Sydney who was most kind in assisting me in this

expedition. It is the highest peak in the Byning
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range, and cannot be much less than five thousand

feet in height, though I was unable to obtain its

altitude. It is rocky and rugged, as are all these

mountains, looking as though piled together by a

race of giants. We constantly met canoes from

Matukanaputa either returning with turtle or

starting for " Sem-si-gorro," their chief station on

this coast. They were always willing to show us a

good place for anchorage, and we got much fish and

black-edged pearl-shell from them, as well as quan-

tities of the small shells, of which the New Britain

and Duke of York money is made, and which is

found in large quantities on the sand-flats in shallow

water here. These they take to Matukanaputa, and

from this place it gradually passes to the eastern

tribes, where I was told by the natives that they

did not know whence it came, though undoubtedly

many of the chiefs did.

To the eastern tribes this coast is known by the

general name of Nukani, which I fancy is the name

given to any place that they know nothing about.

Sollass-solla is the next point ; here the reefs and

sandbanks are innumerable; indeed, it would be

impossible to have positioned them all with my small

staff of two men ; however, I took cross bearings of

the principal in spite of being often up to our waists

in water and occasionally having to drive off a shark

or two who would flop on to the reefs, churning the

water with their tails like a small steamer in ballast.

The natives were very much frightened at the

compass and other instruments, which was perhaps a
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good thing, as they kept a respectful distance in

their canoes whilst operations were going on.

Tlie next place of importance is Sem-si-gorro*

This is the chief temporary fishing station of the

Matukanaputa natives. It is on a small island that

they have their huts built, where they are perched

on every available spot. The island itself is about

seventy or eighty feet high, rocky and covered with

vegetation, having a sand-spit running from it

towards the mainland. This being partly covered

with water at high tide, in it are sunk a great

number of forked stakes on which the canoes rest

when not in use, to keep them out of the water in

order that they may not be worm-eaten, as they

assuredly would if left stationary in it too long. The

mainland is here covered with mangrove swamps

and salt-water creeks, running inland a considerable

distance, which swarm with crocodiles. It was at

this place that I obtained three of these reptiles, with

the intention of trying how they might be tamed

;

two were quite young, and the third was about four-

and-a-half feet long. The younger ones I found it

hard to feed, as they seemed to care for nothing but

fresh fish, but the larger one would eat anything,

and the cook used to swear that Croaker, as he

was called, ate his napkins, but I never saw him do it,

though I have seen him put away a piece of sole-

leather. The two younger ones died, but Croaker

lived and became so tame he would come when

called. I had also two fine snakes (pythons) that

were excessively tame—one was twelve feet long, the
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other a little under nine feet. In fact, what with

crocodiles, snakes, cuscns, wallaby, a native pig, dogs,

and a cat, with at one time a cassowary, I used to say

we could start a menagerie when we arrived in

Australia ; then we had a parrot as well that used to

talk New Britain language, but by degrees picked

up English, and would call the dogs so plainly that

they were quite taken in and appeared awfully

disgusted when they found it out ; but he took

to laughing one day, and I think he laughed

for two hours without stopping and then fell down

dead.

In the event of its being too rough for these native

fishermen to go fishing, they remain on the island

either mending their nets or making fresh turtle

lassoes. The former are made and mended with a

bobbin very like ours fashioned out of bamboo ; the

nets are composed of fine twine, knotted in the same

way as ours, which consists of the fibre obtained

from a creeping vine or from the bark of a tree.

The turtle ropes are much rougher and made from

strips of bark twisted together, and are about ten to

twelve fathoms long, with a slip noose at one end

;

this is thrown from the canoe over the head of the

turtle, or sometimes a man swims with it over his

arm, and seizing the turtle by one of the front fins

slips it over the head and fin, at the same time

pulling it tight, taking the other end to his canoe,

where the turtle is hauled in. They are very expert

at this method, and will often catch as many as six

lai'ge turtle in one day ; they also go on the sand-
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banks at night in the laying season, and turn the

turtle as they come up to lay their eggs. A man
will sometimes float with a log under his stomach

until he approaches close enough to the turtle to

spear it with a javelin which is fastened to the end

of this turtle rope ; hut this is never done unless the

turtle is to be eaten at once, as when dead it soon

becomes unfit for food.

Should these natives be without fire they obtain it

by rubbing a sharpened piece of hard stick against

the inside of a piece of dried split bamboo. This has

a natural dust clinging to it on the inside that

ignites as soon as the necessary friction has been

given and smoulders until some dried grass be added,

when it is blown into a flame, by which means a fire

is soon started. They sometimes use a soft piece of

wood when bamboo is not easily procured, but it

takes longer to ignite.

When fishing is ended and each canoe is loaded

with turtle, the natives desert Sem-si-gorro and

return to Matukanaputa. There are certain times

when a man of this tribe may not go fishing, when

one of his women is enciente or during the full of the

moon ; in either case the spirits of departed ancestors

are particularly vicious, and if one hears of a canoe

being capsized and a man drowned (which does occa-

sionally happen, though very seldom) that man must

have been fishing at full moon. In the former case

the man must stop at home to prevent the spirits

taking away the life of the expected baby, by

sucking its breath from it ; if the child dies in spite
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of all his precautions, they say he did not fight for it

enough with the spirits. When in want of women for

their young men to marry (as they may not marry

into their own tribe) they make a raid against the

bush tribes of Byning, and seize the young women,

eating the bodies of the men killed or taken

prisoners. The women soon become reconciled to

their new homes, as they will take part in similar

feasts on subsequent occasions.

As these natives appear to know the names of

all the different places on the coast beyond Sem-si-

gorro, I presume they travel along it as far as

Willaumez Island, though we did not meet any

more Matukanaputa canoes after leaving it.
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Red patch at Pondo— Luxuriant vegetation— Remarkable waterfall

—

Father and Sons volcanoes—E'Watto—Cleverness of natives at signs

—

Inquisitive women—111 with fever—Craters of Father and Sons

—

Duportail Island—-Trading with natives—Uninteresting country

—

Fearfulness of inhabitants off Jenkins Island—Terrific thunderstorm

—

Willaumez Island—Mistrustfulness of natives—Low state of our crew

—

Extraordinary volcanoes—Heavy sea—The native and the crucifix

—

Threatening aspects of natives—Commence stoning us—Soon beat a

retreat—Carried away by current—Dashed on a reef—Take to the

boat—Critical state of affairs—Ruse of natives—Alarm in the night

—

Friendly advice—Another ruse—Fire my swivel gun—Natives decamp
—Board my vessel and destroy everything—More deception—Almost

a crisis—Providential appearance of trader's boat—Retuin to Sydney.

The next point is called Pondo, a tongue of land

running some little distance out from the main, on

the southern side of which is a cozy little anchorage

for a small vessel. On approaching this point a

remarkable red patch may be observed high up on

the side of one of the mountains, looking very like a

landslip. I should say it was probably very red

sandstone or red ochre, which seems to abound on

this coast. From this point may also be seen loom-

ing in the distance Torcoro, Unamungo, and Pucani-

cambula, the three huge volcanoes called on the chart

the Father and Sons ; indeed they may occasionally

be seen after rounding Sulla Point in clear weather.

One can quite appreciate the feeling that the old

explorers must have had when suddenly sighting

p
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some unknown land in an unknown sea, the imagin-

ation strung to the uttermost, not knowing what the

next turn of the coast-line may bring them upon.

Even to us who know that the supernatural is im-

possible, it is full of intense and almost breathless

suspense and anticipation.

We next passed a small headland called Forrin,

after passing which may be seen a waterfall at the

head of the Unamula or Holmes River. Seeing such

a waterfall high up on a mountain, where it appears

to fall over a cliff that drops sheer into the valley

below, led me to suppose that there must be a river

of considerable size running into the sea on this

coast not far off; indeed the natives at Sem-si-gorro

told me that such was the case, though I had my
doubts of it, from the closeness of the mountains to

the coast, for I supposed there was not room for a

large river to accumulate, and thought they must

have somewhat exaggerated the size. However, a

few miles further on we came to the mouth of a

large river, which, judging by the shoaling of the

water some miles from the coast, must carry with it

from inland large deposits of mud. I sailed "as

close as I dared to go in the vessel, and then

launched the boat. After crossing the bar, which I

fear would prevent a vessel of any size from enter-

ing, being about one-and-a-half fathoms in the deepest

part, we entered the river, which is a grand one,

gradually widening from the mouth to about three-

quarters of a mile.

Seeing no sign of natives we went on ; the scene
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was grand and beautiful to tlie highest degree,

tropical vegetation in its wildest luxuriance covered

the banks, palms and ferns dipping their graceful

fronds in the water, whilst from other trees hung

creepers with flowers of the brightest hues ; the

smaller shrubs seemed to have gone wild with colour.

Birds of all descriptions and shade darted in and out

amongst the trees; the white and blue kingfisher'

the little brilliant sun-bird, parrots of all colours

screamed at us from above, whilst further off we

could hear the shrill note of the magapode, and above

all would come the hoarse cry and the rushing sound

of the hornbill ; flocks of pigeons wheeling round a

feeding tree, and cooing to each other, added a softer

note to swell the wonderful harmony. We went

straight on, fresh beauty meeting our eyes at each

turn ; I felt as though I could not speak, but only

drink in the glorious sight with my eyes.

We met with no signs of any natives and advanced

about four miles, passing the mouths of several other

good-sized streams pouring their water into the

main river. Soon it began to get narrower and

eventually shallower. We continued advancing by

hauling the boat over the shallows and driftwood

which would impede our progress every now and

then. Presently we could distinguish that the

roaring we had heard for some time was the water-

fall ; in about half-an-hour we came in sight of it.

I cannot attempt to describe it, the illustration may

help to give the reader some little idea of it, but the

top seemed lost in mist, and indeed it would be

p 2
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impossible to say how far it dropped, but I should

think a clear four hundred feet without seeming to

touch or be broken in its descent by anything; it

falls into a large pool, which has evidently been worn

away by the continued drop of the water and is of

considerable size. We did not go up to this pool in

the boat, but I landed and walked round to a spot

whence I could get a good view of the falls ; it is

evidently the head of the main river, although there

is another stream running round the foot of the

mountaia into the pool, but its body of water is

small compared with that of the waterfall. I should

say that the fall was about twenty yards across as

far up as I could see and spreads a good deal at the

bottom, but it is so fringed with bushes and shrubs

that it is difficult to judge what the real width might

be. . How I longed for a camera to take a photo-

graph of it. It was with reluctance that T left this

beautiful sight and returned to the boat, when it

took us but a comparatively short time to return to

the vessel, the stream carrying us down without

need of much assistance from the oars.

After rounding Sandy Point or Nologun we found

ourselves in deep water again, and entering Open

Bay we still continued to hug the coast, as indeed we

were obliged to by reason of the reefs surrounding

Turtle Island. Shortly afterwards we came to the

entrance of a beautiful little land-locked harbour, for

which I believe the native name to be " Nemisocco,"

and which we named Port Powell. It has an entrance

about a quarter-of-a-mile wide, but extends on the
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inside to tlie width of

one mile by one and

three-quarters in depth,

liaving an even muddy

bottom of fifteen fa-

thoms. The harbour

is well sheltered, the

banks are thickly

wooded, and fresh

water may be obtained

at a short distance

from the eastern shore.

This port when we

visited it was literally

swarming with turtles.

green, :'head, and

hawksbill of all sizes,

several of which we

caught without much

difficulty. At the north

end of the harbour is

a salt-water creek run-

ning into it, which was

full of fish as well as

young crocodiles. This

port woidd make a

capital place for a ves-

sel to lay up to refit in,

there being plenty of

wood to be obtained on

the surroundinc: shores.
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Turtle Island is evidently a spot that is visited

by the natives in their search for turtle, and judging

by the large number of turtle bones lying about on

it, they must find it a profitable hunting ground.

From this place we could obtain a fine view of the

Father and Sons volcanoes, which tower up in their

solitary grandeur about eighteen or twenty miles

distant. We could see at intervals clouds of smoke

bursting up from the summit of the stately Father as

though some huge pulse were at work deep down in the

bowels of the earth ; the volume, however, was always

greater at sunrise and sunset than at any other time.

The North Son from where we were appeared to be

an island, which I have little doubt was the cause

of the Le Danseur Island on the Admiralty charts.

There is a small island close under the North Son

—

so small is it, in fact^ that it would easily escape

notice if passed at any distance off.

On leaving Port Powell we passed a spot termed

Ullamorn, which lies a little further to the south-

ward.

At the head of Open Bay there is a slight bend

in the coast-line towards the east; the land is flat

and iminteresting, but mountains can be seen at

some distance inland. Further on comes a river

called Ull:i, which I fancy must be the native name

here for a stream of fresh water.

E'Watto was the first place after leaving Sem-

si-gorro that we found natives, and they appeared

distinctly to remember having seen my vessel before,

in company with one that they expressed as " puffing
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and shrieking." Their imitation was so graphic that

I at once conchided that tliey meant tlie Duke of York

mission steam-launch which had accompanied me to

Spacious Bay, and which lies immediately on the other

side of the island. This bay I afterwards found to

be separated from Open Bay only by a narrow

istlunus of four or five miles in breadth, the isthmus

for the greater part being plain land, but inter-

MAN NATIVE, E WATTO, OPEN BAY, NEW BRITAIN.

spersed here and there with volcanic upheavals.

These natives were very friendly towards us, and

brought us off some fresh water to fill our water-

casks, also yams. We bought a variety of orna-

ments and implements from them. I found them to

be identical with those that I had bought in Spacious

Bay. These natives have a very strong resemblance

to th(3se of the north-east coast of New Guinea.
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Their language is totally different from that of the

natives of the north and east coasts of Gazelle

Peninsula ; they do not appear to be afflicted to the

same extent with that disagreeable disease buckwar,

and are also of a much lighter shade of brown ; their

houses are far superior, though they have somewhat

the same beehive shape, but are higher. Their

canoes, although ornamented with great taste and

profusion, are, I am forced to admit, very inferior

to those of the more northern tribes, but jierhaps

they have less occasion for them. They are

evidently a shore-going tribe, and described to

me by signs how the sun came up in the morning

when they started to go across the isthmus, and it

was about half-way down the other side before they

got to Spacious Bay, which they described by

stretching their hands out over Open Bay, and

then touching my vessel, making a puffing and

whistling noise, then pointing across the land in the

Spacious Bay direction. I find natives are exceed-

ingly clever at signs, and I have never had the least

difficulty in making them understand or in under-

standing them myself.

The coast after leaving E'Watto is broken up by

many embayments, but as they are very deep are

little use as harbours. At Corlaili we found more

natives, and again at Matiyu, which is just within

Hixson Bay, which I called after that courteous and

kind-hearted gentleman who is the President of the

Marine Board of New South Wales. They are all of

the same type as those at E'Watto, and were civil
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and friendly. Tlie whole of this part of the country

seems to be a field of obsidian, huge blocks of it

lying on the shores like lumps of glass; the natives

apply it to all manner of uses, for shaving their

heads, bleeding themselves, cutting and carving

wood, and also for circumcision, which is a general

habit amongst them here ; they all wear a waist

covering of fowbash highly ornamented and stained

with different colours and patterns. At E'Watto,

where I landed, I was surrounded by a crowd of

women, who evidently were under the impression I

was merely painted white, as they rubbed my hands

and face with their fingers and then looked at them

to see if any of the white had come off. One ugly

old lady opened the front of my shirt in spite of

opposition, and was evidently giving the others a

lecture on the habits and customs of the white man.

She then rubbed and pinched my flesh until it was

red, on seeing^ v/hicli the others be^-an to shout and

yell with astonishment. However, one of the men

came to my assistance, and drove them all off with

a stick. I am sorry to say I did not visit their town

as I was too ill with fever, and it required a con-

siderable climb to get up to it ; so I had to content

myself with sitting on the beach and talking sign

language to the men. They, however, kindly pro-

vided me with four cocoa-nuts to drink, for which I

was very thankful ; they appear a very intelligent

race of people, although they are undoubtedly can-

nibals.

After leaving Hixson Bay, wliich is wrongly spelt
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on the charts, and which we did not examine very

closely, we passed Heath Island (the small island

I mentioned before as lying close under the foot

of the North Son), which has a very narrow

passage with huge cliffs on each side, between it and

the mainland, but bearing no comparison with the

Le Danseur Island of the old charts. We then came

to Cape Deschamp or Torcoro, though I do not feel

at all sure that this name applies to the point, or

only the mountain of the North Son ; indeed I do

not feel certain about either of the native names

of the points that are immediately beneath these

three mountains.

The Father is the highest of the three, and stands

between his two Sons ; the sketch will give a slight

idea of them. The Father and South Son are active

volcanoes, the Father being the most active of the

two ; it throws up great volumes of smoke and a

substance which viewed from the foot of the volcano

looks like mud, though it may be ashes. The present

crater has so evidently grown up out of the ruins of

an older one, that I am inclined to think it must be

formed of something more than merely volcanic ashes,

though I do not think it can be lava. The South

Son does not eject such a volume of smoke, neither is

there apparently any solid substance thrown up

with it, though there is the same appearance as of an

old and new crater. Both these volcanoes are well

wooded up to the old craters, but the slopes of the

new ones are quite destitute of any vegetation.

The Father is about four thousand feet high, and the
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Soiitli Son about three

thousand feet ; the

North Son is much

lower than either of

the otliers, being only

one thousand three

hundred feet, and to

all appearance is an

extinct volcano ; its

crater, however, has

the look of having

l)een very much shat-

tered at some former

time by a severe erup-

tion. Here some

natives brought off

great lumps of grey

obsidian. Long Point

is a long low point of

land immediately be-

low the Father Moun-

tain. Low Point is a

similar point immedi-

ately below the South

Son.

Duportail Island lies

four-and-a-half miles

due west from Long

Point. It has two

mountains, one a coni-

cal peak and the other
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a volcano with a very peculiar crater, much re-

sembling the mouth of a huge whale, as if indeed

the mountain had fallen in half at the summit. It

does not emit much smoke, except after rain, when

there is a much larger volume ; it is well clothed

with vegetation on all sides of the crater, but is

quite bare between the two summits. The whole

HEAD-DRESS, NATIVE MAN, DUPORTAIL ISLAND, NEW BRITAIN.

island is thickly wooded and seemingly contains a

large population.

Many canoes started off for us, from the occupants

of which we obtained several ornaments ; they were

very timid about coming alongside, but came from

the shore with the evident intention of trading

;

but when they approached us I suppose their hearts
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failed tliem^ and it was with difficulty we persuaded

tlieiu to come alongside. They are the same aquiliiie-

ieatiired peo23le as those of Open Bay, but they wore

a head-dress that I had not seen before, though it

was frequent with the natives further to the west-

ward. This consisted of a number of rings made

of plaited cane and edged with the small shell that

is used in the North Peninsula as money, and are

worn pressed down tight above the ears, each ring

being smaller in width as they rise to the top of the

head. These are placed on the head of a man-child

when quite an infant, and are not removed until

they are fifteen or sixteen years of age, when

they are cut off and others of a larger size put on.

The consequence of this is that the men's heads

are compressed just above the ears, though tiie

mark is hidden by the rings that they wear. I

was successful after a great deal of gesticulation in

obtaining a set from a youth who evidently had

not long had his second set put on, for they came

off comparatively easily ; their hair stands up

above the rings in quite a tuft. I am under the

impression that they are w^orn to protect their heads

from the blow of a clnb, and that thus wearina*

them early makes a ridge in the skull that prevents

their being struck or falling off.

There are two small islands to the south-west wdth

a particularly dangerous sunken reef lying between

them and Duportail Island ; indeed we were nearly

on the top of it, as in smooth weather it does not

break, and appears to be covered with some kind of
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green sea-weed that prevented us seeing it until

quite close to it.

From Low Point to Hummock Head or Quass

tlie land is one vast tract of volcanic upheavals, that

are no^v apparently quiescent, but cannot have been

long so, as the country is covered with small craters

and rents. Their being covered with vegetation is,

I think, no argument against their having been in

action within recent years, as in this rich soil and

tropical climate a forest will spring up in a short

time where before was a barren waste of pumice.

Beyond Quass the land becomes low and flat and

uninteresting, indeed the only high land on the

coast at all is Chard, Yessy and MacDonald Islands,

named after three gentlemen who kindly interested

themselves in this expedition. Commodore Bay

appeared to be full of shoals, with Norton Island in

the centre, but we did not enter the bay as it looked

very uninviting, the banks on the south side and

west end being covered with mangrove swamps ; so

we contented ourselves with observing that the high

land to the north was not an island but a peninsula

of no ordinary kind, having the most extraordinary

collection of mountains I have ever seen in so small

a space. It is not surprising that observers at a

distance should suppose it to be an island, as all the

land at the back is so low that it could not be seen

more than about ten miles off, and I feel convinced

that few if any European ships have been as close as

that to this strange peninsula. The sketch will

give the reader a better idea of it than a long
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description, yet 1 cannot help mentioning Mount

Pyramid, which name it bears on account of its very

remarkable shape; in fact it is difficult to imagine

tliat so perfect a pyramid could have been formed

without human agency. All the mountains on this

peninsula are of volcanic formation, being mostly

entire volcanoes.

When off Jenkins Island (named after another kind

supporter of this expedition) we observed a number

of canoes that started from Island Point and came

over to the island, which I do not think is in-

habited, but merely a fishing station, as we could not

see any houses on it. They had evidently seen us,

and had come out to look at the strange monster as

our vessel must have appeared to them. We stood

in for Jenkins Island in order to try and persuade

them to trade with us, but as soon as they saw us

approacliing they all left their canoes and bolted on

shore into the bush. I waved a green bough and

beckoned them to come to us, but it was of no use,

they were too much frightened, and hid themselves

amongst the scrub. Therefore, as there was no

convenient place for anchorage, I had to stand off

again, and as soon as the natives saw this they came

back to their canoes, but although I shortened sail

and used every endeavour to get them to come up to

us, they kept about a mile off. At last I got some

half cocoa-nut husks, and filling them with some

beads and red cloth set them adrift over the stern.

When the canoes came up with them I could see with

my glasses how astonished and excited the natives
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were. After some little time, which was given up to

examining the marvels they had just picked up, one

canoe advanced in front of the others, and a man

stood up in the bow and threw a cocoa-nut as far as

he could towards us. On seeing this evident act of

friendship 1 bouted ship and stood back for the

cocoa-nut, but as soon as they saw us coming for

them away they went as fast as they could paddle.

This was very provoking ; however, we picked up

the cocoa-nut, and as I had no wish to stay all night

amongst the numerous reefs tliat surround this shore

we had to stand out for open water and towards Fitz

Island.

I am not at all surprised at the natives behaving

in the way that they did, for it must be indeed a

marvellous sight to them ; in fact if we could only

put ourselves in their place on such an occasion I do

not much think we should have the courage to go

after so strange an apparition at all.

It was a very lucky thing for us that I did not

remain any longer in the vicinity of the reefs, as

about eight o'clock p.m. a fearful thunderstorm came

up, the worst I have ever seen, with wind and rain
;

the lightning seemed to be all round us, and the

thunder was deafening. Whilst it was raging we

felt the vessel apparently strike heavily, and then roll

from side to side with much violence. We soon had

the lead over, but found no bottom at fifty fathoms.

It then occurred to me that it was the shock of an

earthquake we had felt. Two more followed, but

neither of them so severe as the first. I cannot
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describe the sensation better than by saying it was

just as if we had struck on a coral reef and then slid

off the other side ; the vessel seemed to shake from

stem to stern and rolled a good deal.

Next morning we stood over towards Cape Camp-

bell : this is the north point of Willaumez Island,

and is a high precipitous foreland. It is called its

present name after a gentleman in the Mines

Department of New South Wales, who took an

active interest in the expedition. Du Faur Island

is also named after the chief instigator of this I

hope not altogether useless expedition : he is indeed

one who seldom allows a chance to escape him of

assisting geographical research.

On the western side of Willaumez Island we saw

several canoes coming out from the shore to have a

look at us, but they would not venture closer than

some three or four hundred yards or so. I was de-

termined to get these fellows alongside if it was

possible, so after waving my green branch (kept for

the special purpose) I wrapped a piece of red cloth

round a piece of wood and threw it towards them.

For some time they hesitated, but at last one canoe

ventured a little towards it, and then stopped again
;

but a young fine-looking fellow at length standing

up threw down his paddle as if to say (perhaps he

did actually say it), " Here goes, I'll chance it," and

jumped from the canoe and began swimming

towards the red cloth, which he soon got hold of

and returned to the canoe. I immediately threw

another piece of wood with a string of beads, taking
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care that it should fall closer to the vessel than the

first ; the same young man again ventured and

secured the prize. Their excitement had been great

on the return of the red cloth, but it was nothing to

that on the arrival of tlie beads : they shouted and

halloed, and no doubt would have danced had they

not been in a canoe. Each man tried it by putting

it round his neck and round his arm to see how it

would look as a necklace and armlet; they then

returned to the other canoes to show them. In the

meantime I got a jDiece of red cloth and waved it

over the side to show them I had lots more if they

would come and get it. However, I found that this

was useless, so had to resort to the old plan of

throwing sticks with red cloth or beads on it into

the water. This time two canoes started for the stick

and paddled slowly up to it, but on the bow of each

a man stood up with a spear in his hand all ready to

throw. As there was only one stick in the water I

threw another, only taking care it should drop even

closer to the ship ; then the same young fellow

plunged overboard and got it ; but seeing me hold

out some beads over the ship's side he ventured to

come up and take them, but was evidently half sinkiug

with fright. However, he soon found that no harm

was intended, and went off with his beads delighted,

as he deserved to be, for I think it was the pluckiest

thing I had seen done whilst in these islands.

Not to weary you with continued repetition I may

as well state that after a great deal more persuasion

we got them alongside, but in each canoe was a man
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standing np with a spear all ready at a moment's

notice to take the defensive. However, as we took

no notice whatever of this, and finding that we had

no intention otherwise than trading with them for

ornaments, &c., they eventually laid them down and

NATIVE OF WILLAUMEZ ISLAND, NEW BRITAIN,

entered into the negotiations. If a sail flapped

or one of the men moved at all quickly along

the deck, they were up again in a moment ; but I

cannot say that they presented a very warlike

appearance, for they were shaking all over with

nervousness and fear. We bought a large collection

Q 2
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of necklaces, armlets, earrings, head-dresses, as well

as some spears, stone tomahawks, and clubs. The

spears were of the rudest description, as were the

tomahawks ; the clubs much resembled a policeman's

staff but longer ; the ornanients were good, and some

of the armlets beautifully made. Almost everything

was ornamented with that same little shell that is

CLUBS, CAPE HOSKINS, NEW BRITAIN.

used so generally all over New Britain. They all

wore the same curious head-dress that I mentioned

before, and also had their loins covered with fow-

bash, slightly ornamented, but not so highly as those

of the men of E'Watto. They are the same race

as the Open Bay men, having the same clearly cut

features. Of course we saw none of the women.
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The lobes of their ears are not so extended as those

of the natives of Gazelle Peninsula, and they are

altogether a finer race of people than the former.

The Islands of Du Fanr, Gicquel, Raoul, and

Willaumez are all volcanic, nearly all the mountains

having the appearance of being craters, although we

did not observe that any were in active eruption.

On leaving these islands the land appeared to be

low and uninviting, and to have little appearance of

any volcanoes, except one island that we did not

examine, and which in the distance appeared to be

all peaks and points, like a collection of huge

termites' nests. Indeed I was really too ill with

fever to do any more work, and the two other men

were almost as bad. Aleck I had left behind with his

own people, and my cook had run away in Duke of

York, so that there were only three of us all told,

still that was quite enough to work the little vessel

had we been all able bodied, but this I am sorry to

say we were far from being. No sooner was one

able to crawl on deck than another would be struck

down with that terrible malady, which once having

got hold is not easily shaken off, and our provision

was getting scanty ; I therefore determined to run

on to Cape Gloucester, where I hoped to be able to

get some pigs, or at all events some yams or taro.

We passed French Islands on our way, where we
endeavoured to get the natives off to us, but they

Avere too timid, therefore kept on our course for

Cape Gloucester. As we approached it we saw a

great volume of smoke hanging over the land which
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obscured the tops of the mountains, and on approach-

ing closer found that it was caused by innumerable

volcanoes, small and large, all in violent eruption.

It was a most extraordinary sight; there must

have been some hundred or more all belching fire

and smoke, indeed the land seemed all on fire. We
anchored some distance off the shore at the end of a

reef, so as to be well away from the natives for the

night.

When night came on the sight was wonderful.

Flames seemed to cover the mountainous point of

land, and it would have been easy to read a book by

the light ; the air was full of fine ashes covering and

making everything a light grey colour ; indeed it

was difficult to breathe comfortably. Tupinier

Island was in eruption also, and the noise made by

them all was like low continuous thunders.

In the morning we moved in closer to the shore,

but saw no signs of natives. This was very dis-

appointing, and I decided to try Rook Island. We
therefore left this burning bay and tried to cross

Dampier Straits, but found it was blowing a heavy

gale of wind from the south-east, with the sea

running high. We beat backwards and forwards

trying to make Rook Island, but there was so strong

a current running through Dampier Straits, that we

could not make any way against it. We tried for

two days without success, and had to keep constantly

at the pumps, as the topsides of the vessel had become

so dry that in the heavy sea we experienced they

leaked badly. At last a big sea struck the rudder
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and swept it away like a rotten stick. There was

now no chance of reaching Rook Island ; so nearly

worn out, with the rudder gone and vessel leaking,

there was nothing for it but to run back ; and after

fixing a temporary rudder with some oars, &c., we
ran back to a small bay about twenty miles to the

eastward of Cape Gloucester.

After some little search we found a suitable sand-

bank about thirty yards from the beach on which to

ground the vessel, in order to fix a rudder sufficiently

durable to take us back to Duke of York, where we

might obtain wood to make a new one. The rise and

fall of the tide being about four feet, we laid an

anchor out ahead on the sandbank which was nearly

covered at high water. By this means we hove the

vessel to a spot where she would lay high and dry on

the fall of the tide.

As we were waiting this result, a canoe came

round a point not far away, making straight for us.

When they were at a short distance off they stopped,

an(i an old man held ujd two or three small yams,

evidently offering them for sale. I at once intimated

that I would buy them, and he came alongside and 1

gave him some beads for them. He showed me the

remains of an old crucifix, which he carried hung

round his neck, and which I tried to purchase from

him, but he would not part with it. I made signs to

him as to where it came from ; he put his hands

together as if at prayer and said " lotu." This is

the common word used by all missionaries every-

where, I believe, to signify religion. He then
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pointed towards Rook Island, at which place I after-

wards found out there had been a Roman Catholic

mission-station, the members of which had either

been killed or died—I do not know which, but at all

events it had been abandoned some years.

The old native examined the vessel very carefully

as well as the anchor that was on the sandbank, and

then left us, evidently promising to return with more

yams. Soon after the vessel took the ground, and

we began to place the temporary rudder, but I found

I could not work, as being so weak with fever I

could hardly stand upright; so the other two went

to work at it, and I had to retire below. I had not

been below long when H shouted down the com-

panion that there were a crowd of natives coming

along the beach armed with spears, &c., and that

their intentions did not seem very pacific.

I must say 1 felt more inclined to let them come

just then than able to offer them any resistance if

they meant hostility, but it would hardly do to lay

down and die, no matter how bad I might feel ; so I

got up on deck, and we soon had the muskets loaded,

some with rock salt, and the little swivels sponged

and loaded, and were determined to show a stout

resistance if necessary. I noticed that there were a

large number of men on the beach some distance off

as well as several canoes full of men lying off the

shore. All the party were armed with slings, spears,

and stone tomahawks.

It presently occurred to me that Rover was on

shore, and that this would be a good method of
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finding out their intentions, so we called liim ; soon

lie came bounding out of thebnsli, whereupon several

young men ran forward and threw their spears at

him, however without hitting him ; he was soon on

board. I then waved my green branch, but it was

received with a shout of derision. I could now see

that they meant mischief, so we waited quietly for them

to make the first move ; and as we were unable to get

off the sandbank until high water, all we could do was

to defend ourselves as well as possible. They soon

began the attack with a shower of stones from their

slings, at the same time coming steadily along the

beach towards us ; the stones rattled nastily enough

amongst the rigging and against the shi^D's side. I

now fired a bullet over their heads ; this was again

received with a shout of derision, and they only came

faster towards us, the canoes going out to the sea-

ward side of us. I began to feel somewhat anxious

as to whether these men were afraid of firearms or

no, or whether their indifference arose from mere

ignorance of their deadly nature.

They were now near enough to use their spears,

and began throwing them with considerable pre-

cision. However, we reserved our fire until they

were near enough to feel the efi'ects of the salt with

which I proposed to dose them first. Some of them,

about twenty, soon crossed the short channel of

water that lay between the sandbanks and the shore

and advanced with great confidence towards the

bows of the vessel. In the meantime we had sat

down under the bulwarks in order to be out of the
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way of the stones, and therefore not seeing us

making any signs of defence they were led to

imagine that they w^ould have an easy victory.

However, when they came close enough H and

I both jumped up and fired together right into the

midst of them. I never saw anything so ludicrous

as tlie scene that followed. As we had taken the

precaution to fire low the salt took effect on their

bodies; they seemed actually too frightened to

run away or feel the pain of the salt ; however,

they soon found their legs and ran for their lives.

As they went we gave them another dose behind

to make it even ; but by the time they had got

to the beach the salt began to take effect, and by

their antics as they ran off I should say that they

had had a lesson that they will be careful about

having repeated.

The other natives, as soon as they saw their

comrades run away, disappeared into the bush like

magic, and the canoes also seemed anxious to get

out of sight : amongst the former I had recognised

our old friend of the yams and the crucifix. He
had evidently learned one thing from the mission-

aries, and that was that white men's vessels are good

plunder ; but we have also perhaps taught them that

it is not so easy to do it as they imagined. It

certainly was a much more quickly gained victory

than I had hoped for, and also without any bloodshed.

We soon after got the temporary rudder finished,

and getting our anchor up we hauled off into deep

water and made sail on our return voyage to Duke
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of York, but we were, alas, destined never to reach

that island in our brave little vessel.

We stood straight for Cape Lambert, and reached

it at the end of the second day. Wanting to anchor

I steered for a little bay just to the southward of it,

not wishing to be knocking about amongst the

innumerable shoals on the other side of the cape

at night-time with the vessel in a crippled state ; but,

unfortunately, as we approached the land it fell calm,

and in spite of our sweeps the current carried us

away to the southward. As soon, however, as the

sun went down, but too late for us, a light breeze

sprang up, and all that we could do was to stand off

and on as near the shore as we dared to go in order

to keep clear of the reefs outside of us ; there un-

fortunately was no moon that night.

AVe took the precaution to have a kedge anchor

hanging over the bows with ten fathoms of hawser

out ; this was to bring us up if we got into shallow

water. We were all right up to two a.m., when a

heavy squall of wind and rain came drifting over

the land, quite obscuring it ; and as we had to shorten

sail no doubt we drifted to the eastward much faster

than I was aware of. The squall was very heavy

whilst it lasted and soon put the sea up ; it was also

quite impossible to see anything for the rain which

poured in torrents. About half-past two I noticed

a line of phosphorescent light in the water right

under our lea, which I knew meant that there was a

reef close to. I called to the others to put her about,

but she failed to answer the helm, and whilst making
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a second trial a large sea caught the vessel and

lifted her with a crash on to the reef that knocked

us all off our feet. Here she lay hard and fast with

the sea breaking over the stern as though it would

dash her to pieces any minute, and which made her

thump heavily on the rocks.

Towards daybreak the vessel began to leak, so

we brought up everything we could out of the cabin

and hold to the forecastle, and shortly after sunrise,

the sea having much moderated, we placed the most

valuable articles in the boat, when I and one of the

men started off in it to a sandbank lying at some

distance to the southward, which was the nearest

place of safety to where the vessel was lying, in-

tending to return for a fresh load and to bring off as

many things as possible and place them there until

we could make a raft to carry them to Materbert.

However, on arriving at the sandbank to my
surprise it was covered with Matukanaputa natives,

who were there to catch turtle. As soon as they

caught sight of our boat they all ran to seize their

spears, clubs, and slings, apparently thinking that

we were going to fight with them ; so I went on shore

with my hands up over my head, which is a sign of

peaceable intentions, and told them my vessel was

on shore and that I wanted to land my goods there,

to which, after a considerable amount of talking, they

agreed, but deeming it necessary that some one

should stay there and look after them I sent back

the man for another load, which he brought towards

evening, and then returned again, as having but one
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boat it was wiser to leave it by the vessel in case

she should break up during the night.

Thus left on the sandbank with fifty or sixty

natives, who were in anything but a friendly mood,

my first act was to see that my rifle and revolver

were in a proper condition for defence ; next I pulled

the boxes into a sort of protection for my back, and

then sat down to watch through the night, lest they

should steal anything. I could see by their talking

together in groups and their side glances at me that

they wanted very much to get hold of the boxes

which we had landed. At last some of them came

towards where I was sitting and began to sympa-

thise with me, saying how sorry they were that

my ship was ashore, and what a good man they

considered me ; one villain even went so far as

to shed tears. All the while they were speaking

they were closing in around me. Too well used

to natives to be taken in by this rase, I stood up

and told them in their own language to sit down

and talk if they had anything to say ; for had I

allowed them to get close up they would have

rushed at me, knowing that I should not then have

had room to Tise my musket or time to draw my
revolver.

Being evidently taken by surprise, and perceiving

that their design was detected, they sat down round

me at a few yards' distance, and again commenced

their protestations of friendship and sympathy ; but

I fancied I heard one man say to another as they

moved away, " We shall not eat white men to-
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night." This put me still more on the qui vive ; so

after listening to their protestations for some little

while I told them that if they were really my
friends they would go to Materbert and tell Tobrian

(the chief I have mentioned before) that I wanted

him to send me two or three of his largest canoes to

take away my goods, and that if they would not do

this (for which I offered to pay them handsomely),

and came any closer to me, I should have to fire.

At first tbey did not appear to like this idea at all,

until one of them, an old man, succeeded in persuad-

ing them (as I afterwards discovered) to pretend to

go away and see if I should fall asleep ; they then

went down to their canoes and paddled out into the

darkness.

This did not satisfy me, for I know that these

gentlemen seldom give up a project of this kind to

which they have once made up their minds—besides,

they could not be sure the boat would not return,

when they would have had two instead of one to

contend with, and this might account for their

hesitation, for they will invariably use stratagem to

gain an end rather than open force, if necessary.

Indeed, when I think of the wretched state I was in

through sickness I marvel that I was enabled to do

what I did.

About one o'clock I fancied I heard a faint sound

of paddles close by, and luckily having my glasses

with me succeeded in making out three canoes

creeping up very quietly, in each of which a man
was standing up with a spear already poised trying
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to see if I were awake. I immediately shouted to

them to go back if they did not wish me to fire,

whereu^Don they quickly paddled away, and the rest

of the canoes, which were only on the other side of

the bank, followed suit and made off also. They did

not trouble me again that night, and when morning

broke there was no sign of them.

But a fresh cause for alarm now arose—the boat did

not come off, and I began to fear that the two men on

board the vessel had gone to sleep and been murdered,

in which case there was no chance for me ; for even if

successful in keeping off the natives I had very little

water and nothing to eat. Towards eleven o'clock a

canoe appeared, and on nearing the sandbank a man

stood up in it and hailed me, saying that he v/as a

friend and wanted to speak to me. As he held his

hands over his head to show that he had no arms I

allowed him to land, when he commenced lamenting

the wreck of the vessel, but I soon stopped his talking

in that way, telling him it was all gammon, that the

men from Matukanaputa had said the same thing the

night before^ and wanted to kill me afterwards by

way of showing their sympathy, and asked him if he

wished to do so also. ^' No," he said, " I have come

to talk ; the Matukanaputa men are no good : it is a

good thing you did not sleep last night or they

would have killed and eaten you : do not go to sleep

to-night : look out for your boat, they will kill the

man in. the boat, and then you have no water, and the

man on board has little water, and you cannot go to

him, and he cannot come to you, and they will catch
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you when you sleep, and they say that there is plenty

of wood here to cook you, and that they do not know

how white men taste. I replied that he was my
friend for telling me all this, and that if he would go

to Tobrian and tell him I wanted some large canoes

to take away my things I would give him a big

present, but he said he could not do that as the

Byning men would kill him if they found it out ; and

on my repeating the inducement he replied, " No,

no : the present is no good to a dead man ;
" so I had

to let him go away, after giving him a piece or two

of tobacco. Soon after this another canoe came up

manned by Matukanaputa men. One of them

hailed me for leave to come ashore and talk. Not

wishing to appear afraid of them I told him he

might come, which he did, accompanied by two or

three others, and carrying a coil of rope in his hand,

such as they generally use for catching turtle. I was

standing with my back to the boxes waiting for him

to come up, conjecturing at once what the rope was for.

" I have come," he said, " from Tobrian : is this canoe

large enough? come and look at it." Knowing

that he had not had time to go to Tobrian, and also

that he was a Matukanaputa m an, I was on the look-

out for him. I asked him what he wanted with the

rope in his hand. He looked very much confused,

and said, " For turtle
;

" and I told him that turtle

were not caught in the day-time, and made him

give me the rope, adding that if I caught him

there again T would shoot him, and that he had

better go at once if he didn't wish me to do so
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then. If I hadn't taken the rope from him, and

he could have got me to move from the boxes, one

of the other men would have rushed at me from

behind, and he then would have flistened me round

and round with the rope : they are very expert

at catching turtle in this manner. Just as he was

going off I caught sight of the boat returning ; the

man told me that they had had great difficulty in

getting some of the cargo out of the hold, and that

this had prevented his reaching the sandbank earlier.

I sent back for the other man, thinking it best that

we should all be together for the night.

Early in the morning both men started off well

armed to the vessel again for another load. No
sooner had they left the sandbank (it being yet

dark) than I observed some fifteen or twenty canoes

coming straight for it. Now the boat had brought the

swivel gim the night before, so I quickly mounted it

on a log and loaded it with a heavy charge and a

handful of bullets, and then lay down quietly and

waited for them to come up. Presently one of them

came quite close, nearer and nearer, very cautiously.

I clutched my firestick tightly, and laid the gun

straight ibr him. "But hold on," I thought; "this

fellow has come close to see if I am awake, and if I

sham to be asleep he will go back and they will all

come up, and give me a better chance of hitting

some one."' So I waited on quietly, and it turned

out just as I had expected ; the single canoe carefully

reconnoitred, but as I was lying behind the stump of

a tree they must have concluded that I was asleep,

R
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iox they went back to the rest, and then all advanced

together without making any noise. They had

evidently watched for the boat to go away and

then thought to catch me asleep. On they came, my

fingers itched to apply the firestick to my gun ;
" but,

let them get a little closer," I thought. I could see

a man in each canoe standing up to try and catch a

sight of me. " A little closer, so that some of them

can't escape." As they came I levelled. " A little

closer/' so, " now for them !
" and down went the

firestick—bang !—and then the most awful row I

ever heard proceeded from the canoes, and they

were off so quickly that I had no time to give

them another dose. Whether any were killed or

wounded I never discovered.

At daylight our boat returned, and the men

brought me news that the natives had been on

board the vessel and destroyed everything, breaking

up even the compasses and side-lights, and throwing

everything they did not want overboard, and had

killed poor old Eover and taken his body away to eat.

That day we were left in peace, and we built a

tent out of some of the sails that we had saved from

the wreck ; but the following day, about eleven

o'clock, we saw a large number of canoes coming

from the mainland, and we accordingly prepared to

give battle. They came on, however, without any

hesitation until within about a hundred yards of the

sandbank, when one canoe advanced without any

arms, and one of the natives asked leave to come

on shore, calling out at the same time that it was
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Taloiig', a young snb-cliief, wliom I Iviiew belonged to

Tobrian ; so I allowed him to land, and lie told me
that he had been sent by Tobrian to take myself and

my thing's to Materbert. 1 had some misgivings about

this message, as some of the men with him were

Matukanapiita men ; but I knew that Talong was to

be relied upon, and, as our boat could not carry half

the things, thought it best to chance it ; so I left the

rifles with the two men, and told them to come on in

the boat as soon as they could load it, and after

distributing the greater part of the goods in the

canoes, took my revolver and started off in Talong's

canoe. All went well until we got close in to the

mainland, when first one canoe made for the shore,

then another, and so on until they had nearly all

gone upon the beach. I turned round to Talong,

who was steering my canoe, and asked him, •' Why
don't those men come on in their canoes ? " He said

they were hungry, and that it was too hot; they

would go on again at night. " That's all gammon,"

I replied :
" tell them to come on at once." He

went on shore to tell them this, and it was evident

that they were having a very excited discussion.

Presently he came back to the canoe and said, " They

want you to go on shore, and have something to eat,"

and then he added in a whisper, " Don't go ; they will

kill you ; let us go to ^laterbert quick, and get some

big canoes, and come and fight these men and get

back your things." Seeing that he was very much

excited, and trembling all over, and knowing there

was no time to be lost, T told him to jump in and

R 2
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paddle as fast as he could for Cape Lambert. He was

not long in complying with my injunctions, his men

paddling as if for their lives. No sooner did the

others see that we were escaping, than ten canoes

started in pursuit, yelling like demons. On we went,

Talong's men doing their utmost ; but in spite of all

their exertions it became evident in about half-an-

hour that they were gaining upon us. Every now

and then a man in one or other of the pursuing

canoes would stand up, and then either a spear or a

stone would come with a whir or splash close

alongside us. However, I would not fire yet,

although Talong kept urging me to do so, for the

canoe was moving too much for me to get a steady

aim, and I had not any ammunition to throw away.

Nearer and nearer they came, and the stones from

their slings were coming unpleasantly close. I

raised the revolver, and resting it on my arm let fly

at the leader. One man dropped his arm and paddle

together, struck somewhere about the shoulder.

When our fellows saw this they raised a great shout

of triumph; but the others, not at all disconcerted,

pushed on with even more vigour than before. The

revolver went up again ; this time they were con-

siderably nearer, and I had just covered the steerer

of the leading canoe, when Talong called out, " Mr.

Powell, Mr. Powell, a big boat, look !
" Just as I

turned my head to look a stone passed within a few

inches of me, and struck the man behind me in the

back, knocking him over into the bottom of the canoe,

where he lay apparently badly hurt. Most provi-
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dential then was the appearance of the boat upon

tlie scene. Our pursuers very soon caught sight of

it also, and made off as fast as they had come.

We were not long in reaching our deliverer, wliich

turned out to be one of Messrs. Grodefroy's traders'

boats from a long way to the eastward. It had come

round Cape Lambert, the furthest point that a boat

has ever been in that direction, this one never having

been so far before, so that altogether it w^as a most

fortunate escape. I soon explained matters to the

white trader, and then we made sail and pulled after

the I'etreating canoes ; but on reaching the mainland

found only empty boxes and canoes, the natives

1 laving taken away everything up into the bush with

them, and as it would be useless to try and follow

them without a strong party, we went off to look for

my boat. This we shortly came up with, and then

made sail for the traders' station. Thus I lost

nearly everything of the anthropological collection

made in this side of the island— I had but a few thingso
left—the large assortment of land and sea conchology

that I had been carefully getting together for Dr.

Cox, of Sydney, my tame animals, in fact everything

but my log sketches and field books, so that my
survey work was saved. Luckily I had sent a large

collection to Sydney, of clubs, spears, &c. However,

I am thankful that my life was spared.

I was not long in getting round to Nodup, and

from thence I crossed to Duke of York, Avhere I

found the Renard man-of-war schooner, Lieut. Com-

mander Richards, wlio curiously happened to be
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an old schoolfellow and shipmate of mine, and he

kindly promised me a passage to Sydney. In

respect to Lieutenant Richards and his sub. Tipping,

I cannot close this without saying how kind and

generous they were ; indeed no words can express the

gratitude that I have for all they did for me.
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APPENDIX

Notes ox New Ireland.

(1.) Of New Ireland I had intended to speak more fully,

but when I came to condense what I know of this most

interesting place I found that in reality I know but very

little about it, and even that little I am not at all sure in

my own mind is j)roperly authenticated. However, there

are a few things that there can be no doubt about, and one

of these is, that they are cannibals. It is, of course, very

difficult to say positively what may have been the origin

of cannibalism, but as far as I can judge, and the native

statements seem to bear it out, one of the causes of it is,

that at one time these islands were subject to a great

drought and famine, and it was then that, in order to

maintain life, cannibalism was resorted to : this sounds

plausible. Moreover, in New Guinea but very few tribes

are known to practise it, and those that do are, I believe,

only to be found on the Gulf of Papua, and are undoubtedly

the lowest races in New Guinea so far as known at present.

It is probable, therefore, that they may have learnt the

practice from the natives of the York Peninsula, North

Australia, with whom I have little doubt they at one time

had considerable intercourse—besides, it is very much
despised by other tribes.

It would be a very improbable thing that a drought

would affect the whole of New Guinea, and therefore the
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natives in that part, affected by the famine, would be able

either to buy provisions from those not so afflicted, or to

go and pillage for it—at any rate they would be able to

sustain life without resorting to cannibalism. Of course

in Australia things are very different : there never is food

enough in one single place to support a tribe, therefore they

are nomads ; and should a drought occur in their district, all

the animals, on which they mainly depend for subsistence,

disappear from that part, and leave them no other means of

living but by cannibalism ; or, again, in order to obtain the

necessary animal food, they have to travel until they find

some part unaffected by the drought. Here also other tribes

have assembled for the same cause ; they immediately fight

for the right of hunting, and being famished with hunger

eat the bodies of their victims.

It no doubt originated also in some cases in the un-

governable hatred and feeling of revenge of one man
against another. Not content with killing him, he proceeds

to eat his " tongue and heart," ^ and to smear himself with

the kidney fat. This may have been so in some few

instances, no doubt, but the former cause seems the most

likely.

It is not therefore improbable that in comparatively

small islands like New Britain and New Ireland drought

was the origin, and once having begun this terrible practice

revenge kept it up. Moreover, I can state, on the authority

of a cannibal chief, that having once indulged in the fright-

ful repast it is very difficult to leave it off. He explained

it by saying that " Human flesh was better than pig, turtle,

fish, or fowls ; and that white men were fools and did not

know what was good."

(2.) In New Ireland, on the death of any member of a

well-to-do family, one of the men of the same family goes to

^ This expression is made use of in parts of Australia at the present

(lay, and would seem to mean that the heart was eaten to show contempt,

niid the tongue because of the things spoken against the eater. 'J'hc kidney

fat is to obtain the strength of the victim in addition to his own.
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the bush tribe that live in the Eossel Mountains, and obtains

a carved chalk figure, of either a man or a woman accord-

ing to the. sex of the deceased, with which he returns to

his village and with great secrecy gives it to a chief whose

particular business it is to receive it. It is then placed in

a small " mortuary chapel " * (I hardly know what else to

call it) that is built inside another iiouse, and is decorated

with all manner of variegated plants, in company with other

figures of the same description, where it remains (for how

long I do not know). This curious practice arises out of a

superstition with respect to the spirit of the departed, in

which they believe that the ghost must have some habita-

tion on earth, or it will haunt the survivors of its late

family, to work them some mischief ; they therefore place

this figure for the spirit to go to, as its late tenement is

decomposed in the earth or sea, according to the place of

burial. Women are never allowed to go near or look upon

these figures, it being death for them to do so.

The chalk of which these figures are composed, and which

is found at the top of the Eossel Mountains, is, I believe, one

of the only, if not the sole deposit of chalk formed in the

South Pacific.

(3.) There is a very curious habit in New Ireland of

placing a young girl on her attaining a marriageable age

in a sort of cage built within the house where she is living,

wreaths of scented herbs being bound round her waist and

neck. The cage is generally built with two floors, and it is

on the upper one that the young lady resides. Being very

small there is only room for her to lie down or sit, but not

sufficient to stand up in; the lower floor is occupied by

either an old woman or a little child. This lasts for about

a month, the young lady only being allowed out of her

somewhat uncomfortable dwelling at night time. It is

impossible to say what the meaning of this custom is.

Some have told me that it is to honour her attaining

womanhood, in the same sense that we make a feast, &c., on

'^ t>ec Frontid[iiLCc.
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a man attaining his majority. But be this as it may, I am of

opinion there is something else behind which I have never

been able to discover.

(4.) The New Ireland money is quite of a different

character to that of New Britain, as it is formed of a small

bivalve shell, of which a number are pierced and strung on

a piece of twine, being chipped until quite small, when they

are rubbed smooth and circular with pumice-stone ; these

strings of money measure for one length from nipple to

nipple on a man's breast, and are of a yellowy pink colour.

Ten lengths are the price of a fair-sized pig.

(5.) The women * in New Ireland have a small dress

composed of grass, worn both before and behind, which is

stained a bright red colour and kept in place by a plaited

string round the waist, that is tied just above the hip on

one side. The men are naked, as in New Britain.

(6.) The implements of war in New Ireland are much the

same as those used in Duke of York, which have been

described.

(7.) There is little doubt in my own mind that the in-

habitants of New Ireland are the same race of people as

those of Gazelle Peninsula in New Britain, as their

language is somewhat similar, as will be seen by the

vocabulary at the end, but are not the same race as those

of Spacious Bay or those from Open Bay to the West. They

are also similar to the natives of the Solomon Islands.
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Notes on New Britain.

(8.) When burying their dead the New Britain natives

generally place those of little note in a sitting posture on a

reef at low water, where they will on the tide rising be taken

away by the sharks, but often they are put into a canoe and

placed under ground. When a chief dies his body is laid

out in his canoe with scented herbs lying on him, his

nearest kin then make a great feast and invite all the

neighbouring chiefs and tribes, upon which occasion they

present to each visitor a fathom of taboo or shell money,

after which the body is covered with cocoa-nut mats and

raised up to its resting-place on the forked branches of two

trees ; then the dancing begins, and is kept up with great

vigour all night by the light of blazing fires, and for several

nights in succession, drums being beaten in accompaniment

to the singing of the dancers. In " singing " they do not

use words, but merely sounds.

The talking man of the late chief goes round to each

visitor and proclaims his many virtues. The feasting and

dancing is generally terminated by something being thrown

violently out of the dead chief's canoe into the assembled

crowd ; the one whom it hits is said to be sure to die soon.

After some time the canoe is taken down and buried, but in

some districts the succeeding chief, who is the eldest son of

the eldest sister of the deceased, takes the head, wrapped in

banana leaves, and places it in his hut.

(9.) New Britain wives are always held responsible for

anything that is lost or stolen from the house, not the

actual thief, as the natives say with some show of sense,

that they cannot have been looking out properly or it would

not have happened. Woi^ien are never entrusted with any

secret, as there is a proverb amongst them that " a woman's

tongue is hung with a double joint."
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(10.) Torches for fishing at night or travelling through

the bush are made of dried cocoa-nut leaves tied together.

(11.) In the villages of New Britain the strictest sani-

tary laws prevail. All oflfal is removed by the women, and

either thrown into the sea, or if in the bush buried some

distance away. All market places and cleared spaces in a

village are swept every day in order to clear them of dead

leaves, sticks, &c., which might hurt the feet of the dancers

or harbour insects.

(12.) In New Britain, Duke of York, as well as New
Ireland, there is a method of talking when they do not wish

to be understood by any stranger. It appears to be a different

dialect at each place, but it is common in this, that it is

chanted in a sort of falsetto voice, and is apparently cut up

into a rough kind of rhythm, in which all the smaller words

are left out, and is extremely difficult to understand.

(13.) The names of New Britain men are generally taken

from some animal or trees, such as " Aukin," a wallaby, or

" Dewai," wood—more generally they are called after some

relation or chief ; but though the derivations of the names

are often difficult to trace, they are nearly always corrup-

tions of the name of something strong, active, or grand.

There are exceptions, as for instance the name of a. chief at

Kubakadaie, " Tor Long Long,"" " Tor " signifying chief or

Mr,, and " Long Long " fool, though I should have said he

was anything but that. I therefore surmise that there has

been very probably two meanings to " Long Long," in the

same way that there is in the expression, " Don't make an

ms of yourself," or " Don't be a goose" but which second

meaning has been dropped, as in the case of our English

names " Smith," " Whitehead ;
" and here we do not expect

to see a blacksmith or any kind of smith in trade, neither

do we necessarily exj)ect to see a gentleman with white hair

when Mr. Whitehead is announced. It is, as I said before,

difficult to discover the meaning or derivation of manv
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names, but there can be no doubt that they arose originally

from some act or thing associated with the man's life.

Sometimes it is from some expression of the mother's
;

perhaps she says, " He is as strong as a young tree," or " as

straight as a bamboo," or, again, " as heavy as a stone." He
will then be called either " young tree," " baml)oo," or

"stone." In the case of the women the same arguments

apply, except that they are generally named after flowers.

birds, or butterflies.

(14.) The natives of New Britain, as well as those of Duke
of York and New Ireland, would put to shame most people

in Europe in their wonderful knowledge of natural history.

There is no beast, bird, reptile, fish, or insect of which

they do not know the distinctive name as well as that

applying to the class to which it belongs, having also a

general term for the whole species. For instance, take a

caterpillar
;
you ask a native what its name is, he will tell

you, " It is a caterpillar, changing to a moth, a tree-borer,

a cocoon spinner." Or a beetle, that " It is a beetle, larva

eats oftal, nymph buries in the earth." He will give you all

this information as though it were one name. In the case

of an animal, say a flying squirrel— " It is a Dirra-dirra
"

(the sound it makes), " lives on fruit, springs from tree to

tree at night, and brings forth its young." Even the young

lads seem to know the name of the smallest insect ; but if

they should happen to be asked one that they do not know

they turn to the nearest man, who at once supplies the

information.

(15.) There is one kind of animal in New Britain that has

always baflied me—it is a creature that shows a most

brilliant phosphorescent light at night, and which is

generally to be found in an old tree. I have tried to

approach it, but on coming within a few yards of it its

light disappears. I have hunted the spot where it was seen

without success ; I have tried shooting it both with shot, as

well as a piece of chalk, to mark the exact spot, but always
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without success, and have had to give it up in despair. The

natives are very frightened of it, and call it " Toberan-

quarhurra." I can only account for this curious phenomenon

by supposing it to be either a phosphorescent beetle or

lizard ; the natives know nothing whatever as to its origin.

(16.) It is the custom in New Britain to blacken the

teeth ; this is done on a youth's attaining man's estate, and

although the teeth have already been much discoloured by

the process of chewing betel-nut, it is considered the correct

thing to stain them with the juice of a certain plant that

makes them perfectly black ; this is not necessary for women,

but their" teeth become black by chewing betel-nut in

course of time. In fact the mouth of a New Britain man or

woman is not a pleasant sight at any time, for the juice of

the betel-nut always clings to their lips and gives an

appearance as of constantly spitting blood. It is, however, a

considerable breach of etiquette not to partake of it when

offered.

(17.) In the New Britain language there are some words

that bear a curious affinity to those of civilised or other

nations ; for instance, take the native word " a -pup,"

meaning a dog. This would be easily accouDted for were

dogs not indigenous to these islands, as for instance in the

Mortlock Islands, where they were introduced only a few

years ago. When the natives first saw dogs they heard the

sailors call them, saying, " Come here !
" " Come here !

" and

dogs in these islands have since gone by the name of a

" Come-yere." But dogs are as indigenous to New Britain as

dingoes are to Australia, there being but one breed common
to both New Ireland and New Britain, and they are unable

to bark ; I cannot therefore account for it except as a curious

coincidence.

(18.) I have come to the conclusion that in these islands

one of the most primitive forms of language is to be found.

Protected as they are from the Malay Archipelago by the
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great barrier of New Guinea, and far enough removed from

the Polynesian and Micronesian groups as to have been

practically inaccessible from them, they can therefore have

had little intercourse with any outsiders, save from the north-

east coast of New Guinea on one side and the Solomon Islands

on the other, both of which are comparatively unknown and

equally primitive places, though not so inaccessible, owing

to their lying closer to the other islands of the Pacific, and

consequently not so likely to have retained in its purity the

language of their first ancestors. I therefore here take the

opportunity of comjmring the method of counting in these

islands with some of the more ancient forms of figures

extant ; I do not claim that their manner of counting is at

all peculiar to these people, for that would be absurd,

knowing as we do that all savage races make use of the

hands and feet for the purpose ; but I do contend that here

it is their own, not introduced from elsewhere, and therefore

may be considered as primitive and not an improvement on

a still earlier form, the necessity to find a system for

counting having occurred, of which this was the immediate

and since unaltered result.

Let us now take the word " five "
; it is in New Britain " a

lima," this being the word for a hand. Dr. Tylor tells us

in his Anthropology that this is also the case with the

Tamanacs of the Orinoco, as well as in other places in a less

direct manner. He also gives us the old Malay word (precisely

the same) " lima," which now is used as the word five, but

formerly meant hand. Moreover, the word is common to

the whole of Melanesia, still signifying five, though in

many cases the meaning " hand " has been drojiped, as in

the case of the ]Malays, which would seem to suggest their

being of common descent. The New Britain counting

begins with the little finger of the left hand, and so on to

the thumb, calling each finger by name ; this begins again

on the right hand, only each finger is called the pair of the

corresponding finger on the left hand, thus : left hand, tikai

(little finger), urua (third finger), otul (second finger), ivat

(first finger), a lima (thumb) ; right hand, lip tikai (little
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finger), lov-urua (third finger), lov-otule (second finger),

(lov-ivat (first finger), tur a lim (thumb). Taking one

instance, the first finger of the left hand, corresponding to

four with us, is " ivat," and the same finger on the right

NEW BRITAIN— TUR A LIM, SIGNIFYING TEN SEPARATE ARTICLES.

hand, which would correspond to our nine, "lov-ivat," is

simply the pair of four, which with us would be eight, but

is in reality nine ; tur a lima—or short, tur a lim—means

ten separate articles (Fig. 1) ; ten in a bunch is ave nun, or

Y\%. 2.

n
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TEN.

both hands together, the fingers interlaced. The word " urua

tan-ivat," the New Britain for twenty, is made up from

the elementary numbers two, four, and five, urua, ivat,

and a lim ; the latter number being understood in ordinary

conversation. The composition of the word being " two sets
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(of things, in wliicli two sets, together there are) four

fives ;
" so that the whole wouhl read urua, two ; tan, sets

;

ivat, four ; a lim, five.

Dr. Tylor again, in his excellent little work, which I

might almost call the handbook of Anthropology, tells us

Fig.

ANCIENT ASSVRIAN TEN.

that there is inefi'aceable proof that the numerals arose out

of the primitive counting on fingers and toes. Let us first take

two instances of characters which he gives in his book

—

ancient Egyptian first. The ten here is in the form of a

Roman arch (Figure 2) ; here one can surely trace two hands

h
ANCIENT ARABIC FIVE.

together, the tips of the fingers touching, as may be seen at

the present time amongst some tribes of Melanesia when

expressing ten. Again, take ancient Assyrian (Figure 'S) : this

also expresses ten. Here are the two hands again, as may be

seen in some tribes of Melanesia with the hands together,

S
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fingers extended in front of the body. In ancient Arabic

five is represented thus (Figure 4). Here again, tliough

perhaps more obscure, is the closed fist of the left hand,

fi?. 6.

NEW BRITAIN—TIKAI.

ROMAN .... I.

NEW BRITAIN—URUA.
ROMAN .... II.

thumb extended, and it is from this numeral that our " 5 " is

obtained.

Take another instance, the old Koman numerals, i,, ii., in.,

Fig. Fig, 8.

NEW BRITAIN OTUL.
ROMAN .... III.

NEW BRITAIN—IVAT.
ROMAN .... IIII

ini., v., VI., VII., VIII., villi., X. (Figs. 5-14). Here may be seen

the whole of the fingers of each hand, " one " corresponding to

the little finger of the left hand, and so on until five, which

is represented as our " v.," and no doubt was taken from the
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V sliapo of the thumb when extended with all the fingers

touching (Figure 9). The numerals were then continued by

adding to the v on the left hand the fingers of the right

Fiff. 10.

NEW BRITAIN A-LIMA.
ROMAN .... V.

NKW BRITAIN—LIP-TIICAI.

ROMAN .... VI.

in succession until ten is reached, when the two hands were

clasped together, fingers interlaced, from which arose the x

(Figure 14). This seems very conclusive, and I have little

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

NEW BRITAIN—LOV-URUA.
ROMAN .... VII.

NEW BRITAIN—LOV-OTUL.
ROMAN ... VII 1.

doubt that in future times had these people of New Britain

been left to develop, unaffected by external influence, that

their numerals would have assumed a form similiar to these,

^ 9
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other tribes of the sarae race adopting other forms, but the

same fundamental method of numeration.

I cannot enter fully into the subject here, but I have little

doubt that the numbers of every ancient, and therefore

modern, nation may be traced to the one origin. No doubt

it is a subject that has been fully worked out before, but I

cannot help introducing it here, and by this means, in some

small degree, connecting the present with the ancient

savage.

In counting days or moons, or even numbers of bunches of

cocoa-nuts, &c., these natives always use a piece of twine or

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

NEW BRITAIN LOV-IVAT.

ROMAN .... Villi.

NEW BRITAIN—AVE-NttX.
ROMAN .... X.

bark, in which they place the requisite number of knots.

I observed an improvement on this at one place to the

westward, which was a necklace made with ten twine

pendants on which were worked a number of movable

Turk's-head knots. If wishing to remember the number

of anything it was only necessary to slide the requisite

number of knots to the upper part of the pendant next the

throat, where they would be kept in j)lace by a small slipknot

tied in the twine below them : this shows that advance of

culture is even now taking place amongst these islanders.

(lU.) It is to my mind worthy of notice how phonetic the
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language in these islands is—instance ]iok-rok, a frog. This

is the exact imitation of the sound produced by the frog,

and when some thousands of them are all croaking together,

one can shut one's eyes and fancy oneself in a boiler factory,

or on board a ship, where a large number of hands have

been turned on to caulk the deck.

Caka-ru-ku, a fowl, is also a good imitation of the cry

peculiar to that bird. There are also sounds of comparison,

if I may call them so; thus, ai ap is New Britain for fire;

it also signifies quickness in movement ; thus one would say,

" Nakabea Ai-ap Ai-ap " (" Give me fire quickly "). This is

undoubtedly taken from the rapidity with which fire moves,

although, there is the word " Alut," also signifying quickness
;

they are sometimes used together, but Ai-ap is always used

as the superlative, thus :
" Nu-on-ati alut pumpum Ai-ap "

—

literally, " Come quick, quicker, quickest," or corresponding

to our " Come as quick as lightning."

(20.) There are some curious laws about prostitution. Any
woman who has no relations living can become a prostitute,

but will not have to be avenged by her tribe in the case of

her being killed. If any man should afterwards take her

for a wife, she will then have equal rights with other

women. It is not considered degrading to a woman to be a

prostitute, except so far as her not having any one to care

for her. No woman that has a father or mother living can

become one unless by their consent, but this is often given.

If, however, she becomes one without their consent she is

liable to be killed by any of her relations, as she was

probably intended as a wife for a man in some particular

family, or it may have been that she had been bought as

wife for a chief. There is a drum beaten on certain nights

for all prostitutes to go out into the bush, where they are

chased by the young unmarried men. This is called " Lu-

Lu," a term applied to the women themselves, or to anything

connected with the custom. I believe, but am not certain,

that any children that may be the result of this are killed ; I

cannot feel sure about it as I could never get any one to

tell me that I could rely upon, but I think their reticence
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goes a considerable way towards proving this to be a fact, for

were it not so there would be no cause for silence.

(21.) With respect to the so much vexed question of the

murders of white men by natives in the South Sea Islands, I

am of opinion that it arises from two causes. First, though

not perhaps as much as some people state, by acts of

violence by white men on the natives, who retaliate, either

against the offender, or the next white man that comes to

the spot ; and secondly, from the incontrollable avarice of

the natives, augmented in many cases by returned labour

from Australia. In the first case I have little doubt, from

my own observations, substantiated by statements made by

natives themselves, and by careful inquiry amongst the

white traders as well as missionaries, that these abuses by

whites have been much exaggerated. I am not in any way

wishing to exonerate or shield those that are to blame, but

to give a fair and impartial view of the facts of the case.

Undoubtedly cases have occurred, and I fear that they have

been far from few, but are not to be compared in number with

those committed by natives on white men. Take the case

of Bishop Paterson or of Captain Goodenough ; I take these

cases simply because they are better known. It has been

stated in each of these that they were murdered out of

retaliation for the depredations of some trader who had been

at the same places previously. When the authority of this

. statement is examined it falls to the ground, as it appears

that no one can say in either case who or what trader it

was, and if they cannot tell this how can they say that such

was the case ?

Now let us take the character of natives as a rule, and

not only their character but their education. In character

they are avaricious to the last degree, they are also

treacherous, and the passion for killing is often so strong in

them that I have been told by natives themse'ves not to

walk in front of them when they were armed, lest this

feeling should get the better of them, and they might do

me an injury. Of course this is not so strong a feeling with
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some as with others, but I believe it to be more or less

natural to all, especially the wilder and more savage tribes.

Moreover, from infancy they have been brought up to carry-

ing arms and to consider every stranger as an enemy, either

openly or covertly, A man without arms they despise and

look down upon as being no warrior, and if he be a stranger

all the more do their feelings rise against him. They know
no better, and the difficulty seems to be with civilized

people that they cannot place themselves in imagination in

the position of one of these natives ; could they do this they

would understand their nature better, and there would be

less nonsense talked about the poor ignorant savage, the

victim of the designing trader.

As for the trader himself the idea seems very general

that he goes from place to place carrying war and blood-

shed with him. Now, in the name of common sense, which

is the most likely to benefit the trader, to be always

imposing upon and cheating these jDeople, and by this means

bringing about such strife and contention that it is not safe

for him to trade there any more, or by friendly and fair

means to obtain goods that anyhow he will make enormous

profit out of, and thus not risk his own life and the lives of

those with him, but continue to trade on friendly terms

wherever he goes ? I am fully aware that many quarrels

arise from misunderstandings perhaps of the language, or a

mistake as to intention, but I maintain that in nine cases

out of ten it is the native who takes the aggressive, not the

trader.

Again, there is in Australia what is called the labour

trade. Vessels go round the different islands having on

board a Government agent ; they obtain a number of young

men by agreement with the chiefs or the men themselves to

come to Australia to work at the plantations for three years.

They go, and in three years' time are returned to their

native island ; they have been just long enough with whites

to learn a lot of roguery, and they also pick up a little

knowledge about ships from their return voyage. They are

paid oft' from their late employers with clothes, knives.
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beads, and perhaps a musket, powder and shot ; they land on

their island, and all their friends come round and see what

they have got ; then the explanation follows that white

men have plenty of these things in their ships ; avarice is at

once aroused, and perhaps the next ship that calls at that

place is made the subject of an attack, the lately returned

labour (as they are called) giving advice as to how success

can be best obtained, for which their previous knowledge

duly qualifies them. Perhaps they succeed only too well,

and they attempt the same thing another time and

most likely succeed again ; other tribes hear of it and are

equally anxious to try their hand. A man-of-war is sent

down, all the natives decamp into the bush inland, and a few

houses are burnt (which perhaps is rather a charity than

otherwise, for sanitary reasons). Possibly Johnny or Jacky,

who can talk a little English and knows a great deal of

roguery, is captured and tells a sad story of how the white

men carried off the women, &c. He knows enough of white

men and has heard sufficient of a man-of-war to know this

story will go down ; he is rewarded by having a shirt and

tobacco given him, and is told to go and tell his people not to

attack white men's vessels, and he goes off to his tribe laugh-

ing in his sleeve (if he had one) and thinking what fools

these white men are, which opinion is fully echoed by the

remainder of his tribe.

It often occurs that the women are used as decoys instead

of being carried off in the ruthless manner described by

some people. I know of a case that is well authenticated

where the chief offered the captain his daughter to be his

woman. The captain, no doubt thinking to augment his

friendly relations and increase his trade, accepted ; a few

days afterwards he and nearly all his crew were brutally

murdered, a few escaping in a boat, the captain being struck

down by the very woman the chief had given him to wife.

I am not defending the morality of the captain's proceeding
;

I merely wish to show that this was a preconcerted plan to

plunder the vessel.

Another case, that of a well-known man who was
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murdered with his wife and child and the whole of his

crew simjily for the sake of plundering the vessel. He had

been trading for many years in these seas, and was always

considered a most upright man and very friendly with all

natives with whom he had any dealings. "When the news

of his death was brought to another island where he was

known, a chief came running to the missionary's house to

know if it was true, and when he heard that it was, his

grief was ungovernable, he beat his head on the ground and

cried out that he wanted to go and fight the murderers and

eat them all up, asking if it was far off, and begging the

missionary to get a ship and take him and his fighting

men to the place, that they might avenge his death. This

would not seem to show that the trader was otherwise

than a friend to natives. I could tell of many other such

cases—hundreds I might almost say.

But, again, there have been and undoubtedly are bad men

who trade in these islands, and who think very little of

committing any outrage on natives ; but these men, I am
glad to say, are getting fewer every year, and their acts of

violence are more often directed against other traders than

against the natives themselves (I shall give an instance of

this further on) ; but such acts in themselves set a terrible

example, that the natives are only too ready to profit by.

But, as I said before, such men as perpetrate these crimes

are getting scarce, thanks to the action of the Government

in sending men-of-war cruisers to these seas. Even in

the case of an outrage—carrying off a woman, or even kid-

napping a number of natives, which is almost impossible

now—I hope I shall not be misunderstood when I say

that the natives do not keep their resentment, or indeed

do not have so much resentment against the perpetrators

as we civilised people would be inclined to imagine. In

the first place, their lives are passed in one constant state

of defence against or aggression on other tribes ; they lose

many men and women in their own wars, by ambush,

treachery, or open fighting ; their lives are a continual

round of what we should consider the most horrible sights,
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but to which they are accustomed
;
yet I hold that no

punishment is too severe for white men who take advantage

of these poor creatures' misfortunes and barbarism to work

them harm, to say nothing of the unfortunates that they

kidnap, who may be benefited by the result, but most

likely are not. What I wish to explain by this statement

is, that the argument so often made use of to prove that a

murder was caused by an outrage formerly committed is

generally an exaggeration.

In a case where a quarrel arises over some trading

transaction, and when the natives and whites both get angry,

spears and bullets are exchanged, and it might be considered

unsafe for a man to venture on shore at this time ; but a

case of this sort has occurred to me, when I landed at the

very spot where a man had been shot in an affair of this

description and they were actually holding the funeral

obsequies of the dead man at the time—though of this I was

not aware until I reached the village—yet no man lifted a

hand to do me any harm ; and, so far as I could learn from

the natives, the fray was owing to the duplicity of a chief

who had stolen some trade and had not payed for it in

coj)ra. This led to a dispute, and the natives had thrown

spears, which had been answered by shots from the traders'

boat ; and this man had unfortunately been shot, yet I did

not hear a word mentioned about revenge. I also am fully

j)ersuaded that the chiefs care more for the trade that the

white men bring in the course of business than for the

death of a good many of their own people. Thus I have

come to these two conclusions : first, that the labour trade

is strongly to be condemned as far as the South Seas are

concerned, and also that the trader is more often sinned

against than sinning.

In saying this I allude more particularly to the New
Hebrides, Santa Cruz, Soloman, New Ireland and New
Britain, though I am glad to say the two latter have been

so far comparatively free from labour trade. Whilst

making these remarks on this subject I may state that my
observations extended over a period of nearly seven years

;
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and I can conscientiously say that I have oncleavoiirecl to

get as near the right solution of this question as possible

without bias, and feel sure that if the natives were brought

to see that it was more to their interest to be friendly, by

receiving a swift punishment for the unprovoked attacks

on trading vessels, that in a short time no more outrages

would be heard of on their side ; at the same time let there

be an equally swift punishment for any white man against

whom it can be proved that he has acted in an oppressive or

illegal manner against any natives ; but by all means let

their punishments be real, not fictitious, as they generally

have been. This might easily be accomplished had captains

of men-of-war cruising in these seas more power given them

to act on the spot.

" Severity," as Dr. Johnson said, " is the way to govern

men, yet is not the way to mend them ;
" but in this case

they require governing before it is possible to mend them.

There is one more thing I would urge : that the languages

spoken by these natives should be collected as far as possible,

and that a book in which they are collectively printed

should be placed at the disposal of the captains of men-of-

war cruising among these islands, in order that they may be

less at the mercy of a one-sided interpreter. This would

be an immense help to justice and trade, as well as of equal

value to the scientific world, and would not be so hard to

obtain as might be imagined.

I now will give a short account of a case that occurred

in these islands that came under my immediate knowledge,

but which I am very thankful to say was not enacted by

Englishmen, I omit names for obvious reasons.

A few years ago there was in Cambria, New Britain, a

trader whom we will call J . He was trading for a Ger-

man firm, having signed an agreement to do so with the firm's

accredited agent in these-parts, whose name shall be Captain

L . J had been trading in this spot but a short time

when he was foully murdered by the natives, but his wife (a

Samoan woman) was taken on board Captain L 's vessel.

It was even then rumoured amongst the few whites who
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were at that time near the place that Captain L had

something to do with the murder, as he took no notice of the

theft of a large quantity of trade goods which were stolen

from J 's house at the time of his murder ; and, although

knowing well who the culj)rits were, never demanded their

restitution, or took any notice of the crime committed. A
year or so later one of Captain L 's traders, a half-caste,

to be called in future K , murdered another trader of the

same firm in these islands, in a boat, by beating him to death

with the stone ballast, whilst in a state of intoxication ; but

for this K was not punished in any way by Captain

L , but was still employed as trader, for Captain L 's

own purposes. A little later an English seaman that had been

on board Captain L 's vessel was missing, Captain L
himself making all sorts of anxious inquiries about him

amongst the natives and other white men, missionaries, &c.,

as to whether they had seen or heard anything of him. It

afterwards transpired from natives and others that this sea-

man had some earrings that Captain L 's Samoan wife was

anxious to buy. On Christmas Eve it appears that Captain

L gave his men several bottles of spirits to keep Christ-

mas with, by which means the crew were rendered more or less

intoxicated. It was then that the before-mentioned seaman

went aft to Captain L 's wife, and offered her the earrings

on condition that she consented to certain improper proposals

he made her ; she told this to Captain L , who ran up and

knocked the man down with an iron belaying-pin ; the sea-

man, on recovering his senses, drew an unloaded revolver,

and in his drunken state threatened to shoot Captain L
,

whereupon he was knocked down again from behind by one

of the mates. When he recovered the second time he was

told to go on shore, which he did, having been somewhat

sobered by the rough treatment he had received. As soon as

he was gone Captain L—— sent K with a message to

certain chiefs on shore that this seaman was to be murdered,

and that he would pay them when it was done. This, by their

own confession, these chiefs accomplished only too well,

taking the body out to sea in a canoe with a heavy stone
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attached, and sinking it. After some months a man-of-war

schooner arrived at Duke of York, K having been in

the meantime placed on a new station in New Ireland ; but,

coming over to Duke of York for some medicine from the

mission, and hearing that an English man-of-war was there,

he was frightened in consequence of his having murdered the

trader, as before stated, and turned back. Captain L how-

ever heard that he had been over, and also believing that he

had been to the man-of-war, came to his station and accused

him of it, saying, " You have been carrying stories of me to

the man-of-war ;
" and, when K said he had not, told him

he " lied." Captain L then said, " I want to ask you a

question : what do you know about J ? K answered,

" I do not know much." " Then," said Captain L ,
" what

do you know about, the English seaman ? " (mentioning his

name). K—— answered, getting angry, " I know you paid the

natives to kill him." " Very well," said Captain L ,
" I will

stop your telling any more tales about me." He then seized up
a loaded musket that was standing near, with the intention of

shooting K ; but K was too quick for him, and

wrenched it out of his hand ; and in the scuffle that ensued

Captain L pushed K out of the house, and shut the

door. K , having the rifle in his hand, fired through the

door at Captain L , who was standing against it, and shot

him dead.

Some of this was gathered from the natives, and the rest

was told by K when a prisoner. I have met other captains

of the same firm, and never wish to meet more gentlemanly,

pleasant men. This account needs no comment; but I am
thankful to say that such cases are very rare, yet where

they have existed the example to natives is a terrible one.

Though in this instance I am inclined to think that the

natives who took part in it were fully impressed by the

sequel, as also by the arrest of K , to assist in any such

thing again.

(22.) There is a fact well worth mentioning with respect

to carrying dogs on board a vessel in these parts otherwise
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than the mere fact of their use as a watch. It is that they

are very sensitive of an approach of land or reefs ; and I

found that whenever our dogs began to sniff over the side

it was a sure sign of there being a reef not far off; and not

only that, but they will continue to do this until the danger

is a long way off. They will detect the smell of a reef even

at night whilst asleep, and will awake and run to the side

of the vessel and whine, so that they are of as much use

as a lead is in other places, for many reefs here are so steep

to, that the lead is no guide.

[From the Proceedings of the Zoohgical Societij of London,

June 15, 1880.]

'Field Notes on the Morroop {Gasuarins hennetti) of New
Britain,' by Wilfred Powell.

The interior of the northern peninsula of New Britain is

composed of high table-land and grassy plains of considerable

area. It is on these plains that the cassowary of this

island {Casuarius hennetti) is mostly to be found. These

birds are generally seen moving slowly along in the high

grass, with their heads just showing above it. The plains

appear to be their feeding ground, as they are rarely seen

in the bush during the day-time. They are gregarious in

their habits, travelling in flocks of three or four ; I have

sometimes seen as many as seven in a flock together.

"When in motion they always go in Indian file, with the cock

bird leading. They do not seem to advance over the

ground very quickly unless alarmed, when they travel with

marvellous rapidity, having a bounding motion, which is

not, in my estimation, very graceful. When they select a

place for their nests they do so usually in an open glade

that is well timbered, but without underscrub. Here they

scrape the earth together into a slight heap, with a depres-

sion in the centre. The nest is circular in form, about five

feet in diameter, the outside being raised about six inches

from the ground level. Here they lay their eggs, which
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are left to hatch by the heat of the sun. The natives, who
search for these nests, iu order to obtain the eggs for food

(which they consider a great delicacy, though I cannot say

I like them myself, their flavour being too strong), assure

me that they seldom find more than three at a time in one

nest, and that when the bird has laid one egg, it leaves the

nest for some days before returning to lay another ; whether

they lay eggs elsewhere in the meanwhile I cannot say.

The egg is about five inches long by three inches wide at

the broadest part, and is thickly mottled with delicate little

green spots.

The cassowary's food consists of lizards, frogs, fruits, nuts,

and it is also very fond of fish. Whilst in conversation

with a native one day, he told me that the pook-pook (or

crocodile) was very fond of cassowary's flesh, and often eats

them. It puzzled me very much to understand how it was

that the crocodile, who is so unwieldy in his movements on

shore, could possibly catch a bird of such swiftness. It

chanced that afterwards I witnessed an interesting occur-

rence that may very possibly account for it. I was one day

some little distance up a river in New Britain, sitting in my
little dingy, fishing (the boat and myself being practically

hidden by bushes) ; I saw a morroop (cassowary) come down
to the water's edge, and stand for some minutes apparently

watching the water carefully ; it then stepped into the

river where the water was about three feet deep, and,

partially squatting down, spread its wings out, submerging

them, the feathers being spread and ruffled. The bird

remained perfectly motionless ; I also noticed that the eyes

were closed as .if asleep. It remained in this position for

fully a quarter of an hour, when, suddenly closing its wings

and straightening its feathers, it stepped out on to the bank,

where, shaking itself several times, a quantity of small

fishes fell from under the wings and from amidst the

feathers, which were immediately picked up and swallowed.

The fishes had evidently mistaken the feathers for a de-

scription of weed that grows in the water along the banks

of the rivers in this island, and very much resembles the
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feathers of the cassowary, and in which the smaller fish

hide to avoid the larger ones that prey on them, I think it

would have been very easy for a crocodile to seize the bird

whilst thus in the water. These birds generally go into the

thickest scrubs to sleep ; and, although I have never myself

seen them, I heard from the natives that the hen birds

sleep with their heads under their wings, lying down, and

that the male bird lies with his head stretched out along

the ground, probably to guard against surprise.

The method the natives adopt to catch them is to light

fires in a large circle of about a mile in circumference ift the

long grass on the plains, leaving one opening in the circle at

which are stationed several men armed with spears. The

fire is made to burn towards the centre of the circle by men
and women on the outside, who beat out with bushes all fire

likely to spread in any other direction ; this drives the

cassowaries that are within the circle to the opening, where

they are speared by the men stationed there for that

purpose. Another method is to place a rope (made of the

bark of a tree), with a running noose at one end and a loop

at the other ; round the nest, covering it with sand so as to

hide it. The native takes the other end (which has been

wound round his body) behind a tree, and waits for the bird

to come. When she is seated on the nest in the act of

laying an egg, he pulls the rope, and the noose catches the

legs of the cassowary ; he then runs with the other end to a

tree, and takes a round turn, which holds the bird in its

struggle to escape until it is quite tired out and helpless
;

he then despatches it with his spear. One man, when I was

in the Goonuu district (New Britain), met with his death in

the following peculiar manner, whilst waiting for a cassowary

to come to its nest. Having his rope already laid, he fell

asleep ; in the meanwhile the bird came to its nest and laid

its egg, but, when going away, got one of its legs entangled

in the noose. Thus the man who had the rope Avound

round his body was dragged along the ground, and, I

suppose, struck against a tree, which stunned or killed him.

Both the body of the man and the bird were found dead
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some days afterwards, still fastened together with the rope,

at some considerable distance from the nest.

The bones of the cassowary are used in many ways by

the natives, the leg-bones being prized to put on the butt

ends of spears to balance them ; others of the bones are used

for spatulas, knives, ko.. The feathers are made into head-

dresses and brushes for driving flies away. The sharp-

pointed claws from the toe are in one part of New Britain

used for points of spears, and are fastened on with wax,

which when the spear is imbedded in the body melts, so

that when the wooden part of the spear is drawn out the

horn point remains in the flesh.

These birds become quite domesticated and tame if

kept about a house, and will follow like a dog and feed

out of the hand. They have a peculiar cry, beginning

high, and coming down the scale about five notes. The

natives have adopted this cry as their war cry. The young

one makes a whistling noise ; also when feeding make a

chirping something like a chicken, only considerably

louder.

The young on leaving the egg is left to shift for itself,

and does not join a flock until it attains maturity ; which,

the natives tell me, takes about five years. The young bird

is far from pretty, being covered with a light brown down,

which grows darker as the bird ages, until it reaches the

rich black of the full-grown bird. The wings are .very

small in comparison to its size, having no pinion feathers,

but in their place four black spine quills, which the natives

prize to wear through the cartilage of the nose. The horny

comb on the head of the male bird is used by him for

pushing his way through the. thick scrub, which is very

dense in some places, being often composed of prickly palm

or a creeping cane which is covered with sharp thorns, and

which would, were it not for the comb, tear the head of the

bird.

It is a curious fact that there are no cassowaries in New
Ireland, it only being distant from New Britain thirty

miles, with Duke of York Island lying between them, which

T
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also lias no cassowaries on it. I saw some fossil footprints on

a large flat rock near the shore in New Ireland which

appear to me to be the marks of cassowaries feet, being those

of a large bird with only the three front toes, which, if

they should be cassowaries footprints, tend to show that

they must have been there at one time.

The flesh of the morroop is often eaten by the natives,

and the oil that is extracted from the fat is considered very

valuable as a remedy for rheumatism. Altogether the

cassowary is an extremely useful bird to the natives in

every way, and would form a most interesting study to the

naturalist.

COCOA-XUT SHELLS AND SLIP-NOOSE USED IN CATCHING SHARKS,

NEW BRITAIN,

These natives are excessively clever at catching sharks.

They do it in an altogether novel manner ; on looking into a

fishing canoe that is prepared for an expedition one sees a

pair of half-cocoanut shells with plaited twine handles

fastened through two holes at the back ; also a piece of strong

but light wood cut in the shape of a fish, about two feet six

inches long, by six inches broad in the widest place ; a

strong rope of cane or twisted bark is fastened by a toggle

through a hole near the head, and passes again through a

hols near the tail of this wooden fish, leaving a loop that

may be made any depth by drawing the rope through the

second hole—the rope is perhaps two fathoms in length.

On arriving at the fishing ground a native slips his hand
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through the loop at the Lack of the half-cocoaniit shells

(as we should a pair of cymbals) ; these he strikes and rubs

together under the water alongside his canoe, whilst

another native holds the noose with the wooden fish in

readiness. The noise made by the cocoanut shells attracts

any shark that may be near, and he comes up close along-

side the canoe to see what it is. The native with the noose

draws it out to the right size, and quickly slips it over the

head and fins, at the same time drawing it tight, and the

shark is a prisoner ; but it takes some time to tire him out,

and he often tows the canoe a long distance before he is

finally conquered and killed by spears. The natives say

that the noise made by the cocoanut shells is exactly

similar to that made by bonita fish when springing out of

the water, and it is this attracts the shark ; and on coming

up he is so anxious and greedy after prey that he is easily

caught. Usually the natives are successful, and bring in

several sharks, of which they are particularly fond. On the

other hand, they often get a canoe broken or upset when

tackling a large one, if great skill is not used in its

management.

(23.) The legends of these natives are very absurd and

impossible as a rule, and one can generally detect a true

story from a false one by the absence of exaggeration in the

former. If a native wishes to invent a story he dresses it

up with the most improbable adjuncts that he can possibly

command. One instance will be sufficient to illustrate this.

" At one time a woman was delivered of a son, who had such

a big head that every one was surprised ; he was able to

walk and talk as soon as he was born. One day, soon after,

his father killed a pig, part of which he hung up to the roof

of his house to keep it from the dogs whilst he and his wife

went out to work on a yam patch. On returning home he

found the piece of pig gone, and he asked his son where it

was. He said he didn't know, as he had been asleep most of

the time that they had been away. The next day the

father hung up some turtle, and on returning this was also
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gone ; also other natives who had left their huts complained

of losing food. This went on for some time, people losing

fish, pork, fowls and all manner of food. At last one day the

father and another man determined to watch, so they hung

up a piece of pork in each house, and the others went away

to work at the yams ; but the father and the other man hid

themselves where they could see all that was going on.

After the others had been gone a little time he saw his baby

son get up and shake himself; he then grew up to such a

size that his head touched the top of the house, when he seized

the piece of pork and swallowed it whole ; he then changed

into a lizard, and ran to the other man's dwelling, where he

again grew to the top of the house and ate the pork ; then

he changed into a rat and went to another house ; and so on.

The father and the other man having seen all this, ran to the

others and told them, whereupon it was decided to kill the

child, which they did, and burnt its body."

Very different to the foregoing however are their stories

of a race of men with tails ; also a race of little men repre-

sented as being about three feet high—of these their

accounts do not vary, and are consistent with what one

might suppose to be facts. For instance, these people are not

attributed with any supernatural propensities or gifts, but

are described as men like other natives, building houses and

carrying spears, &c. ; the only thing perhaps at all exagge-

rated about the story is that they make a hole in the ground

with a stick, when they sit down, for the tail to go into, because

the tails are unbendable, but even this seems to bear the stamp

of truth about it ; for had a native invented the story, he

would in all probability have made it a flexible one, as the

only other tails that they have any knowledge of are those

of the dog, cuscus, wallaby, cl^c, which of course are

flexible; therefore had this been a mere creation of ima-

gination it would probably have taken some such form as

this :
" that they had tails which trailed on the ground

behind them, and which they swung round them when
fighting, like a club." The fact of their tails being stiff

inclines me to believe that there has been a family with
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such an appendage at one time amongst them : indeed it is a

well-known thing that there was such a family in Austria.

However, although on the coast the natives are quite

confident as to where these people are situated, on going to

search for them they are always reported to have moved

somewhere else.

This story is told word for word the same in New Guinea,

which is curious, to say the least of it, though not by the

natives of the districts between Spacious and Open Bays, as

far as Cape Gloucester. It is confined to the Gazelle

Peninsula in New Britain, but is heard of again in New
Guinea, some two hundred miles distant. There is no such

story in New Ireland.

(2 k) In the volcanic portions of New Britain that

wonderful builder the megapode {Mef/cqwdius Haesheri)

dispenses with the huge mounds of vegetable matter and

earth that it usually accumulates to lay its eggs in—and

places them in the cracks and crevices on the sides of an

active volcano, where the pumice stone, being superheated

by steam and the fire below, supplies the place of the

warmth caused by the decaying vegetation.

(25.) It is curious to note how the active volcanoes of

New Britain seem to be entirely situated on the northern

side of the island. I will take them in rotation : first, " The
Mother "—extinct volcano, crater filled with fresh water,

two thousand four hundred and seventy feet high ; active

volcano immediately below it, with two extinct craters and

hot-water spring, all situated on the Blanche Peninsula.

Second, New Island, ten feet in height, crater filled with hot

salt water ; rose in one night during the eruption of the

active volcano on Blanche Peninsula (May 1878). Third,

Mount Beaiitemps Beaupre, one thousand eight hundred

feet high—extinct volcano situated in the centre of Gazelle

Peninsula. Fourth, Father and Sons—North Son, apparently

extinct, one thousand three hundred feet high ; Father,

active, four thousand feet high ; South Son, active, three
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thousand feet high. Fifth, Duportail Island—active, one

thousand feet. Sixth, numerous small volcanic craters,

apparently extinct, along the coast between Low Point and

Hummock Head. Seventh, Island Point and Two Peak

Mountain— extinct. Eighth, Willaumez, Eaoul, Gicquel and

Du Faure Islands—apparently extinct ; Cape Gloucester,

one mass of active craters, with several smaller craters along

the coast line from Cape Wilson to Cape Gloucester. Ninth,

Tupinier Island— active. Tenth, Eook Island—extinct.

Thus making a total of ten actual groups of volcanoes, more

or less active, whilst on the south side there is but one. Cape

Quoy ; and it is very doubtful to me if that has ever been a

volcano, but rather an upheaval. I have purposely omitted

the Byning Mountains, as there is no distinct crater to be

seen amongst them ; their very rugged appearance would

lead me to imagine that they also were the result of some

mighty convulsion when the earth was in the throes of

conception. It is a fact worthy of note that there is no

appearance of volcanoes, active or extinct, on New Ireland.

(26.) Before closing these necessarily slight notes of

these most interesting islands I should like to express

my earnest hope that the day is not far distant when an

expedition will be fitted out to visit them. I do not mean

an Admiralty expedition ; for, although there are no men
on the face of the earth better able to carry one out than

our gallant naval officers, there are many reasons why such

an expedition as the one I hope to see should be compara-

tively a private one. The very mention of a man-of-war

in sight is enough to send the natives of some places off

to hide in the bush. The vessel I should propose would

be a small one— say one hundred tons—and built of wood,

with an auxiliary steam power, which is invaluable on ap-

proaching a dangerous island or harbour, and also in calms.

She should have a small complement of steady men and

officers, with one to command who has considerable know-

ledge of natives, with the necessary scientific collectors
;

and should be stored for two years. The smallness of the
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vessel, with her auxiliary screw, would enahlo her to enter

every little hole and corner on a coast, making complete

anthropological, botanical, and zoological collections. The
commander should at all times be prepared to visit the

chiefs, and if necessary stay with them two or three days,

to enable the collectors to make a satisfactory collection,

at the same time acquiring what information he could as

to the habits and customs of the natives, as well as an exact

account of the uses they make of their various ornaments,

implements and weapons, &c. A slight outline survey of

places called at should also be made, and where practicable

dredging should be carried on ; but it would also be

necessary to the success of the undertaking that all

scientists, as well as others, should be under the complete

control of the commander. The vessel should be fitted with

everything necessary for carrying out all the objects of the

expedition, and her furnaces should be so constructed that

she could burn wood when under steam.

Valuable time is being wasted ; every year sees these

natives in a less primitive condition than the former one

;

indeed in some places races are dying out before the

advance of civilisation, as is the case in some of the Line

Islands. The trade carried on with these islands is itself

a terrible destroyer of their primasvalism, supplying goods

from Europe that superseded their ancient and original

manufactures, and cause them in a few years to die out

and be lost. Instead of the stone tomahawk is used the

iron one, the musket instead of the spear, bow and arrow,

or sling, cloth for tapa, beads for shells, and even the

ancient head-dress has in some instances given way to hats

or bonnets. Thus the destruction of original peculiarities

is generally on the increase, spreading as the trade increases,

and will no doubt at some future date as irrevocably

destroy the ancient style and habits of these as it has of

other nations ; nor will this be at so distant a period as

some might think, for an island is not like a continent, but

is smaller, and the natives sooner succumb to the insidious

trader. Therefore if a record of these people in their
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original state is to be handed down to posterity no further

time should be lost; what has been thrown away en never

be regained, but it is possible to prevent further loss of time

by immediate action, and it is my earnest and sincere hope

that these suggestions may be acted on, and that those

interested in the aborignal races of the Pacific may not

have to mourn the impossibility of obtaining such records

and information by putting off doing so till too late.
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YOCARULARY OF WORDS.
{From the Italian.)

Duke of York.

(Mowlett.)

New Britain.

(Kininigunun.)

Kew Irelanil.

(Karlisle.

,

Armlet
Axe ....
Bamboo
Banana
Basket ....
Barter (v.)

.

Beads ....
Beetle ....
Betel-nut .

Bird ....
Boy ... .

Bush (inland).

Butterfly . . .

Cane ....
Canoe (large) .

(without outrigger)

Canoe (small) .

(with outrigger)

Caterpillar

Crocodile .

Chrysalis .

Cloth (native).

Club (stone) .

Club (wood) .

Cocoa-nut (young)
Cocoa-nut (older) .

Cocoa-nut (not quite

ripe) . . .

Cocoa-nut (old) .

Dance ....
Dead . . .

Devil ....
Dog (a:

Earrin;

in cut)

a pern

a kauri .

a wudu .

a rat

a vinadewai

a boa

a pika .

a nat

a torto .

a kedda .

a mworn

auvi .

puk piik

raalu

a temp
a kulau

a kubika

a 'alaraai

a mulagin
mat .

a toberan

a pup

a kiau

a lili .

a pem .

a kauri

a wudu
a rat

lugara .

a piova

a kua-ri

a bue .

a beyo .

a rapapupu
a bebi .

a kedda

a oliva .

a piik puk
a babinum
a malu .

a ramuat
a ram .

a terrip

a kulau .

a kubika

a alamai

a mulagin
mat .

a toberan

a pup .

a maritalaghina

a kiau .

a terns

a kulas

a kubis

a alamas

pupa

U
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English.
Duke of York.
(Hewlett.)

New Britain,

(Kininigunun.)

New Ireland.

(Karlisle.)

Feather head-dress ,

Fire (as in mf)
Fish (Eng. ine) .

Fishing-net

Fishing- basket (or

trap) (Eng. wooj)) .

Fool

Fowl
Erog
Give me (v.) .

Girl

Grass (long) .

Haul (to pull) (v.) .

House
Husk (outside of old

cocoa-nut

Husk (outside of

young cocoa-nut

Jew's Harp
Knife

Leaf

Let go (v.)

Look out (to look at

that) . . . .

^lan

Money
Make haste

Xecklace . . . .

Necklace (of beads) .

No
Nose stick (horizon-

tal

Nose stick (through

nostril) . . . .

Paint (red earth) .

Paint (blue earth)

Pearl shell . . . .

Pig

Pigeon
Pipe (tobacco)

Rain
Rat
Reef (or big stone)

Rope
Salt

Sand
Shell (sea) . . .

Shell (land) . . .

Ship

a Inkwar
ungwin .

ain

aubanang

a loDg-long

a karaki

,

a rok-rok

a kunai
alia .

a ruma

a palalamai

a palakulau

a burnam

a ghilai .

palai .

a mwoana
a tira

diwarra .

a alut

puta .

a kalkng
boroi .

kurua .

a bata .

a galang

.

awat (or avat)

we we . .

a lukwar
ai-ap

a ain .

aubin

a iip

a long-long

a kakaruka
a rok-rok .

a nakabea .

a garravafini

a kunai

a pal .

a prao

a palakulau

a ungap
a burnam

ja bui .

I a mapinai

iterua

(boi-boi .

a tutuana

a tabu .

ai-ap

kurakurua
unghid^ .

puta .

a bilibago

ai blita .

a tara .

a pepen
a kalagi

boroi

balu .

piet-moa
a bata .

a galang

awato (or av

raoa .

a ta

a vinaganoi

a kato .

a prao .

ato)

a palalamas

a palakulus

boroi
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By William Beckford. Essays in Mosaic. By Thos. Ballan-

The King and the Commons. A
I

tyne.

Selection of Cavalier and Puritan , My Uncle Toby ; his Story and his

Songs. Edited by ProfessorMorley.
I

Friends. Edited by P. Fitz-

Words of Wellington : Maxims aiid !
gerald.

Opinions of the Great Duke. Reflections ; or. Moral Sentences and

Dr. Johnson's Rasselas, Prince of i Maxims of the Duke de la Roche-

Abyssinia. With Notes.
j

foucauld.

Hazlitt's Round Table. With Bio- Socrates : Memoirs for English

graphical Introduction.
j

Readers from Xenophon's Memo-

The Religio Medici, H)tlriotaphia,
|

rabilia. By Edw. Levien.

and the Letter to a Friend. By Prince Albert's Golden Precepts.

Sir Thomas Browne, Knt.
\

A Case containing 12 Volumes, price ^is. 6d. ; or the Case separately, price 3^. td.

Beaeonsfield {Life of Lord). See " Hitchman.

"

Begum's Fortune (The): A New Story. By Jules Verne.

Translated by W^ II. G. KiNGSTO.v. Numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo, clcth, gilt edges, ^s. 6d.
;
plainer binding, plain edges, 51.

A 2



Sampson Low^ Marsto/i, (S~» Co.'s

Ben Hiir : A Tale of the Christ. By L.Wallace. Crown
8vo, 6j-.

Beumers' German Copybooks. In six gradations at <\d. each.

Bickersteth's Hymnal Companion to Book of Common Prayer
may be had in various styles and bindings from \d. to lis. Price

List and Prospectus 7viil beforivarded on application.

Bickersteth {Rev. E. H., M.A.) The Clergyman in his Home.
Small post 8vo, \s.

The Master's Home- Call ; oj', Brief Memorials of Alice

Frances Biclvcrsteth. 20th Thousand. 32mo, cloth gilt, is.

The Master's JVill. A Funeral Sermon preached
on the Death of Mrs. S. Gurney Buxton. Sewn, 6d. ; cloth gilt, i i

The Shado2v of the Rock. A Selection of Religious
Poetry. iSmo, cloth extra, is. 6d.

The Shadowed Home and the Light Beyond. 7th

Edition, crown Svo, cloth extra, 5^.

Biographies of the Great Artists {Ilhistrated) . Crown Svo,

emblematical binding, 3^-. 6d. per volume, except where the price is

given.

Claude Lorrain.* Mantegna and Francla.

Correggio, by M. E. Ileaton, 2s. 6d.

Delia Robbia and Cellini, 2s. 6d.*

Albrecht Diirer, by R. F. Heath.
Figure Painters of Holland.
FraAngelico,Masaccio,andBotticelli.

Fra Bartolommeo, Albertinelli, and
Andrea del Sarto.

Gainsborough and Constable.

Ghiberti and Donatello, 2.r. 6d.

Giotto, by Harry Quilter.

Hans Holbein, by Joseph Cundall.

Hogarth, by Austin Dobson.
Landseer, by F. G. Stevens.

Lawrence and Romney, by Lord
Ronald Gower, 2s. 6d.

Leonardo da Vinci.

Little Masters of Germany, by W.
B. Scott.

* Not yet published.

Bird{H. E.) Chess Practice. Svo, 2s. 6d.

Birthday Book. Extracts from the Writings of R. IV.

Emerson. Square i6mo, cloth extra, numerous Illustrations, very
choice binding, y. 6d.

——— Extracts from the Poems of Whittier. Square i6mo,
with numerous Illustrations and handsome binding, 3^. hd.

Meissonier, by J. W. Mollett, 2s. 6d.

Michelangelo Buonarotti, by Clement.

Murillo, by Ellen E. Minor, 2s. 6d.

Overbeck, by J. B. Atkinson.

Raphael, by N. D'Anvers.
Rembrandt, by J. W. Mollett.

Reynolds, by F. S. Pulling.

Rubens, by C. W. Rett.

Tintoretto, by W. R. Osier.

Titian, by R. F. Heath.
Turner, by Cosmo Monkhouse.
Vandyck and Hals, by P. R. Head.
Velasquez, by E. Stowe.
Vernet and Delaroche, by J. R.

Rees.

Watteau, by J. W. Mollett, 2s. (>d.*

Wilkie, by J. W. Mollett,



List of Fiihlications.

Birthday Bcwk. Extracts from the Writings of Thomas a
Kempis. I-aitje 1 61110, red lines, 3,?. 6</.

Biack
(
]Vm.^ lliree Feathers. Small post Svo, cloth extni, Gs.

Lady Silverdalc's S:ve€thearf, and other Stories, i vol.,

small post Svo, 6s.

• Kilmeny : a Novel. Small po.st Svo, cloth, Gs.

In Silk Attire. 3rd I'xlition, small post Svo, ds.

A Daughter oj LLeth. nth Edition, small post
8vo, 6.f.

• — Sunrise. Small post Svo, ds.

Blackmore {R. D.) L^orna Boone. Small i)0st Svo, Gs.

Edition de luxe. Crown 4to, very numerous Illustra-

tions, cloth, gilt edge?, 3IJ. 6d.; parchment, uncut, top gilt, 35J.

Alice Lorraine. Small post Svo, 6s.

Clara Vaughan. Gs.

Cradock Nojvell. New Edition, 6^.

• Cripps the Carrier. 3rd Edition, small post Svo, 6^.

Mary Anerley. New Edition, small post Svo, 6s.

Erenia ; or., My Father's Sin. Small post Svo, 6^.

Christozi'ell. Small post Svo, 6s.

Blossoms from the LO'ng's Garden : Sermonsfor Cliildren. By
the Rev. C. BoSANQUET. 2nd Edition, small post Svo, cloth extra, ds.

Bock {Carl). The Bead LLunters of Borneo: Up the Mahak-
kam, and Down the Barita ; also Journeyings in Sumatra, i vol.,

super-royal Svo, 32 Coloured Plates, cloth extra, 36^-.

Bonwick {ya/nes) First Ttccnty Years of Australia. Cro\vn
Svo, 5J-.

Fort Fhilip Stttlcnu'/it. Svo, numerous Illustrations, 2 ix.

Book of the Flay. By Dutton Cook. New and Revised
Edition. I vol., cloth extra, y. 6./.

Bov'cr [G. S.) Laiv relating to Electric Lighting. Crown
Svo, 5J-.

Boys Froissart [The). Selected from the Chronicles ot

England, France, and Spain. Illu.^trated, siiuare cro\\n Svo', Ts. Gd.

See " Froissart."

Bofs King Arthur {The). With very fine Illustrations.

Square crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 7^. 6J. Edited by Sidney
Lanier, Editor of" The Boy's Froissart."

Bofs Mahiuogion { The) : being the Original IFelsh Legends of
King Arthur. Edited by Sidney I.amf.r. With numerous very
graphic Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth, gilt edges, ys. 6</.

Brassey {Lady) Tahiti. Witli Photos, by Colonel Stuart-
Wortley. Fcap. 41o, 21s.



Sampson Loit>, Marsion, C^ Co.^s

Breton Folk : An Artistic Tour in Brittany. By Henry
Blackburn, Author of "Artists and Arabs," "Normandy Pictu-

resque," &c. With 171 Illustrations by Randolph Caldecott.
Imperial Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 7.1$. ;

plainer binding, \os. 6d.

Bryant ( W. C.) and Gay {S. H.) History of the United States.

4 vols., royal Svo, profusely Illustrated, 6or.

' Bryce {Frof.) Manitoba. Crown Svo, yj. 6d.

Burnahy {Capt.). See "On Horseback."

Burnham Beeches {Heath, F. G.). With numerous Illustrations

and a Map. Crown Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 3.?. 6d. Second Edition.

Butler
(
IV. F.) The Great Lone Land ; an Account of the Fed

River Expedition, 1869-70. With Illustrations and Map. Fifth and

Cheaper Edition, crown Svo, cloth extra, Js. 6d.

Invasio7i of England, told twenty years after, by an Old
Soldier. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

The Wild North Land; the Story of a Winter Journey
with Dogs across Northei'n North America. Demy Svo, cloth, with

numerous Woodcuts and a Map, 4th Edition, \Zs. Cr. Svo, 7j. 6^/.

Fed Cloud ; or, the Solitary Sioux. Imperial i6mo,
numerous illustrations, gilt edges, ']s. 6d.

Buxton {H. y. Wi) Fainting, English and American. Crown
Svo, jj.

fADOGAN {Lady A.) Lllustrated Games of Fatience.
^ Twenty-four Diagrams in Colours, with Descriptive Text. I^oolscap

4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, 3rd Edition, I2.r. dd.

California. Illustrated, i2.y. 6^. See " Nordhoff."

Cambridge Trifles ; or, Splutterings from an Undergraduate
Pen. By the Author of "A Day of my Life at Eton," &c. i6mo,

cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

Capello {LL.) and Lvens {F.) From Benguclla to the Territory

of Yacca. Translated by Alfred Elwes. With Maps and over

130 full-page and text Engravings. 2 vols., Svo, 425.

Carlyle {T.) Feminiscences of my Irish journey in 1849.
Crown Svo, ']s. 6d.

Challamel {M. A.) History of Fashion in France. With 21

Plates, specially coloured by hand, satin-wood binding, imperial

Svo, 28j-.

Changed Cross {The), and other Religious Poems. i6mo, 2s. 6d.

Child of the Cavern {The) ; or. Strange Doings Underground.
By Jules Verne. Translated by W. II. G. Kingston. Numerous
Illustrations. Sq. cr. Svo, gilt edges, 7^. dd. ; cl, plain edges, y. (>d.



List of Publications.

Choice Editions of Choice Books. 2s. 6d. each. Illustrated by
C. W. Coi'K, R.A., T. Crkswick, R.A., E. Duncan, Kirket
Foster, J. C. IIorsley, A.R.A., G. Hicks, R. Redgrave, R.A.,
C. Stoneiiouse, F. Tayler, G. Thomas, II. J. Townsiiend,
E. H. Weiinert, Harrison \V^:ir, &c.

Bloomfield's Farmer's Boy.
Campbell's Pleasures of Hope.
Coleridge's Ancient INIariner.

Goldsmith's Deserted Village.

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield,

Gray'b Elegy in a Churchyard.
Real's Eve of St. Agnes.

Milton's L'Allegro.

Poetry of Nature. Harrison Weir.
Rogers' (Sam.) Pleasures of Memory.
Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets.

Tennyson's May Queen.
Elizabethan Poets.

Wordsworth's Pastoral Poems.
" Sucli works are a glorious beatification for a poet."

—

Atluriui:iim.

Christ in Son^:;. By Dr. Philip Schaff. A New Edition,
revised, cloth, gilt edges, 6j.

Confessions of a Frivolous Girl {The) : A Novel of Fashionable
Life. Edited by Robert Grant. Crown Svo, 6s. Paper boards, is.

Coote ( W.) Wanderings South by East. Illustrated, Svo, 21s.

Cornet of Elorse {The) : A Story for Boys. By G. A. Henty.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, numerous graphic Illustrations, 5j-.

Cripps ike Carrier. 3rd Edition, Qis. See Blackmore.

Cruise of H.M.S. " Challenger'' {The). By W. J. J. Spry, R.N.
With Route Ma]5 and many Illustrations. 6th Edition, demy Svo, cloth,

iSj-. Cheap Edition, crown Svo, some of the Illustrations, "js. 6J.

Cruise of the Walnut Shell {The). An instructive and amusing
Story, told in Rhyme, for Children. With 32 Coloured Plates.

Square fancy boards, 51.

DANVERS {N) An Elementary History of A li. Crov/n
Svo, IOJ-. 6./.

Elementary History of Music. Crown Svo, 2^. Gd.

Daughter {A) of Heth. By W. Black. Crown Svo, 6^.

Day of My Life {A) ; or, Every-Day Experiences at Eton.
Ey an Eton Boy, Author of "About Some Fellows." i6mo, clo'.h

extra, 2.S. 6(t. 6th Thousand.

Decoration. Vol. II., folio, 6y. Vol. Ill , New Scries, folio,

7^. 6J.

De L.eon {E.) Egypt under its Lvliedives. With Map and
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 4?.

Dick Cheveley : his" Fortunes and Misfortunes. By W. H. G.
Kingston. 350 pp., square i6mo, and 22 full-page Illustrations.

Cloth, gilt edges, 7^. 6d.
;
plainer binding, plain edges, ^s.



8 Sampson Lozu, Marston, 6>^ Go's

Dick Sands, the Boy Captain. By Jules Verne. With nearly
100 Illustrations, cloth, gilt, ioj-.6i/.; plain binding and plain edges, ^s.

Don Quixote, Wit and Wisdom of. By Emma Thompson.
Square fcap. 8vo, 3^. dd.

Donnelly (K) Atlantis in the Antediluvian World. Crown
8vo, 12J-. bd.

Dos Fassos (y. 7?.) Lara of Stockbrokers and Stock Exchanges.
8vo, 35^.

lOGYPT. See "Senior," *'De Leon," "Foreign Countries."

Eight Cousins. See Alcott.

Electric Lighting. A Comprehensive Treatise. By J- E. H.
Gordon. 8vo, fully Illustrated. \^In preparation.

Elementary History (An) of Art. Comprising Architecture,

Sculpture, Painting, and the Applied Arts. By N. D'Anvers.
With a Preface by rrofessor Roger Smith. New Edition, illustrated

with upwards of 200 Wood Engravings. Crown 8vo, strongly bound
in cloth, price los. 6d.

Elementary History {An) of Music. Edited by Owen J.
DULLEA. Illustrated with Portraits of the most eminent Composers,
and Engravings of the Musical Instruments of many Nations. Cro\\ai

8vo, cloth, 2s. bd.

Elinor Dryden. By Mrs. Macquoid. Crown 8vo, 6^-.

Embroidery {Handbook of). Edited by Lady Marian Alford,
and published by authority of the Royal School of Art Needlework.
With 22 Coloured Plates, Designs, &c. Crown 8vo, ^s.

Emerson {R. W.) Life and JVritings. Crown 8vo, Sj-. 6d.

English Catalogue of Books. Vol. III., 1872— 1S80. Royal
8vo, half-morocco, 42J-.

Dramatists of To-day. By W. Archer, M.A. Crown
8vo, %s. 6d.

English Philosophers. Edited by E. B. Ivan Muller, M.A.
A series intended to give a concise view of the works and lives of English

thinkers. Crown 8vo volumes of iSo or 200 pp., price t,s. Gd. each.

Francis Bacon, by Thomas Fowler. *John Stuart Mill, by Miss Helen
Hamilton, by W. H. S. Monck. Taylor.

Hartley and James Mill, by G. S. Shaftesbury and Ilutcheson, by
Bower. Professor Fowler.

Adam Smith, by J. A. Farrer.

* Not yet f'ublished.

Episodes in the Life of an Indian Chaplain. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, \zs. bd.



List of Publicaiions.

Episodes of French History. Edited, with Notes, Maps, and
Illustrations, by Gustave IMasson, 15. A. Small Svo, 2s. C>d. eath.

1. Charlemag-ne and the Carlovingians.

2. Louis XI. and the Crusades.

3. Tart I. Francis I. and Charles V.

,, II. Francis I. and the Renaissance.

4. Henry IV. and the End of the Wars of Relig-ion.

Ereiiia ; or. My Father s Sill. Gs. &«? Black.more.

Etcher {The). Containing 36 Examples of the Original

Etched-work of Celebrated Artists, amongst others: BlKKKT Fostf.r,

J. E. Hodgson, R.A., Colin Hunter, J. P. Hesei.tine, Robert
W. Macbeth, R. S. Ciiattock, &c. Vols, for 18S1 and 1SS2,

imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, 2.1. \2s. 6,/. each.

Eto/i. See " Day of my Life,'' " Out of School," " About Some
Fellows.'*

F'ARM Ballads. By Will Cari.eton. Boards, i.f. ; cloth,

gilt edges, \s. bd.

Farm Festivals. By the same Autlior. Uniform with above.

Farm Legends. By the same Author. See above.

Fashion {History of). See " Challamel."

Fechner {G. T.) On Life after Death, izxwo, vellum, 2s. 6d.

Felkin {R. W.) and Wilson {Rev. C. T.) Uganda and the

Egyptian Soudan. An Account of Travel in Eastern and Equatorial

Africa ; including a Residence of Two "\'ears at the Court of King

Mtesa, and a Description of the Slave Districts of Bahrel-Ghazel and

Darfour. With a New Map of I2CX) miles in these Provinces
;

numerous Illustrations, and Notes. By R. W. Fei.kix, F.R.G.S.,

&c, &c. ; and the Rev. C. T. WiLSON, M.A. Oxon., F.RG.S.

2 vols., crown Svo, cloth, 28^-.

Fern Paradise {The) : A Flea for the Culture of Ferns. By
F. G. Heath. New Edition, fully Illustrated, large post Svo, cloth,

gilt edges, 12^. 6d. Sixth Edition.

Fern World {The). By F. G. Heath. Illustrated by Twelve
Coloured Plates, giving complete Figures (Sixty-four in all) o! every

Species of British Fern, printed from Nature ; by several full-page

and other Engravings. Cloth, gilt edges, 6th Edition, 12^. 6,7.

Fe7c> Hints on Proving Wills {A). Enlarged Edition, \s.

Fields {y. T.) Yesterdays icith Authors. New Ed., Svo., \Gs.



Sampson Low, Marsfon, Qr> Co.'s

First Steps in Conversational French Grammar. By F. Jui.ien.
Being an Introduction to " Petites Lecons de Conversation et de
Grammaire, " by the same Autlior. Fcap. 8vo, 12S pp., is.

Florence. See "Yriarte."

Flowers of Shakespeare, 32 beautifully Coloured Plates, 55-.

Four Lectures on Electric Induction. Delivered at the Royal
Institution, 1878-9. By J. E. H, Gordon, B.A. Cantab. With
numerous Illustrations. Cloth limp, square i6mo, 35.

Foreign Countries and British Colonies. A series of Descriptive
Handbooks. Each volume will be the work of a writer who has
special acquaintance with the subject. Crown 8vo, 3^-. 6d. each.

Peru, by Clements R. Markham,

Russia, by W. R. IMorfill, M.A.
Spain, by Rev. Wentworth Webster.
Sweden and Norway, by F. H.
Woods.

*Switzerland, by W. A. P. Coolidg
M.A.

*Turkey-in-Asia, by J- C. McCoan,
M.P.

West Indies, by C. II. Eden,
F.R.G.S.

Australia, by J. F. Vesey Fitzgerald.

Austria, by D. Kay, F.R.G.S.
*Canada, by W. Eraser Rae.
Denmark and Iceland, bv E. C.

Otte.

Egypt, by S. Lane Poole, B.A.
Fiance, by Miss M. Roberts.

Greece, by L. Sergeant, B.A.
•Holland, by R. L. Poole.

Japan, by S. Mossman.
*New Zealand.

*Persia, by Major-Gen. Sir F. Gold-
smid.

* Not ready yet.

Franc {Maud Jeanne). The following form one Series, small
post 8vo, in uniform cloth bindings, with gilt edges:—

Emily's Choice. 5^.

Hall's Vineyard. 4.5-.

John's Wife : A Story of Life in

South Australia. 4J-.

Marian ; or, The Light of Some
One's Home. 5J.

Silken Cords and Iron Fetters. 4;.

Vermont Vale. ^s.

Minnie's Mission. 4^'.

Little Mercy. 5.r.

Beatrice Melton's Discipline. 4J.

No Longer a Child. 4^^.

Golden Gifts. 5^.

Two Sides to Every Question. 5^'.

Francis (F.) War, Waves, and Wanderings, including a Cruise
in the "Lancashire Witch." 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 24J.

Froissart {77ie Boy's). Selected from the Chronicles of Eng-
land, France, Spain, &c. By Sidney Lanier. The Volume is

fully Illustrated, and uniform with " The Boy's King Arthur." Crown
8vo, cloth, "js. 6d.

From Neivfoundland to Manitoba ; a Guide through Canada s

Maritime, Mining, and Prairie Provinces. By W. Fraser Rae.
Crown 8vo, with several Maps, 6^-.



List of Publications.

r^AMES of Patience. See Cadogan.

Gentle Life (Queen Edition). 2 vols, in r, small 4to, 6s.

THE GENTLE LIFE SERIES.
Price 6s. e.ich ; or in calf extra, price loj'. bJ. ; Smaller Edition, cloth

extra, 2s. 6d.

The Gentle Life. Essays in aid of the Formation of Character
of Gentlemen and Gentlewomen.

About in the IVorld. Essays by Author of " The Gentle Life."

Like unto Christ. A New Translation of Thomas u Kempis'
" De Iraitatione Christi."

Familiar Words. An Index Verborum, or Quotation Hand-
book, bs.

Essays by Montaigne. Edited and Annotated b}^ the Author
of "The Gentle Life."

The Gentle Life. 2nd Series.

The Silent LLour: Essays, Original and Selected. By the
Author of "The Gentle Life."

LLalf-Lcngth Portraits. Short Studies of Notable Persons.
By J. Hain Friswell.

Essays o?i English Writers, for the Self-improvement of

Students in English Literature.

Other People's Windows. By J. Hain Friswell.

A Man's Thoughts. By J. Hain Friswell.

Gilder (flV. LL.) Schwatka's Search. Sledging in quest of the
Franklin Records. Illustrated, 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Gilpin's Forest Scenery, Edited by F. G. Heath. Large
post 8vo, with numerous Illustrations. Uniform with " The Fern
World," re-issued, 'js. 6d.

Gordon {J. E. LL.). See " Four Lectures on Electric Induc-
tion," " Physical Treatise on Electricity," "Electric Lighting."

Gouffe. The Royal Cookery Book. By Jules Gouffe ; trans-

lated and adapted for English use by Alphonse GouFFli, Mead
Pastrycook to her Majesty the Queen. Illustrated with large plates

printed in colours. 161 Woodcuts, Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, zl. 2s.

Domestic Edition, half-bound, 105-. 6d.
" By far the ablest and most complete work on cookerj that has ever been sub-

mitted to llie gastroiiomical \\oi\d.."—Pall Mall Cazirtte.



Sampson Lok>, I\farsion, &^ Go's

Great Artists. See " Biographies."

Great Historic Galleries of England {The). Edited by Lord
Ronald GowER, F.S.A., Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery.

Illustrated by 24 large and carefully executed /crwa;;^/;^ Photographs
of some of the most celebrated Pictures by the Great Masters. Vol. I.,

imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, 36^. Vol. II., with 36 large

permanent photographs, 2.1. \2s. 6d.

Great Musicians. Edited by F. Hueffer. A Series of

Biographies, crown 8vo, 3j-. each :

—

Each.
* Beethoven.

'^Berlioz.

English Church Com-
posers.

Schubert.

*Schumann.
Richard Wagner.
Weber.

* Handel.
*AIendelssohn.

*Mozart.
Purcell.

Rossini.

* In preparation.

Green {N.) A Thousand Years Hence. Crown 8vo, 6^-.

Grohmann {IV. A. B.) Camps in the Rockies. 8vo, \2S. 6d.

Guizofs History of France. Translated by Robert Black.
Super-royal Svo, very mmierous Full-page and other Illustrations. In

8 vols., cloth extra, gilt, each 24^-. This work is re-issued in cheaper

binding, 8 vols., at loj-. 6d. each.
" It supplies a want which has long been felt, and ought to be in the hands of all

Students of history."

—

Times.

• 3fasson's School Edition. The
History of P'rance from the Earliest Times to the Outbreak of the

Revolution; abridged from the Translation by Robert Black, M.A.,
with Chronological Index, Historical and Genealogical Tables, &c.

By Professor GusTAVE Masson, B.A., Assistant Master at Harrow
School. With 24 full-page Portraits, and many other Illustrations,

I vol., demy Svo, 600 pp., cloth extra, \os. 6d.

Guizofs History of England. In 3 vols, of about 500 pp. each,

containing 60 to 70 Full-page and other Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt,

24^-. each ; re-issue in cheaper binding, \os. 6d. each.
" For luxury of typography, plainness of print, and beauty of illustration, these

volumes, of which but "one has as yet appeared in English, will hold their own
against any production of an age so luxurious as our own in everything, typography
not excepted."— 7Yw^.r.

Guyon {Mde.) Life. By Uphaini. 6th Edition, crown Svo, 6^.

JJfANDBOOK to the Charities of London. See Low's.

Llall (JF. JV.) L/07CI to Live Long; or, 140S Health JlJaxims,

Physical, Mental, and Moral. By W. W. Hall, A.M., M.U.
Small post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 2nd Edition.



List of Publications.

Harper's Montlily Magazine. Published Monthly. i6o pages,
fully Illustrated. i.r.

'

Vol. I. December, iSSo, to May, 1881.

,, II. May, 1881, to November, 1881.

,, III. June to November, 1S82.

Super-royal Svo, 8^. bJ. each.
" ' Harper's Magazine ' is so thickly sown with excellent illustrations that to count

them would be a worK of time ; not that it is a picture magazine, for the engravings
illustrate the text after the manner seen in some of our choicest editions deluxe."—
St. James's Gazette.

" It is so pretty, so big, and so cheap. ... An extraordinary shillingsworth—
160 large octavo pages, with over a score of articles, and more than three times as
many illustrations."—£'a'/«i«r^A Daily Revieiv.

" An amazing shillingsworth . . . combining choice literature of both nations. '—

Noncon/armist.

Ilatton {yoseph) yournalistic London : Portraits and En-
gravings, with letterpress, of Distinguished Writers of the Day. Fcap.
4to, I2J-, bd.

Three Recruits, and the Girls they left behind them.
Small post, Svo, 6s.

" It hurries us along in unflagging excitement."— Times.

Heart of Africa. Three Years' Travels and Adventures in the

Unexplored Regions of Central Africa, from 1868 to 187 1. By Dr.

Georg Schweinfukth. Numerous Illustrations, and large Map.
2 vols., crown Svo, cloth, i^s.

Heath {Francis George). See "Autumnal Leaves," "Burnharn
Beeches," "Fern Paradise," "Fern World," "Gilpin's Forest

Scenery," " Our Woodland Trees," " Peasant Life," "Sylvan Spring,"
" Trees and Ferns," "Where to Find Ferns."

ILehers {Bishop) Lllitstraied Edition of Hymns. With upwards
of 100 beautiful Engravings. Small 410, handsomely bound, 7r. 6c.',

Morocco, iSj. 6d. and2iJ-. New and Cheaper Edition, clotb, y. 6d.

LLeir of Kilfinnan {The). By W. H. G. Kingston. With
Illustrations. Cloth, gilt edges, 7^. 6d. ;

plainer binding, plair:

edges, S^-

Heldmann {Bernard) Mutiny on Board the Ship " Leander."

Small post Svo, gilt edges, numerous Illustrations, 7J-. 6d.

Henty {G. A.) Winning his Spurs. Numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 5^.

Cornet of Horse ; which see.

Llerritk {Robert) Poetry. Preface by Austin Dorson. With
numerous Illustrations, by E. A. Abbey. 4to, gilt edges, 42J-.

History ofa Crime {The) ; Deposition of an Eye-untness. The
Story of the Coup d'£tat. By Victor Hugo. Crown Svo, 6j-.
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History of Ancient Art. Translated from the German of John
WiNCKELMANN, by JctHN LoDGE, M.D. With very numerous
Plates and Illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo, 36^.

England. See Guizot.

English Literature. See Scherr.

Fashion. Coloured Plates. 285'. See Challamel.

France. See Guizot.

Russia. See Rambaud.

— Merchant Shipping. See Lindsay.

United States. See Bryant.

History and Principles of Weaving hy LLandand by Poiver. With
several hundred Illustrations. By ALFRED Barlow. Royal 8vo,

cloth extra, i/. 5^-. Second Edition.

Hitchman {F7-ancis) Public Life of the Fight Hon. Benjamin
Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield. New Edition, with Portrait. Crown
8vo, y. 6d.

Halmes {O. IF.) The Poetical Works of Oliver Wendell Holmes.
In 2 vols., i8mo, exquisitely printed, and chastely bound in limp
cloth, gilt tops, loj. dd.

Hoppus {y. D.) Riverside Papers. 2 vols., i2i-.

Hovgaard (A.) See " Nordenskiold's Voyage." 8vo, 21s.

Houi L Civssed Africa : from the Atlantic to the Iiidian Ocean,
Through Unknown Countries ; Discovery of the Great Zambesi
Affluents, &c.—Vol. I., The King's Rifle. Vol. II., The Coillard

Eamily. By Major Serpa PiNTO. With 24 full-page and 118 half-

page and smaller Illustrations, 13 small Maps, and 1 large one.

2 vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 42^-.

ILoiu to get Strong and how to Stay so. By William Blaikie.
A Manual of Rational, Physical, Gymnastic, and other Exercises.

With Illustrations, small post 8vo, 5^.

Ui/go {Victor) ''Ninety-Three!' Illustrated. Crown Svo, Qis.

Toilers of the Sea. Crown Svo. Illustrated, ds.; fancy
boards, Q-s. ; cloth, is. 6d. ; on large paper with all the original

Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

• and his Times. Translated from the French of A.
Barbou by Ellen E. Frewer. 120 Illustrations, many of them
Irom designs by Victor Hugo himself. Super-royal Svo, cloth extra,

24s.

See " History of a Crime."
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Ilufidred Greatest Men {The). 8 portfolios, 2\s. each, or 4
vols., half-morocco, gilt edges, 12 guineas, containing 15 to 20
Portraits each. See below.

"Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. are about to issue an important ' International'
work, entitled, •THE HUNDREJ) GREATEST MEN :' bein:? the Lives and
Portraits of the too C.reatest Men of History, divided into Eight Classes, each Class
to form a Monthly Quarto Volume. 'J'he Introductions to the volumes are to be
written by recognized authorities on the different subjects, the English contributors
being Dean Stanley, Mr. Matthew Arnold, Mr. Froude, and Professor Max
Mt'LLER: in Germany, Professor Helmholtz; in France, M.M. Taine and
Renan; and in America, Mr. Emerson. The Portraits are to be Reproductions
from fine and rare Steel Engravings."—/J<:rtaVw>'.

Hygiene and Public Health {A Treatise on). Edited by A. H.
Buck, M.D. Illustrated by numerous Wood Engravings. In 2

royal 8vo vols., cloth. One guinea each.

Hymnal Companion to Book of Common Prayer. See
BiCKERSTF.TH.

TLLUSTRATED Text-Books of Art-Education. Edited by
* Edward J. PoYNTER, R. A. Each Volume contains numerous Illus-

trations, and is strongly bound for the use of Students, price $5. The
Volumes now ready are :

—

rAIXTIXG.

Classic and Italian. By Percy
R. Head.

German, Flemish, and Dutch.

French and Spanish.
English and American.

ARCHITECTURE.
Classic and Early Christian.
Gothic and Renaissance. By T. Roger Smith.

SCULPTURE.

Antique : Eg-yptian and Greek.
|

Henaissance and Modern.
Italian Sculptors of the 14th and 15th Centuries.

ornament.
Decoration in Colour.

|

Architectural Ornament.

Illustrated Dictionary (An) of Words used in Art and
Archncology. Explaining Terms frequently used in Works on
Architecture, Arms, Bronzes, Christian Art, Colour, Costume, Deco-

ration, Devices, Emblems, Heraldry, Lace, Personal Ornamenis,

Pottery, Painting, Sculpture, &c., with their Derivations. By J. W.
Mollett, B.A., Officier de ITnstruction Publique (France) ; Author

of " Life of Rembrandt," &c. Illustrated with 600 Wood Engravings.

Small 4to, strongly bound in cloth, I5i-.

In my Indian Garden. By Phil Robinsox, Author of " Under
the Punkah." With a Preface by Edwin Arnold, M. A., C.S.I. , &c
Crown 8vo, limp cloth, z]th Edition, 3^. td.
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Irving ( Washington). Complete Library Edition of his Works
in 27 Vols., Copyright, Unabridged, and with tlie Author's Latest

Revisions, called the " Geoffrey Crayon" Edition, handsomely printed

in large square 8vo, on superfine laid paper, and each volume, of

about 500 pages, will be fully Illustrated. \2s. 6d. per vol. See also

" Little Britain."

(" American Men of Letters.") 2s. dd.

^AMES (C) Curiosities of Laiu and Lawyers. 8vo,

J -js.U.

J^ohnson (O.) William Lloyd Garrison a?id his Times. Crown
8vo, \2s. 6d.

yones {Majoi) The Emigrants^ Friend. A Complete Guide to

the United States. New Edition. 7.s. dd.

Z^EMFIS {Thomas a) Daily Text-Book. Square i6mo,
-* *• 2s. 6d. ; interleaved as a Birthday Book, 3J. 6d.

Lungston (W. H. G.). See "Snow-Shoes," '= Child of the

Cavern," "Two Supercargoes," "With Axe and Rifle," "Begum's
Fortune," "Heir of Kilfinnan," "Dick Cheveley." Each vol., witli

very numerous Illustrations, square crown i6mo, gilt edges, 7^.61/.;

plainer binding, plain edges, 5^.

T ADY Silverdale's Sweetheart, ds. 6"^^ Black.

Lanier. See " Boy's Froissart," " King Arthur," &:c.

Lansdell {B.) Through Siberia. 2 vols., demy 8vo, 30^. ; New
Edition, very numerous illustrations, Svo, 15.^

Lardcn (JV.) School Course on Heat. Illustrated, crown Svo, 5^.

Lathrop {G. P.) In the Distance. 2 vols., crown Svo, 21.?.

Lectures on Architecture. By E. Viollet-le-Duc. Translated
by Benjamin Bucknai.l, Architect. With 33 Steel Plates and 200
Wood Engravings. Super-royal Svo, leather back, gilt top, with

complete Index, 2 vols
, 3/. 3^-.

Leyland {R. JV.) A Holiday in South Africa. Crown Svo
I2J-. 6d.
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Library ofReligious Poetry. A Collection of the Best Poems
of all Ages and Tongues. Edited by Philip Schaff, D.D., LL.D.,
and Arthur Oilman, M.A. Royal 8vo, 1036 pp., cloth extra, gilt

edges, 2IJ. ; re-issue in cheaper binding, ioj-. 6^/.

Lindsay
(
W. S.) L/istory of Merchant Sldpping and Ancient

Commerce. Over 150 Illustrations, Maps, ami Charts. In 4 vols.,
demy Svo, cloth extra. Vols, i and 2, i ij-. ; vols. 3 and 4, 14J. each,

4 vols, complete for 50?.

Little Britain ; together with The Spectre Bridegroom, and A
Legend of Sleepy Hollow. By Washington Irving. An entirely
New Edition de luxe, specially suitable for Presentation. Illustrated
by 120 veiy fine P:ni;ravings on Wood, by Mr. T. D. Cooper.
Designed by Mr. Charles O. Murray. Re-issue, square crown
Svo, cloth, 6j'.

Long {Mrs. IV. H. C.) Peace and War in the Transvaal.
i2mo, y. 6d.

Lorna Doone. 6.r., 3^. 6//., 35.?. See " Blackmore."

Loiv's Select Novelets. Small post Svo, doth extra, y. 6d.
each.

Friends: a Duet. By E. S- Phelps, Author of "The Gates
Ajar."

Baby Rue : Her Adventures and Misadventures, her Friends
and her Enemies. By Charles M. Clay.

The Story of Helen Troy.
' A pleasant book."

—

Truth.

The Clients of Dr. Bernagius. From the French of Lucien
Biart, by Mrs. Cashel Hoey.

The Undiscovered Country. By W. D. I lowells.
A Gentleman of Leisure. By Edgar Fawcett.

Lore's Standard Libraty of Travel and Adventure. Crown Svo,
bound uniformly in cloth extra, price 7^. 6(/., except where price is

given.

1. The Great Lone Land. By Major W. F. Butler, C.B.
2. The Wild North Land. By Major W. F. Butler, C.B.

3. How I found Living-stone. By H. M. Stanley.
4. Through the Dark Continent. By H. M. Stanley. 12^-. 6,/.

5. The Threshold of the Unknown Reg-ion. By C. R. Mark-
ham. (4th Edition, with Additional Chapters, loj-. bd.)

6. Cruise of the Challenger. By W. J. J- Spry, R.N.

7. Burnaby's On Horseback through Asia Minor. loj. 6d.

8. Schweinfurth's Heart of Africa. 2 vols., 15^.

9. Marshall's Through America.
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Low's Standard Novels. Crown 8vo, ds. each, cloth extra.

Work. A Story of Experience. By Louisa jM. Alcott.
A Daug-liter of Heth. By W. Black.
In Silk Attire. By W. Bi.ack.
Kilmeny. A Novel. By W. Black.
Lady Silverdale's Sweetheart, By W. BLACK.
Sunrise. By W. Black.
Three Feathers. By WiLLlAM BLACK.
Alice Lorraine. By R. D. Blackmore.
Christowell, a Dartmoor Tale. By R. D. Blackmoke.
Clara Vaughan. By R. D. Blackmork.
Cradock Nowell. By R. D. Blackmore.
Cripps the Carrier. By R. D. Blackmore.
Erema ; or, My Father's Sin. By R. D. Blackmoke.
Lorna Doone. By R. D. Blackmore.
Mary Anerley. By R. D. Blackmore.
An English Squire. By Miss Coleripge.
Mistress Jiidith. A Cambridgeshire Story. By C. C. Fraser-

Tytler.
A Story of the Drag-onnades ; or. Asylum Christi. By the Rev.

E. GiLLIAT, M.A.
A Laodicean. By Thomas Hardy.
Far from the Madding Crowd. By Thomas Hardy.
The Hand of Ethelberta. By Thomas Hardy.
The Trumpet Major. By Thomas Hardy.
Three Recruits. By Joserh Hatton.
A Golden Sorrow. By Mrs. Cashel Hoey. New Edition.

Out of Court. By Mrs. Cashel Hoey.
History of a Crime: The Story of the Coup d'JEtat. Victor

Hugo.
Ninety-Three. By VICTOR HuGO. Illustrated.

Adela Cathcart. By GEORGE Mac Donald.
Guild Court. By George Mac Donald.
Mary Marston. By George Mac Donald.
Stephen Archer. New Edition of "Gifts." By George Mac

Donald.
The Vicar's Daughter. By George Mac Donald.
Weighed and Wanting-. By George Mac Donald.

\_In tJte Press.

Diane. By Mrs. Macquoid.
Elinor Dryden. By Mrs. Macquoid.
My Lady Greensleeves. By Helen Mathers.
John Holdsworth. By W. Clark Russell.
A Sailor's Sweetheart. By W. Clark Russell.
Wreck of the Grosvenor. By W. Clark Russell.
The Afg-han Knife. By R. A. Sterndale.
My Wife and I. By Mrs. Beecher Stowe.
Pog-anuc People, Their Loves and Lives. By Mrs. B. Stowe.
Ben Ilur : a Tale of the Christ. By Lew. Wallace.



List of Fiil>iicatio?is.

Loin's LLandhook to the Charities of London (Annual). Edited
and revistd to date by C. Mackesun, F.S.S., Editor of "A Guide
to the Churches of London and its Suburbs," ^ic. Taper. \s.\ cloth,

]\ /pi C DONALD (G.) Orts. Small post Svo, 6j.

• See also " I^ow's Standard Novels."

Macgregoi- {John) ''Rob Roy" on the Baltic. 3rd Edition,
small post Svo, 2s. 6d. ; cloth, gilt edges, y. 6c/.

A Thousand Mi/es in the ''Rob Roy'' Canoe, nth
Edition, small post Svo, is. 6d. ; cloth, gilt edges, 3.V. Gd.

Description of the ^^ Rob Lloy" Canoe, with Plans,
&c., ij-.

Tlie Voyage Alone in the Yawl "Rob Roy." New
Edition, thoroughly revised, with additions, small post Svo, 5^.

;

boards, 2s. 6J.

Macquoid{Mrs.). See Low's Standard Novels.

Magazine. See Harper, Union Jack, The Etcher, I\Ien
OF Mark.

Magyarland. A Nairative of Travels through the Snozcy Car-
pathians, and Great Alfdld of the Mag}'ar. By a Fellow of the Car-
pathian Society (Diploma of iSSi), and Author of" The Indian Alps."
2 vols., Svo, cloth extra, with about 120 ^^'oodcuts from the Author's
own sketches and drawings, 38^.

Manitoba : its History, Givwth, and Present Position. By the
Rev. Professor Bryce, Principal of jManiloba College, ^Yinnipeg.
Crown Svo, with Illustrations and Maps, "js. 6d.

Markham (C. R.) The Threshold of the Unknoivn Region.
Crown Svo, with Four Maps, 4th Edition. Cloth extra, \os. 6d.

Markham (C i?.) War between Peru and Chi/i, 1S79-18S1.
Crown Svo, with four Maps, iS;c. [/;; preparalioii.

Marshall {IV. G.) Through America. New Edition, crowii
Svo, with about 100 Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Martin {y . JV.) Float Pishing and Spinning in the Nottingham
Style. Crown Svo, 7.s. 6d.

Mar7'in {Charles) The Russian Advance tozcards Lndia.
Svo, i6j.
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Maury {Coiiuiiajider) Physical Geography of the Sea, and its

Meteorology. Being a Reconstruction and ilnlargement of liis former
Work, Avith Charts and Diagrams. New Edition, crown Svo, 6j.

Memoirs ofMadame de Remusat, 1S02— 1808. By her Grand-
son, M. Paul de Remusat, Senator. Translated by Mrs. Cashel
HOEY and Mr. John Lillie. 4th Edition, cloth extra. This
work was written by Madame de Remusat during the time she

was living on tlie most intimate terms with tlie Empress Josephine,

and is full of revelations respecting the private life of Bonaparte, and
of men and politics of the first years of tlie century. Revelations

which have already created a great sensation in Paris. Svo, 2 vols., ^is.

See also " Selection."

Alenus (366, onefor each day of the year). Each Me'nu is given
in P'rench and English, with the rociiie for making every dish

mentioned. Translated from the French of CoUNT Brlsse, by Mrs.
Matthew Clarice. Crown Svo, 5^-.

Men of Mark : a Gallery of Contemporary Portraits of tlie most
Eminent Men of tlie Day taken from Life, especially for this publica-

tion, price is. 6ti. monthly. Vols. I. to VII., hi-ndsomely bound,

cloth, gilt edges, 25^-. each.

Mendelssohn Family (The), 1729 — 1847. From Letters and
Journals. Translated from the German of Sekastiax Hensll.
3rd Edition, 2 vols., demy Svo, 30J-.

Michael Strogoff. See Verne.

Mitford {Miss). See " Our Village."

Modern Etchings of Celebrated Paintings. 4to, 31 J. Gd.

Mollett {y. IV.) Illustrated Dictionary of Words used in Art
and Archaeology. Small 4to, 151.

Mcrley {H.) E/iglish Literature in the Reign of Victoria. "J'he

2000th volume of the Tauchnitz Collection of Authors. iSmo, 2s. 6V.

Music. See " Great Musicians."

AJARRATIVES of State Trials in the Nineteenth Century.
-^ * Fii-st Period: From the Union with Ireland to the Death of

George IV., 1801— 1830. By G. Lathom Browne, of the Middle Temple,
Barrister-at-Law. 2nd Edition, 2 vols., crown Svo, cloth, 26s.

Natuix and Functions of Art {The); and more especially of
Architecture. By Leopold Eidlitz. Medium Svo, cloth, 2\s.

Naval Brigade in South Africa (The). By Henry F. Nor-
UUKY, C.B., R.N. Crown Svo, clo.h extra, loj-. 6d.
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jV<.'7i> Child's Play (A). Sixteen Drawings by ¥.. V. B. Beauti-
fully printed in colours, 4to, cloth extra, I2s. bd.

Nezvfottndlaud. By Fraser Rae. See " From Newfound-
land."

New Novels. Crown 8vo, cloth, \os. 6d. per vol. :—
The Granvilles. By the lion. E. Talbot. 3 vols.

One of Us. V,y E. Kandolph.
Weig-lied and Wanting:. By Georgf. Mac DoNAi.n. 3 vols.

Castle Warlock. By Geokgf. Mac DoNAI.D. 3 vols.

Under the Downs. By E. GiLLlAT. 3 vols.

A Strang-er in a Strange Land. By Lauv Clay. 3 vols.

Ihe Heart of Erin. By Miss OwENS Blackuuk.n. 3 vols.

A Chelsea Householder. 3 vols.

Two on a Tower. l?y Thomas Hardy. 3 vols.

The Lady Maud. By W. Clark Russell. 3 vols.

Nice and Her N'ei^i^lilwurs. By the Rev. Caxox Hole, Authoi
of "A Book about Roses," " A Little Tour in Ireland," &.c. Small
4to, with numerous choice Illustrations, \2s. 6.7.

Noah's Ark. A Contribution to the Study of Unnatural History.

By Phil Robinson. Small post 8vo, 12^. dd.

Noble Words andNoble Deeds. From the P'rench of E. Muller.
Containing many Full-page Illustrations by I'hilii'I'O'IEAUX. Square
imperial i6mo, cloth extra, "js. 6d.

;
j-.Iainer binding, plain edges, 5^-.

NordinskioUfs Voyage around Asia and Europe. A Popular
Account of the North-East Passage of the "Vega." By Lieut. A.
Hovga.ARD, of the Royal Djinish Navy, and member of the " Vega "

Expedition. 8vo, with about 50 Illustrations and 3 Maps, 2\s.

N'ordhoff {C.) California, for Health, Pleasure, and Residence.

New Edition, 8vo, with Maps and Illustrations, \2s. 6d.

Nothing to Wear ; and Two Millions. By W. A. Butler.
New Edition. Small post Svo, in stiff coloured wrapper, \s.

Nursery Playmates {Prince of ). 217 Coloured Pictiu-es for

Children by eminent Artists. Folio, in coloured boards, 6j-.

r\FF to the Wilds: A Story for Boys. By G. Manville^ Fenn. Profusely Illustrated. Crown Svo, 7^-. 6./.

Old-Fashioned Girl. See Alcoit.

On Horseback through Asia Minor. By Capt. Fred Burxaby.
2 vols., Svo, 38^'. Cheaper Edition, crown Svo, \os. 6d.

Our Little Ones in Heaven. Edited by tlie Rev. H. Ronnixs.
With Frontispiece after Sir Joshua Rey.volds. Fcap., cloth extra,

New Edition—the 3rd, with Illustrations, 5.?.
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Our Village. By Mary Russell Mitford. Illustrated with
Frontispiece Steel Engraving, and 12 full-page and 157 smaller Cuts.

Crown 4to, cloth, gilt edges, 21s.; cheaper binding, \os. bd.

Our Woodland Trees. By F. G. Heath. Large post 8vo,

cloth, gilt edges, uniform with "Fern World " and " Fern Paradise,"

by the same Author. 8 Coloured Plates (showing leaves of every

British Tree) and 20 Woodcuts, cloth, gilt edges, \zs. (3d. New
Edition. Alsout 600 pages.

Outlines of Ornament in all Styles. A Work of Reference for

the Architect, Art Manufacturer, Decorative Artist, and Practical

Painter. Ey W. and G. A. Audsi.ey, Fellows of the Royal Institute

of British Architects. Only a limited number have been printed and
the stones destroyed. Small folio, 60 plates, with introductory text,

cloth gilt, 3U. bd.

pALLISER {Mrs.) A Histojy of Lace, from the Earliest
' Period. A New and Revised Edition, with additional cuts and text,

upwards of 100 Illustrations and coloured Designs, i vol., 8vo, l/. \s.

'•— Historic Devices, Badges, and War Cries. 8vo, \l. \s.

The China Collector's Pocket Companion. With up-
wards of 1000 Illustrations of Marks and Monograms. 2nd Edition,

with Additions. Small post Svo, limp cloth, 5^.

Pathways of Palestine : a Descriptive Tour tlwough the Holy
Land. By the Rev. Canon Tristram. Illustrated with 44 per-

manent Photographs. (The Photographs are large, and most perfect

Specimens of the Art.) Vols. I. and II., folio, gilt edges, -^is. bd.

each.

Peasant Life in the West of England. By Francis George
Heath, Author of "Sylvan Spring," "The Fern World." Crown
Svo, 400 pp. (with Facsimile of Autograph Letter from Lord
Beaconsneld to the Author, written December 28, 1S80), \os. bd.

Petitcs Leqons de Conversation et de Grammaire : Oral and
Conversational Method ; the most Useful Topics of Conversation.

By F. J ULIEN. Cloth, 3J-. bd.

Photography [History and Handbook of). See Tissandier.

Physical Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. By J. E. H.
Gordon, B.A. With about 200 coloured, full-page, and other

Illustrations. 2 vols., Svo. New Edition. SJii preparation.

Poems of the Lnner Life. Chiefly from Modern Authors.

Small 8vo, 5^.

Pogamic People: their Loves and Lives. By Mrs. Beecheu
Stowe. Crown Svo, cloth, bs.
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Polar Expeditions. See Koldewey, Markiiam, IMacGaiian,
Nares, and Nordenskiui.d.

Poynter {EdwardJ., R.A.). See " Illustrated Text-books."

Prudence: a Story of ^EstJietic London. By Lucy E. Lillie.
Small Svo, 5j.

Publishers' Circular [The), and General Record of British and
Foreign Literature. Published on the 1st and 15th of every Month, yi.

Pyrenees {The). By Henry Blackburn. With too Illustra-

tions by GusTAVE DoRE, corrected to 1S81. Crown Svo, 7j-. 6</.

J^AE {P.) Newfoundland. See " From."

Pedford {G.) Ajtcient Sculpture. Crown Svo, 5^.

Peid {T. W.) Land of the Bey. Post Svo, lo.v. 6d.

Remusat {Madame de). See " Memoirs of," " Selection."

Richter {Jean Paul). The Literary Works of Leonardo da
Vinci. Containing his Writings on Painting, Sculpture, and Archi-
tecture, his Philosophical Maxims, Humorous Writings, and Miscel-
laneous Notes on Personal Events, on his Contemporaries, on Litera-
ture, &c. ; for the first time published from Autograph Manuscripts.
By J. P. Richter, Ph. Dr., Hon. Member of the Royal and Imperial
Academy of Rome, &c. 2 vols., imperial Svo, containing about 200
Drawings in Autotype Reproductions, and numerous other illustrations.

Price Eight Guineas to Subscribers. After publication the price will

be Twelve Guineas.

Ltalian Art in the National Gallery. 4to. Illustrated.
Cloth gilt, 2/. 2J-.; half-morocco, uncut, 2I. 12s. 6^.

Robinson {Phil). See " In my Indian Garden," " Under the
Punkah," "Noah's Ark," " Sinners and Saints."

Rose {y.) Complete Practical Machinist. New Edition, i2mo,
I2J. 6,/.

Rose Library {The). Popular Literature of all Countries. Each
volume, \s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d. ^Lany of the Volumes are Illustrated—
Little Women. By LouiSA M. Alcott.
Little "Women "Wedded. Forming a Sequel to " Little Women."
Little Men. By L. M. Alcott. Dble. vol., 2s.; cloth gilt, 3^. 6d.
An Old-Fashioned Girl. By LouiSA M. Alcott. Double vol.,

2J-. ; cloth, 3J-. 6d.

"Work. A Story of Experience. By L. M. Al.COTT.
Beg-inning- Again. Sequel to "Work." Bv L. M. Alcott.
Stowe (Mrs. H. B.) The Pearl of Orr's Island.

The Minister's Wooing:.
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Rose Library {continued)

:

—
Stowe (Mrs. H. B.) We and our Neighbours. Double vol., 2s

cloth, y. 6d.

My Wife and I. Double vol., 2s. ; cloth gilt, 3^. 6d.

Hans Brinker ; or, the Silver Skates. By Mrs. DoDGE.
My Study Windows. By J. R. Lowell.
The Guardian Angrel. By Oliver Wendell Holmes.
My Summer in a Garden. By C. D. Warner.
Dred. Mrs. Beecher Stowe. Dble. vol., 2s.; cloth gilt, jJ. 6i/.

Farm Ballads. By Will Carleton.
Farm Festivals. By Will Carleton.
Farm Legrends. By Will Carleton.
The Clients of Dr. Bernagius. ? parts, \s. each.
The Undiscovered Country. By W. t). HoWELLS.
Baby Rue. By C. M. Clay.
The Rose in Bloom. By L. M. Alcott. 2s. ; cloth gilt, 3j-. 6(t.

Eigrht Cousins. By L. M. Alcott. 2s. ; cloth gilt, y. 6d.

Under the Lilacs. By L. M. Alcott. 2s. ; cloth gilt, y. 6a.

Silver Pitchers. By Louisa M. Alcott.
Jemmy's Cruise in the "Pinafore," and other Tales. By

Louisa M. Alcott. 2s.; cloth gilt, y. dd.

Jack and Jill. By Louisa ^L Alcott. 2s.; cloth gilt, 3^-. 6d.

hitherto. By the Author of the " Gayvvorthys." 2 vols., u. each.
Friends : a Duet. By E. Stuart Phelps.
A Gentleman of Leisure. A Novel. By Edgar Favvcett.
The Story of Helen Troy.

Round the Yule Log: Nonuegian Folk and Fairy 7aies.

Translated from the Norwegian of P. Chr. Asbjornsen. With 100
Illustrations after drawings by Norwegian Artists, and an Introduction

by E. W. Gosse. Imperial i6mo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 7^. 6d.

Rousseld (Louis) Son of the Constable of France. Small post
8vo, numerous Illustrations, 5.?.

The Drummer Boy : a Story of the Days of Washington.
Small post 8vo, numerous Illustrations, 5^.

Russell ( W. Clark) The Lady Maud. 3 vols., crown 8vo,

31.. bd.

See also Low's Standard Novels and Wreck.
Russell {IV. LI., LL.D.) LLesperothen : Notes from the Western

World. A Record of a Ramble through part of the United States,

Canada, and the Far West, in the Spring and Summer of 1881. By
W. H. Russell, LL.D. 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 24^-.

The Tour of the Prince of Wales in Lndia. Ey
W. H. Russell, LL.D. Fully Illustrated by Sydney P. IIai.i,,

M.A. Super- royal 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 52J. 6(/.; Large

Paper Edition, 84^.

Russian Literature. See "Turner."
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QAINTS and their Symbols : A Companion in the Churches
*^ and rictiire Galleries of Europe. With Illustrations. Koyal i6mo,

cloth extra, 3J-. 61/.

Scherr {Prof, y.) History of English Literature. Translated
from the German. Crown 8vo, Sj. Gd.

Schuyler {Eugene). The Life of Peter the Great. By Eugene
Schuyler, Author of "Turkestan." 2 vols., demy Svo.

[/;/ preparation.

Scott {Leader) Renaissance of Art in Ltaly. 410, 31X. dd.

Selection from the Letters of Madame de Ranusat to her Husband
and Son, from 1804 to 1813. From the French, by Mrs. Casiiei,
HoEY and Mr. John Lillie. In i vol., demy Svo (uniform with
the "Memoirs of Madame de Remusat," 2 vols.), cloth extra, i6j-.

Senior {Nassau JF.) Conversations and Journals in Egypt and
Malta. 2 vols., Svo, 241.

These volumes contain conversations with Said Pasha, Achi.m Bey,
Hekekyan Bey, the Patriarch, M. De Lesseps, M. St. Hilaire,
Sir Fkedericiv Bruce, Sir Adrian Dingli, and many other remark-
able people.

Seonee : Sporting in the Satpura Range of Cent?-al Lndia, and in

the Valley of the Nerbudda. By R. A. Stern dale, F.R.G.S. Svo,

with numerous Illustrations, 2\s.

Shadbolt (6".) The Afghan Campaigns of 187S— iSSo. By
Sydney Shadbolt, Joint Author of "The South African Campaign
of 1879." 2 vols., royal quarto, cloth extra, 3/. 35.

Shooting: its Appliances, Practice, and Purpose. By James
Dalziel Dougall, F.S.A., F.Z.A., Author of "Scottish Field

Sports," &c. New Edition, revised with additions. Crown Svo,

cloth extra, 7^. 6J.

"The book is admirable in every way We wish it every success."— 6'/,>^,'.

"A very complete treatise Likely to take high nank as an authority on
shooting "

—

Dai/y iVezus,

Sihes { Wirt). Rambles and Studies in Old South Wales. \\\i\\

mimerous Illustrations. Demy Svo, iSi-.

Silent Hour {The). See " Gentle Life Series."

Silver Sockets {The); and other Shadorcs of Redemption.
Eighteen Sermons preached in Christ Church, llampstead, by the

Rev. C. II. Waller. Small post Svo, cloth, Gs.

Sinners and Saints : a Tour across the United States of
America, and Round them. By Phil Ron in son. [/« the Press.

Sir Rooer de Coverley. Re-imprinted from the "Spectator."

With 125 Woodcuts, and steel Frontispiece sjiecially designed and

tngraved for the Work. Small fcap. 410, bs.
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Smith (G.) Assyrian Explorations and Discoveries. By the late

George Smith. Illustrated by Photographs and Woodcuts. Deiny
Svo, 6th Edition, iS^.

T/ie Chaldean Account of Genesis. By the late G.
Smith, of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.
\Vilh many Illustrations. Demy Svo, cloth extra, 6th Edition, i5j-

An entirely New Edition, completely revised and re-written by the

Rev. Professor Sayce, Queen's College, Oxford. Demy Svo, iSj.

^mith (y. Moyr). See "Ancient Greek Female Costume."

Snocu-Shoes and Canoes; or, the Adventures of a Fur-Hunter
in the Hudson's Bay Territory. By W. H. G. Kingston. 2nd

. With numerous Illustrations. S

extra, gilt edges, 'Js. 6./.
;
plainer binding, 5^

South African Campaign, 1879 {T/ie). Compiled by J. P.

MACKINNON' (formerly 72nd liighlanders), and S. H. .Shadboi.T
;

and dedicated, by permission, to Field-Marshal H.R.H. The Duke
of Cambridge. Containing a portrait and biography ot every officer

killed in the cam]3aign. 4to, handsomely bound in cloth extra, 2/. loj.

South Kensington Museum. Vol. II., 21s.

Stack {£,.) Six Months in Persia. 2 vols., crown Svo, 24J.

Stanley {H. M.) How I Found Livingstone. Crown Svo, cloth

extra, "js. 6d. ; large Paper Edition, 10^. 6d.

"J/y Kalulu" Prince, King, and Slave. A Story

from Central Africa. Crown Svo, about 43c pp., with numerous graphic

Illustrations, after Original Designs by the Author. Cloth, 'js. 6a.

Coomassie and Magdala. A Story of Two British

Campaigns in Africa. Demy Svo, with Maps and Illustrations, \6s.

Through the Dark Continent. Cheaper Edition,

crown Svo, \2s. 6J.

State Trials. See "Narratives."

Stenhouse {Mrs.) An Englishzvoman in Utah. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Stoker {Bram) Under the Sunset. Crown Svo, 6s.

Stopy without an End. From the German of Carove, by the late

Mrs. S.A.RAH T. Austin. Crown 4to, with 15 Exquisite Drawings
by E. V. B., printed in Colours in Fac-simile of the original Water
Colours ; and numerous other Illustrations. New Edition, 7j-. bd.

square 4to, with Illustrations by Harvky. 2s. 6d.

Sto-ce {Mrs. Beecher) Dred. Cheap Edition, boards, zs. Cloth,

gilt edges, 3i. bd.
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Stowe {Mrs Beecher) Footsteps 0/ the Master. With Illustrations
and red borders. Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6j-.

Geography, with 60 Ilhistrations. S(iiiarc cloth, 4V. Gd.

Little Foxes. Cheap Edition, is.\ Library Iviititjn,

Bettys Bright Ldca. \s.

^^y Wife and L ; or, L/any Henderson's L/isto?y.
Small post Svo, cloth extra, 6,v.*

• Ministers Wooing, e^s
; Copyright Series, \s. Gd.; cl, 2y.*

— Oid ToKni Foi/c. 6s.; Cheap Edition, 2s. Gd.

Old Town Fireside Stories. Cloth extra, ^s. Gd.

Onr Foi/cs at Pogannc. 6s.

JJ'e and our NeigJd'Ours. i vol., small post Svo, Gs.

Sequel to " My Wife and 1."*

Pink and White Tyranny. Small post Svo, ^s. Gd.
Cheap Edition^ \s. 6d. and 2s.

Queer Little People. \s.; cloth, 2s.

Chimney Corner, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

TJic Pearl of Orrs Lsland. Crown Svo, 5^.*

JFonian in Saered History. Illustrated with 15
Chromo-lithographs and about 200 pages of Letterpress. Demy
4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, 25^-.

Student's French Fxaniiner. By F. Julten, Author of " Petites
Lecons de Conversation et de Grammaire." Square cr. Svo, cloth, 2s.

Studies in t/ie Theory of Descent. By Dr. Aug. Weismaxx,
Professor in the University of Freiburg. Translated and edited bv
Raphael Meldola, f\C.S., Secretary of the Entomological Society
of London. Part L— " On the Seasonal Dimorphism of Butterflies,''

containing Original Communications by Mr. W. \l. Edwards, of

Coalburgh. With two Coloured Plates. Price of Part. I. (to Sub-
scribers for the whole work only), Sj. ; Part IL (6 coloured plates), i6.f.

;

Part IIL, 6s. Complete, 2 vols., ^os.

Surgeon''s LLandhook on the Treatment of Wounded in. War. By
Dr. Friedricii Esmarch, Surgeon-General to the Prussian .Armv.
Numerous Coloured Plates and Illustrations, Svo, strongly bound,
I/. %s.

* See also Rose Library.
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Sylvan Spring. By Francis George Heath. Illustrated by
12 Coloured Plates, drawn by F. E. HuLME, F.L.S., Artist and
Author of " Familiar Wild Flowers;" by i6 full-page, and more than

loo other Wood Engravings. Large post 8vo, cloth, gilt edges, I2s. bd.

"T^AHITI. By Lady Brassey, Author of the " Voyage of
*• the Sunbeam." With 31 Autotype Illustrations after Photos, by

Colonel Stuart-WoRTLEY. Fcap. 4to, very tastefully bound, 2\s.

Taine {H. A.) " Les Orlgines de la France Conteniporaine.^^

Translated by John Durand.
Vol. I. The Ancient Regime. Demy 8vo, cloth, iGj-.

Vol. 2. The French Revolution. Vol. i . do.

Vol. 3. Do. do. Vol. 2. do.

laiichnitz's English Editions of German Authors. Each
volume, cloth flexible, 2^^. ; or sewed, \s. dd. (Catalogues post free

on application.)

(^.) German and English Dictionary. Cloth, is. 6d.;

roan, 2s.

French and English Dictionary. Paper, \s. (yd.
;

cloth, 2s. ; roan, is. 6d.

. Italian and English Dictionary. Paper, is. 6d.; clotli,

2s. ; roan, 2s. 6d.

Spanish and English. Paper, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. ; roan,

2s. 6d.

Taylor {IV. M.) Paul the Missionary. Crown 8vo, 7^. 6d.

Thausing {Prof.) Preparation of Malt and the Fabrication of
Beer. 8vo, 45^-.

Thomas a Kempis. See " Birthday Book."

Thompson {Emma) Wit and Wisdom of Don Quixote. Fcap.
Svo, y. 6d.

Thoreau. By Sanborx. (American Men of Letters.) Crown
Svo, 2S. bd.

Through America ; or, Nine Months in the United States. By
W. G. Marshall, M.A. With nearly 100 Woodcuts of Views of

Utah country and the famous Yosemite Valley ; The Giant Trees,

New York, Niagara, San Francisco, &c. ; containing a full account

of Mormon Life, as noted by the Author during his visits to Salt Lake
City in 1878 and 1879. Demy 8vo, 2\s. ; cheap edition, crown Svo,

7J. bd.

Through the Dark Continent : The Sources of the AHle ; Around
the Great Lakes, and down the Congo. By PL M. Stanley.
Cheap Edition, crown Svo, with some of the Illustrations and Maps,
1 2J. (>d.
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Through Siberia. By the Rev. Henry LANSDici.r.. Illustrated
with aliout 30 Eni,Mavin!:js, 2 Route Maps, and I'liotni^raph of the
Author, ill Fish-skiii Costume of tlie Gilyaks on tlie Lower Amur.
2 vols., (ieiny Svo, 30^. Cheaper Edition, i vol., 15/.

Tour of the Prince of Wales in India. See Russell.
Trees and Ferns. By F. G. He.\th. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt

edges, with numerous IHustrations, 3J. 6,/.

"A ch.^rmins: little volume."—/.««</ ««,/ ira/er.

Tristram {Rev. Canon) Pathvays of Palestine : A Descriptive
Tour through the Holy Land. First Series. Illustrated by 44 Per-
manent Photographs. 2 vols., folio, cloth extra, gilt edges, 31J. 6,/.

each.

Turner^ {Edward) Studies in Russian Literature. (The Author
is English Tutor in the University of St. Petcrsburgh.) Crown 8vo,
%s. 6,/.

^ '

Tivo Supercarj^oes {The) ; or. Adventures in Savage Africa.
By W. H. G. KlNGSTdN. Numerous Full-page Illustrations. Square
imperial i6mo, cloth e.xtra, gilt edges, 7J-. bd.

;
plainer binding, y.

TJXDER the Punkah. By Phil Robinson, Autlior of " In
^-^ my Indian Garden." Crown Svo, limp cloth, 5.f.

Union Jack {The). Every Boy's Paper. Edited by G. A.
Henty and Bern.\rd IIeldmann. One Penny Weekly, Monthly 6</.

Vol. I. , New Series.

The Opening Numbers will contain :

—

Serial Stories.

Straig-ht : Jack Archer's Way in the World. By G. A. He.vty.
Spig-g-ott's School Days : A Tale of Dr. Merriman's. By Cuthcer r

Sweet Flower ; or, Red Skins and Pale Faces. By Percy B.
St. John.

Under the Meteor Flag-. By Harry Collkngwood.
The White Tig-er. By Louis Boussenard. Illustrated.
A Couple of Scamps. By Bernard Heldmann.
Also a Serial Story by R. Molint.ney Jephso.n.

Vols. II. and III., 4to, is. 6d.
;

gilt edges, 8x.

J/INCENT {F.) Norsk, Lapp, and Finn. By Frank
*^ Vincent, Jun , Author of "The Land of the White Elephant,"'

"Through and Through the Tropics," &c. Svo, cloth, with Fronti's*
piece and Map, I2j-.

Vivian {A. P.) Wanderings in the Western Land. 3rd Edition,
los. 6c/.



BOOKS BY JULES VERNE.

CELEBRATED TRAVELS and TRAVELLERS. 3 Vol,., Demy
8vo, 600 pp., upwards of 100 full-page Illustrations, 12s. Od.;

gilt edges, 14?. each :

—

/. The Exploration of the World.

II. The Great Navigators of the Eighteenth Century.

III. The Great Explorers of the Nineteenth Century.

E^ The letters appended to each book refer to the various Editions and Prices

given at the foot of the page.

a e TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA.
ae HECTOR SERVADAC.
a e THE FUR COUNTRY.
af FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON, AND A TRIP

ROUND IT.
ae MICHAEL STRO&OFP, THE COURIER OF THE CZAR.
I e DICK SANDS, THE BOY CAPTAIN.

had FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON.
bed ADVENTURES OF THREE ENGLISHMEN AND THREE

RUSSIANS.
led AROUND THE Y/ORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS.

(rfA FLOATING CITY.
fZXHE BLOCKADE RUNNERS.

( DR. OX'S EXPERIMENT.
be

be ,rA DRAMA IN THE AIR.
r\K WINTER AMID THE ICE,
S'^^THE SURVIVORS OF THE " CHANCELLOR."

°° ^(^MARTIN PAZ,
bed THE CHILD OF THE CAVERN.

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND, 3 Vols. :—
bed I. DROPPED FROM THE CLOUDS.
hcd II, ABANDONED.
bed III. SECRET OF THE ISLAND,

b e THE BEGUM'S FORTUNE,
b c THE TRIBULATIONS OF A CHINAMAN.

THE STEAM HOUSE, 2 Vols. :—
be T. DEMON OF CAWNPORE.
be II. TIGERS AND TRAITORS.

THE GIANT RAFT, 2 Vols. :
—

b I. EIGHT HUNDRED LEAGUES ON THE AMAZON.
h II. THE CRYPTOGRAM,
b GODFREY MORGAN.
THE GREEN RAY, &c., &c.

a Small 8vo, very numerous Illustrations, handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt

ed"-es, 10*. 6(i. ; ditto, plainer binding, 5«.

S Large imperial 16mo, very numerous Illustraticns, handsomely bound in cloth,

with gilt edges, 7«. Gd.

c Diito, plainer binding, 3s. 6iJ.

d Cheaper Edition, 1 Vol., paper boards, with some of the Illustrations, 1«. ; bound
in cloth, gilt edges, 'U.

e Cheaper Edition as (i?), in 2 Vols., 1«. each; bound in cloth, gilt edges, 1 Vol,,

3*. 6i.

/ Sam; as (<?), except in cloth, 2 Vols., gilt edges, 2». each.
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U/AirARUMA: A Story of Neru Zealand Life. Ey
'^ '^ Alexander IUtiigate, Author of "Colonial Experiences."

Crown 8vo, cloth, <^s.

Waller {Rev. C. II.) Tlie Names on the Gates of Pearl,
and other Studies. By the Rev. C. II. Wai.i.ku, r,l.,\. New
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3^. 6./.

A Grafnmar and Analytical Vocabulary of the Words in
the Greek Testament. Compiled from Briider's Concordance. For
the use of Divinity Students and Greek Testament Classes. I!y the
Kev. C. II. Waller, J\I.A. Part J. The Grammar. Small post Svo,
cloth, IS. 6d. Tart II. The Vocabulary, 2s. bet.

— Adoption and the Covenant. Some Thou::hts on
Confirmation. Super-royal i6mo, cloth limp, 2,f. 6d,

See also " Silver Sockets."

Wanderings South by East : a Descriptive Record of Four Yean
of Travel in the less known Countries and Islands of the Southern
and Eastern Hemispheres. By Walter Cooie. b'vo, ^ith very
numerous Illustrations and a Map, 2\s.

Warner {C. D.) Back-log Studies. Boards, is. 6d. ; clclh, 2^.

Jllumniies a?id Moslems. Svo, cloth, 1 2s.

Washington Irving' <; Little Britain. Square crown Svo, 6^.

Weaving. See " History and Principles."

Webster. (American Men of Letters.) iSmo, 2s. Gd.

Weismann (.4.) Studies in the Theory of Descent. 2 vols., Svo,

Where to Find Ferns. By F. G. Heath, Author of " The
Fern World," (S:c. ; with a Special Chapter on the Ferns round
London ; Lists of Fern Stations, and Descriptions of Ferns and Fern
Habitats throughout the British Isles. Crown Svo, cloth, price 3j-.

Wliite {Rhoda E.) From Infancy to Womanhood. A Book of
Instruction for Young Mothers. Crown Svo, cloth, los. ()d.

White [R. G.) England Without and Within. New Edition,
crown Svo, los. 6d.

Whittier (/. G.) The King's Missive, and later Poems. iSmo,
choice parchment cover, 3^-. 6,t. This book contains all the Poems
written by Mr. Whittier since the publication of " Hazel Blossoms."

The Whittiet Birthday Book. Extracts from the
Author's writings, with Portrait and numerous Illustrations. Uniform
with the "Emerson Birthday Book." Square l6mo, very choice
binding. 3J-. Qd.
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Wild Floivers of Sivitzerland. 1 7 Coloured Plates. 4to.

[/« preparation.

Williams {H. W.) Diseases of the Eye. 8vo, 21^.

Wills, A Few Hints on Proving, jvithout Professional Assistance.

By a Probate Court Official. 5th Edition, revised with Forms
of Wills, Residuary Accounts, &c. Fcap. 8vo, cloth limp, ij-.

Winks ( W. E.) Lives of Illustrious Shoemakers. With eight

Portraits. Crown 8vo, ^s. 6d.

With Axe and Rifle on the Western Prairies. By W. H. G.
Kingston. With numerous Illustrations, square crown 8vo, cloth

extra, gilt edges, "]$. 6d. ;
plainer binding, 5^.

IVoolsey (C. D., LL.D.) Introduction to the Study of Inter-

national Law ; designed as an Aid in Teaching and in Historical

Studies. 5th Edition, demy Svo, \%s.

Wreck of the Grosvenor. By W. Clark Russell, Author of

"John Holdsworth, Chief Mate," " A Sailor's Sweetheart," &c. 6j.

Third and Cheaper Edition.

Wright (the late Rev. Henry) The Friendship of God. With
Biographical Preface by the Rev. E. H. BiCKERSTETH, Portrait,

&c. Crown Svo, 6j.

KRIARTE (Charles) Florence: its History. Translated by
C. B. Pitman. Illustrated with 500 Engravings. Large imperial

4to, extra binding, gilt edges, 63^.

History ; the Medici ; the Humanists ; letters ; arts ; the Renaissance;

illustrious Florentines; Etruscan art; monuments; sculpture; painting,

S.fMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, & RIVINGTON,

CROWN DUILDINGS, i8S, FLEET STREET, E.G.
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